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SUMMARY 
World Class Manufacturing(WCM) is a set of management 
strategies d~veloped in JapJn. These strategies have helped 
Japan to become the world leaders in manufacturing. This is 
ob.ti ous when the qua 1 ity, price, ava : l ability and range of 
Japanese products are compared to those prod~~ed elsewhere. 
This thesi< consists of two sections, namely, a literature 
survey discussing the various components of WCM, and a 
dPscrirtion of an application of some of these techniques. 
WCM consists of four seperate building blocks, ndmely, Just-
rn-Time(JIT)t Total Quality Control(TQC), Total Worker 
Involvement aml Total Prod11ctive Maintenance. These 
building blocks are discussed in the literature survey. The 
reason for their importdnce, their different components and 
their inter- relationships are disc~ ssed. ~uggestions are 
also given on how to implement them. 
Some of these techniques were implemented in a fibre cement 
sheet plant and this is explained in the se~ond part of the 
thesis. The most important appl icaLion was reducing setup 
times on one of the mach,nes. In this pilot exerche, setup 
times were reduced to 30% of their previous times. The 
author is r.onfid~nt that it can reduced even iorther. An 
additional 10% should be the next goal. This makes the complete 
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application of w~~ in the plant a very real possibility. 
Finally suggest1on~ are made on how to implement the rest of 
the pilot study. Once thi s i$ completed, the management of 
the specific plant will hopefully consider implementing WCM 
techniques throughout the plant. 
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CHAPTER 
!NTRODUCT JON 
In 1910, when the Union of South Africa was formed, manufacturing 
produced 3,7% of the country ' s Gross Domestic Product{GDP). 
Agriculture accounted for 21% and Mining 28%. In 1988 Manufacturing 
produced 23.7% of GDP(the single largest share) and employed 1,3 
million people. What is more, the industrial base had been widened 
and diversified to such an extent in recent years that, if 
necessary, South Africa could manufacture most, if not all, of its 
essential requirements. (Bureau for Informi'ltion, 1989) 
This development of the manufacturing indus try was not a "natural" 
process but one prompted by outside f:lctors. These in r. luded the 
discovery of gold and diamonds and the subsequent de lopment of the 
mining industry: two World Wars which disrupted South Africa's 
traditional foreign supply lines and a spate of economic sanctions 
imposed world wide against South Africa. During this ~eriod South 
Africans of all races showed a large amount of enterprise and gained 
valuable expertise in modern manufacturing techniquPs. 
It makes good sense lo use our technical and labour resources to add 
value to the raw m~terials which our country has in abundance. A 
growth in the manufacturing industry should increase our GDP 
considerably and distribute the resultant wealth by supplying jobs 
to our many unemployed. It is obv1ous that thi s could become the 
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foundation of the future political stabi lity of all of Southern 
Africa. 
Unfortunately this is not happening. rigure 1.1 shows the GOP and 
pe1c~1~apc change in GOP for South Africa over the past five years. 
During the pa~t 15 years an average annual growth in GDP of only 
2,0"• was achievr;d. This means an increase in job opportunities of 
orly 1,01 . During the same period the country's population had 
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shown a growth of 2,5\ per year. (Van Zyl, 1990) It is estimated 
that an annual increase in GDP of at least 4,0% is required for an 
acceptable politir.al solution to the country ' s problems. It is 
obviou\ from these figures that our position is not favourable and 
it must be accepted that the poor productivity of our manufacturing 
industries is partly to blame for this situation. There can be 
little doubt that the survival of manufacturing in South Africa is 
in serious jeopardy. 
Various rea~ons are often given for this situation. Som~ prefer to 
blame the government for too much control of the private sector; 
others on our third world workforce. 
Johnson(l985) states that the 1esponsibility for our appalling 
~roductivity lies with, as he states it, the "Captains of Industry", 
who tend to ignore the Manufacturing Task and delegate 
responsibility for its development to middle management. Middle 
management does not have the authority to implement the changes in 
company strategy which the Japanese have recognised as a 
prer~quisite for survival. 
The rea~on for the success of Japanese companies lies not in their 
marketing strategies or accounting procedures, but in the ability of 
their organisations to produce consis ~nt high quality, functional 
goods at minimum cost, as and when the ma.ket needs it. Their 
management philosophy recognises that the manufacturing task is not 
just operational, but needs philosophies and long- term strategies 
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set in the boardroom. lt also needs qualified people to execute 
these strategies. 
These strategi~s have been implemented by Japanese companies and 
have helped them to become world leaJers in the manufacturing 
industry. This is obvious from the price, quality, design and 
availability of Japanese products. These strategies are often 
referred to as World Class Manufacturing (WCM) techniques. 
The aim of WCM is to reduce waste. Waste is def1ned as anything 
other than the minimum amount of equipment, materials. parts, space 
and worker ' s time which dre absolutely essential to ad1 value to the 
product. (Suzaki, 1987) With this in mind, Toyota has ident i fied 
seven types of waste, namely: 
1. Waste from overproduction 
2. Waste of waiting time 
3. Transportation waste 
4. Processing waste 
5. Inventory waste 
6. Waste of motion 
7. Waste from product defects 
A World Class Mariufacturer will thus constantly try to reduce thi~ 
waste. 
World Class Manufacturing consists of four separate, but inter-
dependent parti. These are Just-in- Time , Total Quality Control, 
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Total Worker Commitment and Total Productive Maintenance. This 
concept is illustrated in figure 1.2. A manufacturer may wish to 
implement only one or two of these strategies. however experience in 
Japan, Europe and America has shown that only aft~r having 
successfully implemented all four can a compd11y really achieve the 
status of World Class Manufacturer. 
Figure 1.2 THE FOUR COMPONENTS OF WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING 
World Class Manufacturing 
J,.Jst Total Total Total 
In Out\ lily Worker Productive 
Time Control Involvement Maintenance 
This thesis aims to place World Class Manufacturing in its proper 
perspective and to make managements aware of its possibi i ities in 
the South African context. In particular it describes a pilot study 
in the manufacturing of fibre cement sheets. The fibre cement 
industry world wide is in a state of transition and company 
managements would have to consider making use of WCM techniques in 
order for their products to stay competitive. The author would go 
as far as to Sity that the survival of the fibre cemc11t industry in 
South Africa depends on the extent to which top management 
implements WCM techniques. 
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Finally, reconrnendations are made on how to implement WCM 
techniques. These reconrnendations are specifically aimed at the 
fibre cement industry, but can be applied i~ most other industries 
as well. In particular, it can be applied to all other processes 
where r~w materials are batch prepared and where continuous runs are 
required due to product features. The paper and food industries are 
examples of such processes. 
The thesis is presented in two parts. Part I consists of a 
literature survey of World Class Manufacturing and is covered in 
chapters 2 to 5. Part II describes the practical application of 
some of these p ~ inci ples at a fibre cement sheet plant. 
Chapter 2 describes the ~M technique of Just- in- Time (JIT). JIT is 
a manufactu1•ing management philosophy whi ch aims to reduce lead 
times and inventory to zero. Obviously this is not possible, but 
gives an indication of what to aim for. After discussing the 
advantdges of JIT, the various features of the system are discussed. 
The chapter is concluded with a section on , 0w to implement JIT in 
an organisation. 
Chapter 3 examines Total Quality Control (T4 '~ . TJC differs from 
traditional Quality Assurance in that it striVL ' tJ reduce reject 
levels to zero and not to some ''acceptable" level. JIT requires 
that no rejects are produced and is thus totally deper.:ant on TQC. 
TQC in turn is seldom successful without the motivation .o sotve 
problems fo~ced by JIT. 
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Chapter 4 investigates the question of worker involvernen~. Total 
Worker Involvement is one of the four building blocks of WCM and is 
just as important as the other three. All of the components that 
make up the WCM package require the shopfloor workers' participation 
in solving proble~s. It thus requires a high level of motivation 
from all the staff. After discussing the Japanese worker and his 
high level of commitment towards his company, the Black South 
African worker is examined in some detail to explain why he often 
reacts differently from what could be expected in the work 
situation. The Black wor~er is then compared to his Japanese 
counterpart. The chapter is then concluded with some examples of 
techniques that are available to improve worker participation. 
Chapter 5 describes Total Productive Maintenance. Both JIT and TQC 
require mdchines to be in perfect condition when producing. Japanese 
maintenance managers aim to have machines and equipment in a better 
condition than when received from the suppliers. This not only 
requires carefully scheduled preventive maintenance, but also 
operator co-operation in daily cleaning and routine maintenance. 
Chapter 6 gives an ov~rview of the manufacturing of fibre cement 
sheets in South Africa and a description of the line that was used 
as a pilot study. 
Chapter 7 describes how a reduction of setup times was achieved on 
the $heet machine. A reduction of setup times is one of the most 
important objectives to achieve before JIT and WCM can be 
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implemented successfully. 
Chapter B describes the steps needed to implement WCM on d 
fibre-cement sheet machine. It shows the dctions already taken and 
suggests further steps to implement . 
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P A R T I 
LITERATURE SURVtY: WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING 
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CHAPTER 2 
JUST- I N- T U:1~; 
2.1 Introduction 
Just-In-Time (JIT) is a mdnufacturing mancigement phi losophv width 
aims to produce instantly with perfect quality ~nd m1n1nwm w~~t~. 
Products are thus produced only when required and arr therctarr 
immediately available to the customer. This is nn 1mpossihlc uoal to 
reach, but indicates the direction i n ~~ich to stri ve. 
JIT was developed in Japan out of necessi ty. Japan is smal I 1n 
size, poor in raw materials and has ·1 relatively large populatiun. 
It had also gained a reputation lor poor qual i ty product s dtlcr thl' 
Second World War. All of this, coupled with J decreas ing ~tandard 
of living in Japan, led to the development of JfT. 
Inadequate storage space and the high cost of interest on rdw 
materials indicated that inventori~s had to be small. These 
included raw materials, work in process and finished products. This 
~equ1red production runs to be shorter so that customer demand could 
be satisfied. In order to have shorter pro~~ction at a realistic 
cost, change-over times between products had to be shortened. 
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Product qualitv had lo be increased to ens11re that only ordered 
products wer'e produced. Waste in all lorms hod to be reduced in 
order to makP the JIT philosophy profitable . 
• Ill differs from traditionol production planning in thal. production 
runs are kept as small dS poc:.sihle. Traditionnlly product ion 
plcJnne1s dim to make runs of Lhe !><itlle pl'oduct as long ilS possible in 
order to keep costs down. !he optill'al r1111 size is determined by 
making use of the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) formula. (See figure 
2 .1) 
The fOQ formula assumes that the rost of p1·oduc ing products can be 
broken down into <1 t 1xecl cost and l\ .. o v11riallle costs. The first 
variable co~t i~ the 01der1nq co::it(Oi), and clecreases as the order 
quMtily increases. The <;econd is the 1rtvento1·v carryiria cost(!), 
and increac:.es linedrly with the .1mount of products per run. lhe 
total cost of productio~ (T1) thus reaches a minimum for a certdin 
amount of i:,rocluc:tc; per ~rodr;ction run.(Qi) This point is known as 
the !conomic Order Qudnlity (FOQ). 
In traditional production planning theory it w"s assumed tnat the 
ordering cost.s were fixe\t as set.up t imf's rnuld not be dcc:redsed. 
!he LOSl of keeping stock .v.1s i1lso often underestirnnted. JIT 
planners do net underestimate the coc;t of keeping stock and know 
th.it setup t 1111es can he reducc<J considerabiy. 
If the set up cost {an bi? reduced the ordering cost is reduced as 
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shown in figurr> 2.1.(0z ancl 03) This cau5<!S 11 lowering 111 totitl 
cosb (12 and T3) and ., reduct ion in the fOQ. (02 and Q3) The 
ultimate goal of JIT is to have ;in EOQ of 1. The only w.1y to do 
this would be not to have any setup times at all. This can be 
achieved by having a dedic~ted machine for every product i11 the 
product range. 
Figure 2.1 IMPACT Of REDUCED ORDERING COS! 
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?..2 Fe.1tures of the JIT System 
Various featur·cs distinguish Jlf from lradilional pl'ocJuction 
pl1111ning. lhe ,1im of this scclion is to givt! Ml overview of some of 
these fetltut·cs. lhc uuthor· feels th.1t these MC the most importt1nt 
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fe<itl•i"e'i t hat a mdnufacturer should be aware of. JIT can be applied 
in an off:i;c enviro•l;n1~nt or a servi'"e industry as wr.11. If the 
reader requires inf'11in"tir·11 o;? these appl:ratiuns or further 
infonnation o~ the fea ·~re. di~;ussed here, it is suggested th t the 
list of references at the back of the thesis be c0~~ulted . 
2.2. 1 Setup time reduction 
It is obv~ous from the previous section that setup time reduction is 
one of the most in.pot'Lrnl features of thFJ JiT systf'm. Reducing 
setup times make:. short production rues 11101e eco11omicril • 
Reducing setup times on machinery shoulJ be tackled 0n a project 
basis and worker cooperation should be obtained trom the start of 
the project. Experience has shown that setup timts can he decrcase1 
dramatically if all concerned contribut~ to the project. Sh1geo 
Shingo of the Japanese Management Association quotes examples nf 
setup times being reduced to 1/63 of what they used to be. (Shinryo, 
1987) 
Other examples that he quotes include die chdnges on pre,ses (l/19), 
plastic moulding (1/24) and die casting (l/13). He states that al I 
of these successes were achieved only tt1rough a change in thinking 
and attitude. 
Shingo refers to his met 1,Jd as Rapid 1ool Setting (RTS). It 
consists of classi~ying ~ctions , reorganising the setup procedure 
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and improving housekeeping. He states that RTS has the following 
positive effects: 
(i) fhe operation ratios of machines will improve. 
(ii) Small lot production wi ll become possible. 
(iii) Urgent work c~n be promptly undertaken. 
(iv) Special skills will not be required. 
{v) Defective tool setting can be eliminated. 
(vi) Production changes and tool setting will not be disliked. 
(v) Yield ratios of materiJl w~ll be increased as nu trial runs 
will be required. 
(vi) Tools wil 1 be tidily sl.ored. 
According to Shingo changing from one product lo the next on a 
production line consists of four basic steps: 
(i) lhe preparation of the new tools and equipment to be used. 
( i i) The rep 1 acemen t of the too 1 s anrl equipment. 
(iii) The correct positioning of tools and equipment. 
(iv) The adjustment of the machines so that the products produced 
conform to specifications. 
In general preparation tales 30% of the total time to change. 
replacement 5%, positioning 15% and adjustment 50%. All of th«!SC 
steps arc normal !y performed both crnstrcam and off stream dS 
indicated in figure 2.2. 
Shigeo recommends that RIS be implemented in three stages as 
indicated ir1 figure 2.3. Before lmplementat ion off stream and 
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Figure 2.2 THE COMPONENTS OF SETUP TIME 
f'reri~re Rep 1 C\Ce 
r-osit:ior, Adjust: 
onstream activities are intermingled. The first stage would thus oe 
to id~ntify and separate the offstream and onstream activiti~s. The 
second stage would be to convert as many as possible offstream 
activities to onstream. Finally both onstream and offstream 
activities need to be improved. 
The first step in improving a setup time would be to r~, : e~ the 
setup operation and ti me edch component of the op er at i Ctil. ~. ~::h 
component must then be clas~ified as either onstream or offstream. 
Converting offstream activities to onstream consist' of identifying 
all activities that are presently performed while the machine is 
stopped. but could be performed while the machine is in operation. 
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Figure 2.3 IMPLEMENTING RAP!D 1001. SfrTING 
Machine running Machine stopped 
Offstream and onstream 
activities mixed. ·" '· ·" ... ·'· · · .,_ ",. .. , "''' .... , ... ,.'"'''~., .. , . ., .... , · .. ,.w,_, ... 
Seperate orfst1 earn and 
onstream act1\/1t1~s. 
Offstream acliv1hes 
converted to onstream. 
Improve both offstream 
and onstream activities. 
.:'\•Y 
Setup time 
Offst;-eam C\ctivitics ~~~~~~ 
Onstream act1v1ties W ~#.~,,."H:.l!'liffllt¢ 
These activitiC!s Mc then to be scheduled to be performed while the 
machine is running. 
Preparation acttvilics can be improved by improving transportation 
and slordge methods. Tool replacement can be improved by instal 1 ing 
quick release equipment, hydraulic r1 111~1 1 1 lipment or single 
operation equipment. 
Adjustment can become tolcl 1 ly unneccssa1 y thrnugh functional 
standardisation, i.e. all tools hcwc identical c 1 iticdl dimensions. 
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It is suggested that a chart is placed at the work place, indicating 
the setup times over a period of time. Jn this way the workers will 
see the improvement in setup time and be motivated to contribute 
ideas to th~ project. 
Parallel oper.1tions are another way of reducing setup times. This 
can be achieved by assigning additional workers to assist in the 
setup. Workers then work in teaws, doing the same work, often on 
opposite sides of the same piece of equipment. Parallel operations 
save walking distances and time and :reate a spir·it of teamwork. It 
is suggested that use is made of PERT to develop parallel 
operations. 
A video camera can be used to record the setup, both before and 
after improvements. These recordings can be used to review the 
sequence of operations and can also be used as training and 
motivational ai ~s when other setup time reduction projects are 
launched. 
It must be realised that time lost due to production changes only 
contribute to higher costs and should thus be kept as short as 
possible. This can be attained by making use of the RTS principles. 
2.2.2 Inventory 
~aving no or little inventory is central to the idea of JIT. JIT is 
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often referred to as zero inventory or stockless production. As 
inventory only contributes to operdting cost, it is one of the 
wastes that should constantly be minimise~. 
The philosophy recognizes that there is a certdin minimum level of 
inventory which must be carried to satisfy a company's marketing 
strdtegy and existing operating conditions. Zero inventories or 
stockless production are thus not the correct terms to use when 
describing Jll. 
JIT does not eliminate inventories, it reduces them to an ~conomical 
level. Companies still need buffer storage between production 
processes, but these should be as small as prdct ically possible. 
This stock should al so be located as close as possible to the next 
point of use. Intelligent use of s torage systems can help 
manufacturers achieve this goal and max imise productivity. 
Inventory reduction is also usect as a means of enforcing production 
improvements. Having little or no buffer stock forces the upstream 
process to deliver perfect quality at a constant rate. Any prob lem 
in a process will i~nediately become visible instead of being hidden 
by excess inventory. Management should thus constantly decrease the 
amount of allowable buffer stock unti I a problem appears . After 
solving the problem the inventory reduction should continue. The 
analogy of a river is often used to explain this process . 
The level of inventory in a factory is compared to the level of 
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water in a river . As the level of the Wdter decreases, rocks become 
visible which pose a threat to bo3ts on the river. These rocks 
represent production problems. Instead of increasing the level of 
the water, the rocks should be removed. The idea is to mdke the 
river passable with as low as possible a level of water. 
Lowering inventory levels has the following advantages to a company: 
lower cost of capital tied up in inventory 
lower storeroom costs such as facilities, equipment and labour 
less need for sophisticated inventory control systems and paper 
work to track the inventory 
less need for inventory control staff 
low~r tax, pilferage, risk of obsolescence 
less floor space which enables machines to be situated clo~er 
together with a resultant saving ir mat erials handling. 
It. can tht..s 1>C seen that prcducin ) just in time, has many more 
.-:.dvantages than proC11ic:ing just ;n r: ase as prr1clised in many South 
African f j~ tori~s. 
2.2.3 Lower Lead Time 
une of the objectives that are set when implemen• ·~ 
is to produce µroducts only when they are requi1 
system, 
st i . l 
time. This has the advantage of lowering inveni.ory as 
discussed i1, the previous section. It also has a further advantage 
in that it makes a production plant more manaaeable with less 
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wastage occuring. 
Figure 2.4 shows how many organisatic~. currently manufacture their 
products. Material is ordered from suppliers and put into stock, 
either because it was ordered in an economic order quantity or the 
5upplier or transporter is not trusted to deliver it when required. 
Figure 2.4 THE REAL COMPONENT~ , LEAD TIME 
CL"\I \. l .. \T I\ [ l r. ~ n Tl ,\It: 
c0.\1 ro~I.~1 
OfTAll \lfC: STOCK 
~IP 
Tl\tE 
fl~ GOODS 
5 fOCK 
,. 
c 
01.'.f. DA. TE 
After a time it is launched towards the first operation o~ the 
routing. Unfortunately it goes into Work in Progress once the 
operation is completed. After a while the second operation is 
started but once again it goes nto work-in-process after the actual 
operation. 
After detail manufacturing is completed the article is typically 
placed into component stock. ~lormally more components are 
manufactured than required eith(~r because it was an Economic Order 
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Quantity or provision was made for a certain percentage of scrap and 
breakages. The required Jrticles will wait in component stock for 
their mating parts; the excess parts might never be used. The 
material thus struggles through the business in this slow fashion 
until it is hopefully all dispatched to a customer. 
This illustrates the traditional management value which states: "The 
soon~r the job is started, the better the chances are of getting it 
finished on time.~ What happens in fact is that the longer the lead 
time becomes, the more work goes into WIP and the better the chances 
are that shop supervision will do the wrong job first. Our new 
value should be: "Schedule the start of the job the shortest 
possib~ ~ time ahead of its need date. " (Johnson, 1985) 
This value is the core of the Jlf philosophy. Adoption of this 
philosophy will reduce 1 ead times and inventory. This wi 11 change 
the description of current practices as shown in figure 2.4 to the 
situation shown at the bottom of f1gure 2.5. 
The real lead time is thus not the sum of ~ !~ of the various 
operating times as traditionally taught, but the time the material 
takes to move from supplier release to dispatching dock. The 
easiest way to calculate the real lead tlme would be to make use of 
the Irrevocable Inventory Law which states that: 
INVENTORY 
LEAD TIME = OUTPUT RATE {Johnson, 1985) 
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Cl~l.LA Tl\. E LEAD TI~E 
DETAIL ~fG 
W .l .P . 
COMPONE~T 
STOCK 
'SSY 
fl!'! GOODS 
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Inventory i n time unit.s prov1des a very good diagnosti c tool to 
direct our attention to the actions we need to take to move 
progressively towards the goal of JIT - "Instantly manu iarture the 
product when the customer needs it. " {Jchnson, 1985) 
2.2.4 Kanban 
To many people the terms Just- in- Time and Kanban are ·· .. . 1onymou:;. 
Closer analysis, however, reveals that the Kanban system is a 
subsystem of JIT. Kanban is an information system which facilitates 
the controlled flow of material between one workstation and the 
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next. 
The Japanese word Kanbdn literdlly mc.>ans "ticket", 'card" 01 
~visible recor~ . Thjs visible record. often represented by a 
card, autho• 1zes production or tnrnsfe1 of puts from one work 
centr,, to 1rnothe ... !hi~ cdrd is 11<;udl ly attc1rhed to •• standcffd 
container dnd contctins in format ion on the product, produc 1ng work 
centre, consumi 119 work centre t111d route. 
Th· flow of materidl 1s always a~botirlted with the relationship 
betwe1n tw~ work tentres. MatcriJl mdy not be moved between work 
ccr1l1C''- w1tho1:t d Kdnbdn. ~1rnlldrly wad, 1111ty not be performed on a 
p1oduct w1thout ttie authori1r1t1Cm of c1 Knnbc\11, 1he totdl qu<1ntity 
of mt1t£>ri,tl 111 the sy<:otem ic. tln1 controlled hy thP nwnber of Kr.1r.!11w 
111 t11l' '">Y'>lem. Ar-eduction 111 thP nu111ber of Kdnbdn in the system 
will rt:''>ult 111 tl 1ec!ult1r,n of invM1tory. 
!hut' dlf l1o>.o type. of Kc1nbdn s~ ~tH, the dual ca:--d and single card 
~v tt •n'>. 
lhr dudl l,1n; "i~Hrm \o;dc:, developed by lcyotd and con~isb of 
rcit1\llyc\1HC' Kdnhan Md' production Konbtlrl. As seen in figure 
2.(1, mdtf'r 1,11 flowi:. from wot~ c:.t<ltio11 ~1 11 throuqh c111 intermediatt 
c:,tor<lqt• <lrt'c1 to work r,t.1t1011 \!0 ~1· All mlller'ial is moved in 
.,L~ndd1d1srd Jntd1ne1.,, ~acl1 holdirq ~pprox1mately one trnth Jf a 
rl.1y., nt1l1•11l. [,Hh lOnt 11rw1 hc1., d Kc111hdn dlldthcd. 
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Al I inventory in the storage area has a productio11 Kt1nban altdched 
and cannot lle removed until a mc1ten11l handlet dr'r'ives with,, 
c:onvey<1nce Kanban. Once U1iS occt11s, the production Kanban 1s 
removed from the container and handed over to thP producing 
department. lhis serves (IS an duthorization to replitce the m.1terial 
just re111ov<'d. 
lhe conveyance Kanuan is then attached to the conta111er c'llld the 
container is moved to work stat ion Wn+ 1 · llere the art ic 'les 111 the 
contdiner dre consurne·t. Only when the c<Jnt.dner is empty, may the 
conveyance Kanbc111 be removed Mid retun1etl to the sl.or(1ge 1H'Ci\ to 
acquire more matenal. The production of atld1tionol inventory is 
thus delayed until the c11rrent invC'nto1y i5 Jsed. 
In the simpler and more conunon single f.dt'd '>)Stem., p.lrts delivered 
to a subsequent work stat1on a1e tontrolled hy one Kanban instead of 
two. As in the c.udl cc1r d system the numbC'r of Kanbans controls tlH~ 
number of containers oi work in p1og1e~i> c1nd thus the i11vento1'y 
level. As a container is c111pt ·icc1 of parts ltl Lhe second work 
station, the container an:! the Ka11han is return~o to the prececling, 
or first work staUon. llc:re the Kanh.rn aulllori1es pr'oduct ion 1.f 
another container of pclrl'i. 
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figure 2.6 FLOW OF MATERIALS WITH TH[ DUAL CARO KANSAN SYSTEM 
Production Coriveyance Production Convey once 
Kdnban Kan'..>an Kan ban 
P;,n-1 
W0 = Work station n 
Pi,n = Part i processed at work stt1tion 11 (Hahn, 1983) 
Although thP. single r.Mtl system is e,1<;ier to understand and use, it 
does not offer the sa111e level of con lrol rit the µreceding war!: 
station that the dual card system offers. lhe single card system 
can he used with confidc~ce though where only one or a few parts are 
produced in a gi en work statior. 
A prinLed card is not necessarily t~e only type of Kanban that can 
be used. In certain instances thP co11tai11er c.'ln be the K,inban. An 
empty tontainer would authorize the production of new ports. The 
~nount of permissable inventory can then b~ controlled by 
restricting the number ot containe,s in t~e plant. Painted squJres 
at the work station are also used t1S Kanban. Parls for the work 
Station i'\fe kept lll ol designated ol'Cd Oil the WOr'k loble and dS long 
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as the painted section i~ covered, the prec~ding work stdtion is not 
authorized to make parts . As pdrts are used from the designdted 
area, the painted square becomes visible and authori1ation is 
provided to produce more pa1 ts. 
Kanbdn is a "pull" system compdl'ed to the t1aditional "push" system 
used in the West. As a user work Stdtion uses part , the empty 
containers and Kantian are returned to the preceding supplier work 
station. Only then may the supplier produce more pd1ts. Thus the 
user triggers supplier production. In the traditional "push" system 
the supplier would produce parts at a steady rate, whe.her the user 
is able to use it or not. Thi s cr~ates bottlenecks. work in 
progress inventories and a crowded fa c~ory. 
In order for JIT to be truly oper,1tior1a: in a fdctory, the concept 
of a supplier work stdl1on should be carried through to the raw 
rnate1 ial vendor and the concc1)t of a u!>er work station t<1 the 
client. The raw material supplier should thus 1eccive Ktlnban to 
authorize the supplying of material. In the selme m11rmer the client 
should issue a K:rnbc1n to receivl' a t i11i~hed prnduct. The advantage 
of such a system is that it drils1 ictd ly rnt s dov.n on lhe t1mu11nt nt 
paperwork t'equired. Kawci saki in Japan for· e .... ~111ple, fMYS lheit tyr'" 
supplier not according to the number of ty1es ordered during the 
month : but according to the number of motorcycle!> built riuring the 
month. As there is no internnl stoc.k in tl1£>1r fdclory, Kaw<1sakt and 
the it· supplier ~now that cil I tyr·e~ received tH'e uc.ed i111mcdic1tely. 
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One of the basic JIT objectives is tn ~inimize Work in Process and 
raw mate,·ial inventories. This is donr :iv ensttring that every work 
station receives the exact queintity o' rrnrts o•· ial at the 
precise tim~ it is needed. JIT users t~.· ref~re ~ . towards a 
"stockles,," production system wher~ n,.cr, •mit of output is produced 
as it is needed. This requires heavy in~ ~, ..,ement of the purchrtsing 
department as purchasing is where the 'flow of materials begin. 
In just-in-Lime put·chasinq. suppliers are required to deli\.:!r Sltldll 
batches of high quality oarls or material direct to the user 's plant 
when required. This can mean daily or even hourly deliveries of 
purchased mattrial. 
ll is important that Lhe supplier can supply under I.he following 
conditions: 
Reduced order quantities 
r1 equcn t and rel i i1b I e de 1 i very schf'du I ~s 
Reduced and reliable lead times 
Consistent high quality levels. 
Reduced order' quulltity and frequent dc.:liveries seem to uc in direct 
contl'adiction with the lraditfont1l purchasing management philosophy 
which fa\lours buying in bulk. Hvwever, wht!11 the fundnmcnl,tls of 
p111·chas i 11y managr~men t arc ex mined, it is found that ,J 11 pure has i ng 
is in f ct we I l foun•Jeo on the ~ .. ,me theon es. 
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Traditional inventory theor~ st~tes that the order quantity is a 
function of the usage rate, inventory carrying cost and the reorder 
cost. These factors are used in the Economic Order Quantity (EOQ) 
formula, as discussed in section 2.1, to dolermine the order 
qu.rntity . Applications of th~ EOQ formula ofle1l treat the unit 
re-ord~r cost as a fixed value which is assumed to be constant. In 
real 1ty this is often an incorrert assumption. With JIT purctiasing 
the re-order cost Cdn be reduced to produce ii smaller optimum order 
qua11ti ty. 
The cost of ordering parts or material from a supplier can be broken 
down into s ix components . These are: 
( 1 ) Negotiating cost 
(2) Converting a p 1 armed order to an open order. 
(3) expediting cost 
( 1l) Receiving count cost 
(5) Receiving inspection cost 
(6) fr~nsportation C0Sl 
ln the JI T purchc1sing system, d vendor who meets the rigorous JIT 
purchasing requirements is classified as a Class A vendor . Class A 
vendors receive long- term contracts and are often the only suppliers 
of •l given part, or family of parts, to ii user. !hey nr~ thus 
exempted f1om dll of the dbove costs except (1) and (6). Both the 
negotiating Md transport cos t s can be si911ificantly reduced. The 
new ordering cosi mak1•s it possible to Ol'iler sm,\ller quunLities more 
ofter•. 
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Developing long term vendor relationships, rather than con~istently 
seeking short term price breaks, is contrary lo the normal way 
business is done. The advantages obtained become obvious when the 
vendors' capacity capabilities, process capabilities and quality 
performance become known. This results in the saving of the first 
five components of the order cost. 
The transportation cost can be reduced by selecting vendors 
geographically close to the user and by ordering families of parts 
from one vendor . Orderin9 fdmi lies of pa1·ts wi 11 mclke it possible 
to order parts in truck or carload quantities. 
One of the results of JIT purchasing is that the user's supplying 
vendor base wi 11 shrink. Most pu t'Chns i 11g m<1ndgers wil l feel 
uncomfortable with this, JS present purchdsing philosophy states 
that multiple sou1cing reduces the r·isk of supply disruption and 
that active competition holds prices down. 
The risk of supply disruption will be r'ecluced signific.t.1ntly if the 
user company lakes an ttct ive inte1e5t in the ve1Hlor. In Jdpan it is 
not unco111morr for large users to nssist vemlors in difficult times. 
This could i11c1ul.le fin,111cidl i1ssislance. lt!Cni c.11 advice or even 
supplying lclliour during industl'icd str·ikes. 
A Cl ass A vendor ~hou Id ~ 1 so rlol hC' more l'> 1ums 1 ve than <1 vrnd111 on 
the oprin mM~C!l dS he, unlike his compel1Lo1 on thl' oprr1 mc,rkct. 
enjoys lhe economy of '-C It'. A 'ioho!l tnrm tonlrdCl involvr·~ A high 
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degree of risk, and is thus associated with higher costs. In 
addition a supplier with a short term contrac: does not have 
sufficient incentive to make any long-term cost-saving investments. 
2.2.6 Mixed Production Schedy]ing 
One of the most itnportant lessons that the manufacturing industry 
has learned durillg the past deca 1 is that the customer is 
responsible for its succes~. In the 1~20's Henry Ford remarked that 
the customer could have any colour Model T, dS long as it was black. 
This attitude previli led dul'ing the fol lowing 50 years where mass 
manufacturers produced standard, identical items. The argument was 
thtit 1imiting product r.rnges would keep operating costs down, by 
~liminaling changes in production runs. 
Jhis situation was acceptable until the late 1970's, when incredsed 
competition and diversified customer needs forced manufacturers to 
ofter a range of products to t~eir customers. Today a manufacturer's 
ab'il 1ty to respond q:dckly to the niarkel is a matter of survival. 
1his crei!tcs ~ problem in traditional nssembly lines where the same 
product is often produced for hours or even days before the line is 
changed to the next product. rn•qucnt chdngeovers Me unpopular due 
to the tim ..... asted. The result is lt111Qe q11antites of finished stock 
as th custom rs normally buy at ll steady ri!te. This is i I lust rated 
in figure 2.1(a1 • The risk of overprodllCl ion is also very large. 
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If different products are produced every day or every hour or even 
every minute, it would be possible to produce at the rate at which 
customers buy. The finished goods inventory would thus be 
significantly smaller. This is illustrated in figure 2.7(b}. Use 
must be made of the setup time reduction techniques as described in 
section 2.2.l to achieve this mixed production scheduling. Mixed 
production would also reduce the risk of overproduction on any one 
particular product. 
Figurf' 7.7 MIXf:O PRODUCTION SCllEDIJLING 
Productiol'I Schedule lDatel 
Product Apr/ 1 2 3 4 . • • . 1 &· 1 6 1 7 • , • • 29 30 
Batch 
Product ion 
modll 
A 
(AAAAB8BB •• , ,) B 
r 
l 
I 
I 
Finished 
Goods 
ln\'cntory 
Level 
4/1 4/15 4/30 
Date 
Mr><ed 
Productio11 
Mode 
(ABAHAB ••• I 
A 
B 
2.2.7 Unif0rm Workloads 
r1 
I I 
I I 
n........, 
I I I 
I I I I 
L...J L.J 
I : I 
I I I 
L-...J L 
4/ 1 4/ 15 
Date 
Mixed production ~t final assembly should be scheauled t~ match the 
mar~et d~mand profile. The daily or hourly schedule should be 
constant over the munthly or weekly planning horizon and shoulrl have 
the same prJduct profile . The result is that parts are required from 
upstream activi:ies at a steady rate. This uniform workload at Lll 
4/30 
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activities is very important in man<.1ging ei factor; . s !ach person 
engaged in production will be able to control his area with certain 
expectations. 
Yasuhiro Mo11den (1981), gives the following example to explain the 
above concept in more detai~: 
At the Toyota plant, the Corona line has to produce 4 types of 
Coronas during the following month. lhey differ in engine size, 
shape and colour. The monthly demand for each type is shown in 
table 2.1. There are twenty wor~ i ng days during the mon ~ h ~nd ~ach 
day is eight hours long. 
Table 2.1 Toyota example 
I Oil i 1 y 
I Monthly average Cycle Ordinal 
Types ~ds output l i me Schedule 
A 
I 8000 units 400 units 2,5 min 4 units/ 10 min B FlOOO 300 3.3 3 
c 400U 200 5,0 2 
D 2000 100 10.0 1 
-
Tot.1 l ~o r>oo 1000 l unit/min 10 units/ lOmi n 
I 
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Traditional production planning t echniques would requi re that all 
8000 type A' s be produced first, the line changeJ to produce type B, 
and then ~11 6000 type B' s produced etc. fhi ~ woulri give the lea~t 
amount of time lost due to productio~ chdnges. 
The disadvantage would be that larg~ numbers of finished stock w0u •d 
have to be carried to satisfy customers for t ypes B, C and D while 
type A is produced. 
A second disadvantage would be that if fvr example, type A is a ~wo 
door model and the other t ypes are four door~ models, a change in 
output from the door assembly li1:c w~ ll be required after the type A 
run is completed. This might not seem like a big disadvantage, but 
if it is considered that the Corona range in fact consists of over 
4000 different combinaLions of models, the amount of planning 
involved become~ enormous. The solution to thd problem would be to 
produce the Sdme ~mount of each type of car every day. This is 
indicated in the third column of table 2.1.: produce 400 of type A 
every ddy, change to type B, produce 300 of type B etc. If 
changeover times are reduced as described earlier, loss of 
production due to changeovers would be minimal. 
The ddvantages of this solution are obvious. Firstly less finished 
stock is required to satisfy daily customer demand, as the plant 
produces at the demand r~te and profile. The second advantage is 
that the door lSiembly lire, and all other upstream operat.ons, work 
at a constant daily rate. Planning the i r work tl ·~s becomes much 
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easier. As a result, mana~ement thus has more tiru~ to concentrate 
ort problem solving. Toyota has in fi'ct t.aken t.his solution one step 
further by calculating the cycle time for eacn of the types. (See 
table 2.1) 
Cycle time = daily operating time 
daily average output 
By using the cycle time an ordinal schedule for the various types of 
Corona' is prepar:?d . In this case it was decided to produce the 
cars in group~ of 10 eve1y 10 minutes. A possible production 
sequence could be: AAA~. BBB. CC, D. This Sc~uence would then be 
repeated throughout the produi:tion month and c;I) allow the uµstream 
cpcrations to work at a even steadier rate. 
A more complex arrangement of the above ofdinal schedule t.:ould also 
be: A. B, A, C, A, 0, A, C, B. This would give even steadier 
conditions in the upstream processes. Jn fact, there are various 
ways to arrange the ordinal schedule. When it is taken into 
consideration that the Corona li11e produces more than 4000 types of 
Corona, it tiecomes obvious that obtaining the optimdl ordinal 
schedule of mixed production is somewhat difficult. Toyota is 
trying to sol~! the problem by applying a heuristic computer 
program. (Monden, 1981) 
2.2.8 Adaoting to fluctuating Demand 
Very few industries have a steady demand for their product. Oemana 
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for a certain product could be dependent on the slate or the 
nat i ona 1 economy. season, 'time of the vcar or even lime of the 
month. It is often the function of the marketing 1fivision to 
predil.l this variation so that plans can he made 1n advance to cope 
with it. As can be expected, these pre~ictions are seldom correct. 
lhe result is either over or under rroduction. In the cc1se of over 
production <1 largf\ finisheri product inventory is produced with 
result11nt costs. In the lonu term st,,ff retrenchments arc often the 
only solutio11 to the problem. In the case of under prod11ction, 
customer !Ptdowns occur which may cause the company to loose market 
share to compel i tors. J t is thus f 111portant thC'l l llrocluct ion shou Id 
be able tu adapt quickly and smoothly to chonges in demand. 
Levellcd/mu;ed production, as descr1b~d in the previous two 
secl;ons, allows a JIT ma1111fdclurcr· to do just that. Monden ~1981) 
uses Lwo cases to discuss this. 
Casc_J 
Case l involves adapting to dc~and changE~ during the year. I.e. 
where production has to be rncreased or decrccised from one month or 
week to the next. Ordinarily the load on a machine is set at only 
50 of its capacity. This can be done by having a wotker hdndle 
more than one machine at a time (descrihcd iri section 2.2.9). When 
demand irocr"eases, temporary workers are employed to increase the 
loMling of •nachines. It i!. however, 11ecessnry to have 1nachines that 
even a newly hi1ed, unskilled labourer will be able to become fully 
capable of operating within three days. 
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On assembly lines the cycle time can be !nc1eilsed by incredsing the 
number of tempory workers. If, for ex.i111ple, oru~ worker has handled 
the job with u cyclP time of one minutet two workers would be able 
to Hchievc a cycle time of thirty seconds. 
Adnptation to rPlatively short-tern1 incrc~ses in demdnd can be 
achieved by introducing overtime. Overtime should not become the 
norm though, dS returning to normal time could be considered a cut 
in pay, with resultant loss in morale. 
On the other hand, if demand decreases, adaptation is more 
difficult. The first step would be to dismiss the temporary 
workers. If this does not decr•"asc ouqwt sufficiently, permanent 
staff should be rcllioved from production Md occupied with something 
else. It is better to let redundant work,·~ lake n rest thdn 
produce unnecessary stock. The 11te tiroe P•riployment principle, 
prevents World Class Manufacturer~ from dismissing permanent staff. 
(See section 4.3.l) The following are exaraples of activities that 
may be organisP.d during n slack period: 
• Quality control training. 
Practisiny set-up actions . 
• Maintenance and repair of machines. 
Manufacturing improved tools . 
• Performing duties previously done by outside contractors. 
•anufactul'ing parts previously purchased from suppliers. 
Companies in Japan have even been known to use production 
wor~ers as door to door salesmen in order to improve sales. 
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Case 2 
Case 2 involves minor adaptations to demand within a month or week. 
As explained before, an ordinal schedule is drawn tip at the start of 
every month. This schedule shows the daily operating pattern for 
the final assembly line only. As JIT is a pull system, it is not 
necessary tc cC'lmmunicate this schedule to the rest of the 
operations, a~ they simply redct to the Kanbans they receive. 
When a change in custome~ buyi ng pattern occurs during the month, it 
is once again not necessar~ t ~ info1n1 everybody . Only t he ord ina l 
schedule of the final assembly line has to be adjusted and the rest 
of the operations wi l l follow. Thi ~ s i mpli ci ty is one of the major 
advantages that the Kanl1Jn system has over other product ion planning 
systems. 
? . £ . 'i [.1ctorv La.YOYt and F 1 ow of Materi c'l 1 
011c c.: the sever. wastes identified by loyota, is transportation. 
Transpor:~ tion adciF no value to a product aod should be m~~imisFd. 
This ca~ be n: hi eved br having machines and processes proper1) 
placed in the tac: t t>l'y. An effort must be made to move away from~ 
pror.ess- oriented layout towards a product-oriented layout. 
In a process-orie~ted layout , mathines are grouped together 
according to their function. Thus all the lathes would be in one 
part of the factory, all the presses in another dnd so on. This 
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layout is done in the beli~f that similar types of machines should 
be grouped together so that operations can be ontrolled by one 
supervisor. The discldvantages of such a system is unnecessary 
transportation, long lead times, h1gh work-in-process inventory and 
difficult production coordination and scheduling. Figure ~.8 
illustrates this by showing the materinl flow ir1 a proces~- orienled 
1 ayout. 
In a product-oriented layout, machines are grouped according to the 
routing required for a product or a family of products . Figure 2.9 
~~~ws an irn~roved layout. Material flow is much smoother and 
foliows the sequence of processes required fo~ a specific product. 
There is thus less confusion on the factory floor about which 
process comes next and what work gets priority. As the v~rious 
processes ~1e located more closely, much l~s'> trilnsportation is 
required. 
A product-oriented layout 1night creat~ a few problems, however, and 
these should be considered carefully before implementation. Machine 
operators may become confused about whom they report to. They will 
not receive the same amount of specialist training that they would 
in a process-oriented layout. A certain amount of flexibility is 
lost when machines break down, as other machines can not be 
substituted easily. Carefull planning is required to minimize these 
problems, but experience has shown that the advantdges of a 
pr~duct-oriented layout far outweigh the disadvantages, especially 
in JIT manufacturing. 
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Figure 2.8 MATERIAL FLOW IN A PROCESS ORIENTED LAYOUT 
No1e: - • Material Flow 
Figure 2.9 MATERIAL flOW IN A PRODUCT ORIENTED LAYOUT 
r-1 
Paint Au~rnblv 
2' 
l> Grinder g --++--~-+-+~-+-+-~-+-~ 
a: 
Note: -+- : MJtrrial Flow 
In a product-oriented layout workers are often required to operate 
different machines, depending on the product mix. This requires that 
machines are made easy to operate and foolproof. It also requires 
const~nt cross training of workers. 
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A LI-shaped layout is typical of a JIT factory. It is particularly 
suited for long runs of the same product and optimises an operator's 
walking distance where he has to operate more than one machine. (See 
figure 2.10) lt also enables operators to produce and transfer 
parts one at a time. If machines are laid out in a line, operators 
may feel that too much walking is tiring and may start producing in 
a batch mode. In a LI-shaped line the operator does not have to walk 
far to reach all of the processes. He would thus load a part in the 
first machine, start it and move to the second machine . Here he 
does the same and moves on again. By the time he gets back to the 
first machine, it would have completed its operation and stopped. 
He then removes the part from the machine and takes it to the second 
machine etc. A certain amount of low-cost automation has to be 
performed on the machines in crder for them to work unattended. 
A major advantage of U-shaped layouts is their adaptability to 
changes in production tempo. Increases in production can be 
obtained by having more operators on a specific line. Operators 
could either follow each other around the line (the ttrabbit chasett 
principle) or each move in their own circle and operate only a few 
of the machines. These principles are illustrated in figure 2.11. 
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Figure 2 .11 INCREASING THE OUTPUT BY lNl .:~: ,;•,.,:G 
THE NUMBER OF OPERATORS 
Out In Out In Out In 
t ' ~-----~ 
o~ rD ()b 
One operator 
1 item/5 lllinutec-
Two operators 
(own circle) 
2 items/5 minutes 
[J~ ()• 
Two operators 
(rabbit chase) 
2 items/5 minutes 
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2. 3 11:191 ement; ng J IT 
The process of implementing JIT in a factory has been investigated 
by various J lT experts. A I though their final recommendations may not 
agree, they a 11 agree on the fo 11 owing: 
JIT requires tt(al commitment from everybody in the organisation. 
In particu la,' toµ mc111agement J11ust be dedicated to its success. 
Without the hacking o1 top manayement, JTT is doomed to fail. 
JJT is a philoso~hy which aims to produce instantly , with perfect 
quality and minimu~ wdste. It ;hould be realised that this go~l 
will never be reacheJ, nonethel. ~ ~ the JJT philosophy re4uires a 
constant striving towar~ s this goal . Toyotu has been using the 
JIT system tur ne;irly twc rv years, ~et continvous improvemen~s 
are still being made, as true Just- in-Time manufacturing has not 
been achieved everywhere. 
If one combines the recommendations of the above menl ioned experts 
one arrives at the conclussions set out below. (It is suggp~ted, 
however, that any prospective JIT implementor uses only those points 
applicable to his situation and discards the rest. 
In Chapter 8 these point~ are covered in more detail wher the 
implementation of JJT and World Class Manufacturing at a f t 1'":• 
cement sheet plant is discussed. 
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2.3.l The Pre-implementation survey 
Wheeler (1986) states that analysing the present situation 
carefully, conlributes to a more efficient implementation . His 
two-month review and readiness assessment will indicate which ~reas 
will benefit most from JIT impleme·1tation. It will supply a 
baseline against which future successes can be measured. It will 
also indicate ~hether the climate wit~in the compdny is conducive to 
JIT and wh~ther suff ~ci ent skill ~ are avarlahle to implemt::i.t JIT. 
2.3.2 Tne Pilot P1ojer1 
It is suggested th.:tt a pilot project be lat1 •.c:hed in a11 organisation 
where the J IT ':Once1•t is unknown. This has two adv ant ayes. First ly 
the ad1antages af ,llT can be demonstrated to all concerned, 
especially tGp 1 ... JQe:nent. This is v~ry iripo1 tant since ~'IT can only 
be imp 1 en1entect i: • ~ fully if top m<i ,1agement commitment and 
assistanr ' is obtai 1ed. Secondly th€ pilot IJroject can be used to 
train personnel involved i~ future projects. 
that the pilot project is chosen carefully. 
It is thus important 
lt should be the 
application with the largest chance of success. Failure of the pilot 
~roject wo~ld mean the end of JtT in an organisation. 
2. ~ 3 !mplementing the features of JIT 
,?• "various JIT features should be implemented in a cyclical manner, 
i l. imp I ement one or more of the J IT features, eva 1 ua te the 
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results, implement more features, evaluate etc. Professor Bicheno 
{1986) suggests that the implementation cycle be implemented in two 
stages. This is indicated hy figure 2. 12. 
Figure 2.12 THE JIT IMPLEMENlATION CYCLE 
Stage 011e 
evaluation evaluation 
Stage two 
Stage 1 creates a structure in which to imp lement JIT. It consists 
of such activities as re-designing the factory layout, reducing 
setup times, implementing Total Quality Control and Total Preventive 
Maintenance, installing small machines and improving product design. 
All of these activities can be implemented separately and need not 
form part of a JIT im?lementation strategy. They offer sufficient 
advantages on their own to merit implementation. 
Stage 2 takes t~e Lructure created in Stage 1 and Mevelops the 
process of pn.HJ.•c:i ng only as needed, with minimum waste. Stage 2 
thus represents tne leap into full JIT . It consists of such 
activities as training multi - function workers, forcing improvements, 
implementing Kanban, reducing lot sizes, changing vendor 
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relationships and reducing stocks. 
2.3.4 Evaluation 
It is important to evaluate the result of every implementation stage 
and compare improvem~nts against the baseline obtained in the 
pre-implementation study. This has the following results. 
It ;s possible to see if any improvements occurred 
The financial advantage compared to the cost of the 
f improvement can be used to decide if further improvements in 
that area is feasible. 
It can be used as an aid to motivate workers towards further 
improvements. 
It must be stressed again that evdluation is not the end of the JIT 
implementation. The cycle cvntinues ~nd never ends. True JJT is 
never achieved, but it must constantly be strived for. 
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CHAPTER 3 
TOTAL QUALITY CONTROb 
It can be seen from the chapter on JCT, and its definition, that the 
implementation of Total Quality Control {TQC) is a prerequisite when 
implementing JIT. TQC implies that products are produced correctly 
the first. time and that no rework is required. As JIT is totally 
dependant on TQC to work, quality should be one of the mo~t 
important production objectives. JIT may be one of the most 
important features of WCM, but it needs TQC to be successful. 
Although TQC is a requisite for JlT, the opposite is not necessarily 
true. A manufacturer may wish to implement a system of TQC with the 
resultant savings, without implementing JIT. Practice has shown, 
though, thi't few companies can successfully implement TQC without 
the motivation to solve problems forced by JIT. The two systems 
definitely complement each other and where possible should be used 
together. 
3.1 TOC compared to traditional Quality Assurance 
One of the wastes identified by Toyota is the waste of defective 
goods. TQC strives to minimize or even eliminate this waste by 
ensuring that only perfect quality products dre produced. TQC, as 
devised in Japan, thus strives to reduce the number of rejects 
produced to zero. Japanese companies who practise TQC, no longer 
measure their defect rate in percentages, but in ppm. Certain 
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companies have even managed to produce defect-free products for up 
to six mont~s. The advantages of this are twofold: 
(i) A saving is made by not despdt~hing poor quality products to the 
customer (Loss of customer goodwill, penalties 1 loss of contracts, 
legal fees etc) 
(ii) A saving in production cost per product is achieved (producing 
rejects costs money, but generates no income.) 
The major aim ot most QA departments in Western (and South African) 
companies seems to be the detecting of defective products and 
preventing these products from reaching the customer. Although QA 
managers may deny this. a major part of their department ' s resources 
go into the inspection of finished products and very little is spent 
in preventing these defect i ve products from being made. 
Thi~ has the following effects: 
- The function of the QA department is seen as that of a policeman. 
Product i on personnel then start to view QA as an enemy or at best as 
a nuisance, while it should be seen as a ally in the fight against 
waste. 
- Faulty products are detected, but no corrective action is taken to 
prevent these products f1om being produced. 
- More severe inspection improves the output quality, but does not 
improve the defect rate. 
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Traditional QA often makes use of statistically proven sample 
inspections. In this method a statistic~lly cdlculated number of 
items are inspected fro~ nvery batch. If a certain number of items 
pa~s inspection, the batch is assumed to be of acceptable standard. 
If the number isles~. the batch fails and is either rejected or a 
1001 inspection is performed on the batch. This method of 
inspection has its advantages, mainly when destructive testing is 
required, but it also has th~ following disadvantages: 
- It is assumed that a certain number of rejects will be inspected 
and passed as acceptable. 
- This accepted rej~ct rate could even be higher than anticipated if 
rejects appear in groups dnd the sample misses the group. 
The purpose of TQC is to change the traditional QA system from 
"faulty product detecting" inspection, to "not 1ndking faulty 
product" 1nsppction. This is done by using many of the Western QC 
principles and techniques, but also by using a group of techniques 
developed in Japan for lQC. These include 100% Inspection, Less 
than Full Capacity Scheduling and Total Preventi ~P Maintenance. 
3.2 Defining responsibilities for TQ.C. 
The basic precept of Japanese TQC states that: "The responsibility 
for quality rests with the ma',ers of the product. " (Hahn, 1983) 
Quality control thus becomes a basic production objective requiring 
offensive policies, strategies ano procedures. One of the first 
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steps towards TQC would thus be to place responsibility for quality 
in th~ hands of the production departments and remove it from the QC 
department. The question that arises now is, what is the role, if 
any, of the QC department? 
Japanese compani0~ all u~e the QC department as a facilitator. The 
function of the much smaller QC depcJrtment now is to promote the 
removal of the couses of defects, keeping track of quality 
accomplishments, auditing quality related procedures, coordinating 
quality training, and joining buyer!> in monitoring supplie1· plant 
procedures. The QC department might be required to perform certain 
speciality tests such as chemical analysis, destructive trsts or 
operate expensive testing equipment. They will no longer inspect 
selected parts, but might be involved 1n final acceptance testing 
before finished products are despatched, especially where assembled 
products can only be tested after assembly. 
Fina l ly QC should be involved in receiving inspection, i.e. 
inspecting the quality of goods coming from other plants. In Japan 
this type of inspection has mostly fallen away as supplier 
certification has become so extensive th~t parts now go directly 
from the docks to production . (As specified by the Jll system) In 
Western c~mpanies this is not the case and QC should be employed to 
do incoming inspection. 
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3.1 Training for T~ 
It is obvious that if workers work accord ing to properly specified 
instructions, rejects would be minimised. The first step in 
oreventing rejects would thus be to train workers to work correctly. 
This process could be broken down into three steps: 
i. ~repare job instructions which specify the work method. 
ii. r~ke the details completely understood by the workers. 
iii. Ha 1e the workers carefully observe the instructions. 
It is suggested that, where po~ ~ ible, wor·kers should be involved 
when job inst ructions are prepa• d. Th is hJs the advantage of 
making full use of the worke rs ' no~ledge of the job and getting 
their cooperation in obse rving the instrur tions s ince they consider 
it tv be their own. 
3.4 Motivating for TOC 
Total Worker I~volvement(TWI). or a motivated workforce, is one of 
the four building blocks of World Class Manufacturing and is 
discussed in detail in chapter 4. Three important points in 
connection with worker motivation towards quality need lo be 
discussed in this chapter: 
i. Traditional management theory has taught us all that it is the 
function of the QC department to ensure that products produced are 
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of high quality. TQC theory states that is the responsibility of 
every ind1vidual never to pass on a known defect. Thus we move from 
inspecting quality i~to a product to building quality into it. It 
now becomes each persons responsibility t~ produce his own quality. 
This requires a drastic change in attitudes. (Sandras, 1986) 
ii. In order to obtain this change in attitude all of management, 
and especially line supervisors, need to have a passion for quality. 
They should be seen not just to talk quality, but to live and work 
quality. This in itself is one of the most i111portant requisites for 
motivating workers for quality. 
iii. An informed worker is a motivated worker. In ordet tu be a 
quality performer, a worker must know: 
- "What must I do?" (objective) 
- "How must I do it?" (method) 
- "
11ow wel 1 must I do it?" (standards) 
- "How am I doing?" {results) 
3.5 ~sy-to-se~ Qyaljty 
Easy-to~see quality is an extension of the above principles, namely 
that a worker must have measurabl~ standards of quality and receive 
regular feedback on his perform~nce. Japanese manufacturers have 
t~ken this a few steps further. Their plants abound with displays 
which tell the workers, management, customers and visitors what 
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quality factors are measured, how they are measured, what the recent 
performance is, what the current quality improvement projects are, 
who has won awards for quality, and so forth. All of this is done 
in simple, easy to understand ways that can be easily undersLOOd by 
the least knowledgeable person. 
As it takes tiae and money to make quality visible, the question 
arises about what the advantages of easy-to-see quality are. 
The first obvious advantage is an increased awareness of quality by 
the workforce. Workers become more motivated towards producing 
quality products as their efforts are recogn ised and displayed in 
the factory. 
The second advantage becomes morP. upparent when JIT and TQC are 
being practised by your clients. In order to ensure that they 
receive quality products from your factory, they will want to visit 
your faclory to make sure that you are in fact a TQC factory. They 
will demand visual, obvious indicators of quality at every process 
and the indicators m~st be easy to understand. Even if your client 
is not a JIT/TQC practitioner, he will be impressed by your 
de~ication to quality and it could be the deciding factor in the 
allocation of contracts. 
3.6 Analytical Tools 
~nalytical tools for the solving of problems related to quality were 
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introduced to Japan by Deming and Juran in the 1950's. Whereas most 
QC personnel and engineers in Western companies know about these 
tools and occasionally make use of them, al: the foremen and workers 
in Japanese companies are trained in tne use of these tools and make 
active use of them. 
These tools are flowcharts, control charts, cause-and-effect 
diagrams, histograms, check sheets, Pareto charts and scatter 
diagrams. They are ~ imple and easy to use and provide enough 
information to solve any quality problem. 
3.7 1.QQ\ JnsQection 
In order to produce products free of defects, it is important that 
all items are inspected during all the stages of the production 
process and not just sample inspected at the end of the process. 
Detecting defects during the process has two advantages. Immediate 
action can be taken to correct the problem causing the defect and 
thus prevent further defects from occurring. Secondly the defect1ve 
article can be removed from the process and thus save unnecessary 
work from being performed on it. In the tr~ditional QA field this 
100~ inspection would require too mdny inspectors to be either 
practical or economical. With TQC, every worker becomes an 
inspector. 
Sequential Checking, Self Inspection, Foolproofing and Line Stop are 
the techniques that are used to make this possihle. 
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3.7.1 Segyentjal Checkjng 
In this technique, parts produced by the first operator are 
irnnediately passed on to the second operator in the production line. 
This operator then inspects the part before conmencing with his 
operation on it. If it is defective he cannot continue and, since 
this prevents him from completing his quota for the day, he 
irnnediately informs the previous operator of the problem. The first 
operator then reacts as expected and tries to el iminate the problem 
that caused the defective part. 
This is in direct contrast to the traditional Western way where 
parts are produced in large batches. The second worker would not 
care if he found a defective part. He would simply throw it into a 
scrap bin and use the next part. He would see no reason to inform 
the first worker since this reject would not affect his performance. 
This technique has the following advnritages: 
- Irnnediate feedback is given to the ~oerator. 
- It is an inexpensive form of inspecti ~ 1, especially where the 
operator can inspect the part whil e wai ~: rg for his machine to 
finish its ~ycle. 
- !t assists in developing a team spirit 1r. .ne workplace. Operators 
should bP. encouraged not just to show each ~ther the defects, b~t 
also to assist one anot11er in solving the reas~ is for these 
problems. 
- Reinforcement of the JIT principle which states th~· products 
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should be made in as small as possible batches. (In this case a 
batch of size 1) 
It is suggested that workers be swopped around so that they can all 
experience the same problems and so help each other. 
This technique unfortunately has the disadvantage that petty 
squabbles amongst workers can influence their judgement and cause 
products to be rejected unnecessarily. It is thus important that 
inspection $tandards are clearly defined and all workers know and 
unoerstand them. 
3.7.2 Sgl f inspettion 
Self inspection implies that the worker inspects his own work after 
completion. This method is only to be used where sequential 
inspection is not possible and where definite standards are 
available on what is acceptable or not. It is suggested that simple 
inspection tools such as GO/HOGO gauges are made available to assist 
the operator in his inspection. Where possible use must be made of 
foolproofing techniques. 
3.7.3 Foolproofjng 
Foolproofing as a method of self inspection was developed and used 
with great success in Japanese industry. In this techniq~~ 
mechanical or electrical devices prevent an operator from making or 
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passing on a defective article . foolproofing is an extr.emely 
powerful tool and is considered to be the main t~chnique used by 
mass producers i n Japan to achieve TQC. 
Foolproofing dev;ces could either be of the regulating or warning 
type. A regulating device would stop the process and the supervisor 
would have to be called to restart it. The supervisor and worker 
would then have to find and correct the cause of the defeltive part. 
The warning type would not stop the proc1;s, but would alert the 
worker and supervisor of a problem by means of lights or hooters. 
As it is possibl~ to ignore a warning signal and carry on producing, 
it i s suggested that, where possible, preference should be given to 
the installation of regulating instead of warning devices. 
There are three basic types of foolproofing mechanisms, namely: 
- The contact type which checks variation in shape or dimension by a 
contact mode of detectio~. Devices that could be used would include 
limitsensors, electric probes, light be~ms, dnd ultr~sonic or 
inductive sensors. 
- The constant number type which confirms whether or not a ccnstant 
number of parts are present in a product. This could be done with 
counters, electronic sensors or loadcells. 
- The step type which checks if all the steps are followed exactly 
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as sp~cified . 
It must be noted that the Japanese object against the use of the 
word "foolproofing" as this creates a negathe image of the worker. 
Inst.ead they recommP:"id that the tenn "mistake proofing" be used. 
3. 7 .4 Line Stop 
Line Stop implies that ev~ry worker has the right to stop the line 
if a def~ct is noticed. A light signal will then alert the 
~upervisor that production has stopped and also shows him which 
worker stopped the line. Production would only proceed once the 
worker and the supervisor are Joth satisfied that the problem has 
been corrected. Use of this technique reaff i rms the TQC principal 
that quality is the most important production objective, and that it 
takes preference above production output. 
3.8 Housekeeojng 
Good housekeeping is vital to the success of any JIT/TQC programme. 
Good housekeeping habits provide an en\ironment conducive to 
improved work habits, quality and care of facilities. Since 
housekeeping contr1butes to quality, it should be the responsibility 
of the production employees. Workers should be encouraged to keep 
their own workplaces clean and tidy. One of the JIT principles is 
that workers sho~ld be flexible. Wor~ers who are not needed 
temporarily, should be used to clean area~ of the plant that need 
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attention. 
3.9 Daily routine maintenance 
It is obvious that fau1ty machines would produce rejects. Western 
manufacturers generally give their machines hard use and over rely 
on the maintenance department. Japanese production workers in turn 
pamper their machines. Before starting a machine when going on 
shift, the worker will follow a checklist and ensure that all 
important machine functions are operating correctly. Oiling, 
adjusting, tightening, sharpening, and so on would precede the start 
of work. This printiple is discussed in more detail in the chapter 
on Total Productive Maintenance. 
3.10 less Than Full Capacity Scheduling 
less than full capacity scheduling is required to allow the worker 
to make use of the Line Stop and Daily Routine Maintenance 
techniques. It assures that the daily schedule is met. while timP is 
allowed to maintai~ the machines and stop the line to prevent 
defective parts from being produced. Workers are not pressurised and 
equipment not overtaxed, thus preventing er~ors that could arise 
from haste. As line stops due to errors and breakdowns are sure to 
decrease, total efficiency of the Plvcess wil I increase. 
Error prevention also smooths the output rate, which makes it easier 
to operate without large inventory buffers between processes: the 
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3.11 P_roject by Project Improvement 
In order to ensure that ~uality improvement is a continuous 
activity, Japanese companies tackle quality problems as projects. 
Signboards in Japdnese factories wil 1 show visitors which projects 
have been completed. whir.h are in process and who the project team 
;s. It is a source of pride for a Japanese worker to belong to a 
team \vh ich hns successfully completed a project. Factories often 
compete with each other to see who can complete the largest number 
of projects per year. 
Each company hns a committee to review proposed projects. Projects 
arP eva 1 uated to detefJlline which wou ·1 d have the greatest advantage. 
The best are selected and assigned to project teams. 
It would ofl en happen that a group of workers in a certain section 
would decic1c jointly to nominate a project. They would then form a 
Quality Contt·ol Circle to solve the problem. Two ·important points 
should be nnted about QC Circles. 
- QC Circles are not the quick-fix to quality problems thdt Western 
companies expect them to be. QC circles are only one of the many 
technique~ available to help solve quality problems. If QC Circles 
are established with the ~xpcctation of being the company's Quality 
control Sillvat1011, disappointment. w'ill surely result. 
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- Circles are completely voluntary and should be initiated by the 
workers themselves. That is not to say that management may not 
advertise the concept. it just states that workers shoulj want to 
start a circle themselves whP.n a problem prevents them from reaching 
their goal. 
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l.Q'.tll Worker In1Jolvement 
Total Worker Involvement (TWI), together with Totdl Quality Control, 
Just in Time anci Total Productiv~ Maintendnce, are the fou1 building 
blocks of World Class Manufacturin·~· World Class Manufacturers 
expect their workers to be inspir~d. motivated and totally involved 
in the business of the co1:ip<H1y. 1-ior!:er.; must be completey loyal 
towards thr> con1pany crnd h,we the con,p.:my' s Sl.'Ccess as their 1.1ajor 
aim in l ifP.. Jn retur11 the coinoc.111y offers the worker guaranteed 
employment, above average salM1es Mid participation in the 
management of day to day act.ivitiec;. 
This ideal situation exists in major Japanese co~panies, hut ~Gst 
South African w·~agers dre doubtful whether it can be achiev~d in 
South Africa. The major obstacle which prevents us from achieving 
TWC in our companies, seems to be the nature of our third world work 
forte. A notable exception was the successes achieved by Cashbuild 
in motivating their workers to rise above politicdl ideas. (See 
section 4.5.1) Although their success was only temporary, it proved 
that South African workers can be totally involved . 
The aim of this chdpter is to give South African mdnagers background 
information on what is required to obtain Total Worker Involvement. 
The first section describes the importance of TWI and its 
relationship tti the othe1· elemenb which make up World Class 
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Manufacturing. Section 4.2 explains why the Japanese ~orker is the 
ideal totally involved worker. Section 4.3 describes the South 
African workforce and in particular the Black worker and his 
attitude towards life, work and politics. In Section 4.4 the South 
African worker is compared to the Japanese worker in oruer to see 
whether the sdme level of commitment cnn be obtained from him. The 
chapter is concluded with some suggested techniques for improving 
worker involvement in South Africa. 
4.1 Total Worker Involvement and World Class Manufacturing 
All managers would like their workers to be cota11y involved and 
committed towards their company. The advantages are obvious. They 
would work harder, complain less, 1nake fewer rejects and be prepared 
to earn less. Unfortunately these selfish reasons are often the 
reason why workers are not involved. Management is perceived as an 
exploiter of labour, with the result that wJrkers rebel against 
company efforts to get them involved. 
Worker involvement should be sought in order to create an 
environment which is conducive to problem solving and efficiency. 
This improved efficiency of the company should hold advantages for 
the worker. Not only must he be able to get more satisfaction from 
his daily work, but he must also be able to see the difference in 
his standard of living. 
World Class Manufdcturing requires workP.r~ to be totdlly involved. 
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Workers are to be flexible, responsible, innovative and committed in 
order for WCM to be successful. This is in complete contrast to how 
South African managers presently see their workers. It is the 
author's opinion that the degree to which South African managers can 
involve ~heir workers, will determine whether or not WCM can Le 
successfully implemented. 
4.1.l TWI and Just ·in-Time 
JIT is a manufacturing management philosophy whi~h aims to produce 
instantly with minimum inventories. This is achieved by making use 
of a few revolutionary techniques. These techniques all require 
worker participation. 
In order to instantly change production from one product to the 
next, setup time reduction is required. This is achieved through 
reorganising the change procedure and making use of custom designed 
holding devices. If the workers are negative about the new 
procedure, they will make sure that it does not work. Their 
involvement and innovative abilities are also required when 
designing the custom made equipment. 
Traditional manufacturing techniques as taug11 t in the West, requir~ 
workers to become skilled in only one parti cular job. JIT requires 
multifunction workers who can do more than one job and who can move 
from one position in the plant to another at short notice. workers 
who are not commited to the success of thP company often rebel 
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against sudden job changes. 
4.1.2 TWJ and TOC 
TQC requires workers to have pride in the quality of their work. 
Workers are trained not only to manufacture, but also to inspect. 
TQC requires workers to participate in the solving of quality 
related problems. All of this can only be achieved with an insµ ired 
workforce. 
4.1.3 TWI and !PM 
The basis of IPM revolves around the theory thdt maintenance 
personnel alone cannot maintain machinery adequately. They require 
the ar.tive cooperation of production workers. Production workers are 
trained to inspect and service their machinery on a daily basis and 
report any emerging defects immediately. As production workers see 
this as an extra burden, they will only co-operate if they are 
totally involved and motivated. 
4.2 l.1e Japanese worker and his commitmen.,, towards his CQ!ll.P~ 
Japanese companies, ano th• 1 
examples in WCM case stud i ~ ~ -
~ ,,, l. esses, are of ten quoted as 
S0uth African managers often feel 
that similar successes are not possiblr here due to the differences 
in workforces. The Japanese worker is seen as efficient, 
hardworking, thrifty, very tidy and highly motivated and loyal. 
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This is partly true. 
The Japanese as a nation are generally thrifty. hard working. 
honest. humble and have a craving for education. These traditional 
characteristics have been forced on to them by the relatively small 
size of thefr country and the close proximity in which they have to 
live with each other. The Buddhist religion, and specifically Zen 
Buddhism, has also assisted in moulding the national character this 
way. (Smith, 1981) 
The second reason for the success thdt the Japanese companies have 
in motivating their workers, is the management style that is used. 
It otten surprises visitors to hear that management styles developed 
in the West are used more successfully in Japan. 
It would thus be fruitful to examine the Japanese worker and his 
co1m1itment towards his company in some detail. To start. it must be 
noted that not all Japanese workers are employed under the same 
conditions. Three different groups of workers can be identified. 
namely male workers pennanently employed by large industrial 
organisations, male worker~ employed by smaller companies and women. 
4.2.1 Male workers employed by Jarae industrial institutions 
The large industrial institutions are the backbone of the Japanese 
industry. They are small in number and mainly produce mass consumer 
durables for the local and international market. They are often 
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household names in Japan and the West. Examples would include 
Toyota, Nissan and Honda (vehicies), Sony, Matsushita (TV and ~ound 
equipment), New Japan Iron and Steal, Mitsibushi etc. Their 
factories are large, capital intensive and very efficient. This has 
the result that although they produce most of Japan ' s income, they 
only supply work to 10 - 15% of the country ' s workforce.(Smith, 
1981) 
As these are the companies that have achieved considerable success 
in WCM, it would be appropriate to study their strategies with 
regard to Human Resources Management in some detail. 
(i) Lifetime employment - A worker joins the organisation after full 
time education and spends hi s ·.vhole working life there. His loyalty 
to the company is expressed in a willingness not to seek other 
employment and to serve the company in any capacity in whatever part 
of Japan is required. ln return the company offers him virtual 
security of employ~ent and a variety of other benefits. These 
include sal~ry rises according to his needs, commitment increases, 
retirement benefits, health care, company housing, membership of 
sports clubs etc. 
(ii) Harmony - The Japanese put a very high va 1 ue on harinony in 
human relations, and regard conflict as something to b~ avoided 
wheneve~ po r.sible. Both workers and management would go out of 
their way in order not to disturb the harmony in their relationship 
with each other. 
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Acceptance time is often built into the planning of efforts to 
influence workers. Issues are never forced on to workers. Workers 
are informed of any impending changes and t.1en given time to 
consid~r them. The Japanese believe this is partly responsible for 
their success in maintaining a healthy Industrial Relations 
atmosphere. 
(iii) ~ - Company management see each individual as having 
economic. social, psychological and spiritual needs. Japanese 
executives assume it is their task to attenci to many of the needs of 
the "whole" person, and not leave other institutions (such as 
government, family or religious ones) to fulfil them. They b~lieve 
it is only when the individual's needs are well met within the 
subcultur~ of a corporation , that he can be largely freed for 
productive work. rn,s is achieved by making use of the Japanese 
1..enr:ier1cy to fon11 gr1)up~. 
(iv) filu.Q.i - 111 his day to day life the worker is a member of a 
s~all Jroup, made up of workers in the same office or workshop. It 
is chrou1Jl1 his mL.nbP.rship of this group. the sense of identification 
and loyalty to his group. that his loyalty to the larger group is 
expressed. Almost all of his free timP. -~A 
with this group. A worker would sac 
his family if company business or ~or. .. 
require it. 
.alisi1.. is spent 
Sundry at home with 
wi tn col leagues 
This group is seen as an extension of the family farming village 
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which existed in pre-war Japan. This village was run on a cofl'lllunal 
basis with the father being in charge. It is a traditional 
situat.ion and the modern Japanese worker adapts to it easily. In 
the work group the supervisor assumes the father-role and not only 
supervises work, but also assists the worker in personal matters. 
It is not uncofl'lllon for a supervisor's opinion to be sought in such 
matters as choosing a wife. 
Management, in turn, discourages individual perfonnance as this 
breaks the hannony in the group. Individuals are seldom given 
recognition for performance. Instead the group will be praised and 
rewarded for an achievement. 
Workers often go out of their way to prove their loyalty to the 
company, by not taking leave or starting early and working late. A 
large majority of workers state that the success of the company is 
their major source of satisfaction in life. 
(v) Spiritual values - It has been mentioned earlier that Japanese 
companies believe in also satisfying the spiritual needs of their 
worker~. This is done by making sure that all the activities of the 
company comply with the values it professes. These values are often 
fonnally stated and taught to workers. In the large Matsushita 
company (87 000 workers) for example, all the workers get together 
in their respect1ve workplaces at 8:00 am. They then sing the 
company song, recite the code of values and listen to u 5 minute 
lectur~ by one of their fellow workers. In this talk he will 
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explain how one of the values can be applied in their day to day 
work. 
The code of values for Matsushita are li~ted below: 
BASIC BUSINESS PRINCIPLES 
To recognise our responsibilities as industrialists, 
to foster progress, to promote the general welfare of 
society, and to devote ourselves to the further 
development of world culture. 
EMPLOYEES CREED 
Progress and development can ~ p realized only 
through the combined efforts and cooperation of each 
member of our Company. Each of us, therefore. shall 
keep this idea constantly in mind dS we devote 
ourselves to the continuous improvement of our 
Company. 
THE SEVEN SPIRITUAL VALUES 
1) National Service Through Industry 
2) Fairness 
3) Hannony and Cooperation 
4) Struggle for Bettennent 
5) Courtesy and Humility 
6) Adjustment and Assimilation 
7) Gratitude (Pascale anJ Atho~ . 1983) 
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These values, taken to heart, provide a spiritual fabric of great 
strength. They appeal strongly to Buddhists, Christians, even 
atheists and to the Japanese in parti cular. They foster consistent 
expectations among employe~. n all the various plants around the 
world. There is agreed opinion amongst the workers of this compdny 
that this is one of the major reasons for their company ' s success. 
(vi) Trade unions - Workers in this group all belong to company 
unions i.e. unions with members from one company only. These 
unions are often hampered in their bargaining role by the attitudes 
of their members. The workers consider their wellbeing aepend1ng on 
the success of the company and would thus not go on strike or accept 
higher wages if they feel it would hann the company. lhc unions 
however achieve limited success in creating better working 
conditions for workers. 
4.2.2 Male workers in small companies 
Well over two-thir~s of the Japanese labour force are employed by 
firms with less than 500 workers. These firms are often 
under-capitalised, inefficient and ~ork to lower profit margins than 
their larger counterparts. They are thus u~able to emulate them in 
terms of benefits to employees. Housing is the exception rather than 
the rule, and very few firms can afford w deal insurance or pension 
schemes for their workers. 
The most crucial difference is that the smaller firms are far more 
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e~posed to variation in the economic ~l1mate than are large concerns 
and, therefor , cannot offer the securi""y of 1 if et ime employment 
which is the keystone of the svstcm described earlier. Bankruptcies 
are common and labour turnover high. Two factors seem to compensate 
to so~e extent for the fact that the small business cannot offer a 
great deal of security. 
lhe first is that the ~mallness of the firm enab 'les it to be more of 
a "family enterprise". Although the workers may not be r~lated to 
each other, the owner will Lake on a father-like role and the 
wod·ers wou 1 d respond as chi 1 dren. The emp 1 oyee ca11 thus identify 
w1th the firm itself on a persona) level. The employment 
relationshh> is more of a genuine extension of the family-llke 
relationship which existed 1n the farming village, and less of a 
con~cious ilttempl t.o imitate 1t. The s1.1mc group loyalty with 
resultant dvantages thus dPvelops as in the larger concerns. 
lhe s~cond is that labour has always been in short supply in Japan 
during the past threP drc ... de~. Even if a worker had to lose his job 
in a certa;n sector of the industry, he is bound to find work within 
a few weeks rn cinothtt sect:>r. Workers thus do not see the 
inequdlities of the ~ystem as being particularly unjust. 
remale workers also have llttle place in tltc lifetimP.- er.iplc.1menl 
1stPm. Oe~pite the guarantee~ 01 cqual1ty in the post-war Japanese 
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Constitution, women are discriminated against in all areas of 
employment. Most female workers will never rise above low-grade 
clerical or as~~mbly work. Except in a few professions, it is 
virtually a condition of employment that a female white-collar 
worker must resign on marriage. 
The female worker does have two advantages in the job market, namely 
the low wages at which she is prepared to work and her 
"sackability", which makes her an ideal worker to employ in a 
recession period. Thus, women are used to a great extent in 
assembly lines where little trai11ing is required. 
4.3 The h' ..: k South African worker and his commitment towards 
his comna11v 
South Africa is a heterogeneous country male up of various cultural 
groYps. Twelve major cultural groups can be identified of which 
nine are black. The remaining three grouos, namely the Whites, 
Coloureds, dnd Asians can be classified as "Western", while the 
Blacks must still be considered ~s "Third World". It was thus 
decided to study the black wotker and his conunitmenl towaros his 
comp11ny in some 11ctai I. 
Bla:k people make up 68,B f of the total South African population and 
can be dev1ded into nine main tribes, namely Xhosa (S,6 million), 
Zulu (5,: mil 1 ion), North Sotho (2.6 mi 11 ion), South Sotho (l ,6 
mill;on) , T .. wa11« (2,l million). Shonyaan-lsong.) (1,0 million), Swdzi 
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(841 000), South Ndebele (318 000) and Venda (4~6 000). (Bureau for 
Ir.formatio1 , 1990) The cultural background of these groups may 
differ, brit their basic attitudes towlrds Nod., oolit'ics and their 
employer~ are th~ same. 
4.3.l Black ;ultyre 
Well over half of all Blacks still cheri~h values which maintain 
some of the customs and practices of their traditional rnriety, with 
an emphasis on social organisation based on kinsh :! c a sc ' al 
grouping. It would be important to any manaqer who wishe~ to inspire 
blac~ worker~. to take note of these customs and practices as this 
often explains Black workers ' non-Western behaviour in the work 
situation. 
Marriage is an important institution ~ and is the only acknowledged 
means by which adulthood is conferred upon the individual. All 
groups prescribe certain preconditions for marriage. All 1nsist on 
forrrr;\1 acknowledge1 .. ~rit of physical maturity as males or fen:ales and 
a 11 require the payr11ent of marriage goods by the father of the male 
t~ the bride ' s father. These goods are to compensate the father for 
the loss of his daughter. It is also the duty of the fathers to 
arrange marriage partners for their children. 
Apart from bestowing ar!ulthvod, mdrriage converts unrela•"!d people 
first to affinal kin (relatives by marriage) and then, one 
generation downward, into blood relatives. fhis has the effert of 
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drawing together unrelated people in a network of relationships 
which are partly political, partly economical, partly religious- and 
well defined in customary law. E.g. all of one's mother's sisters 
would be classified as mothers, and brothers need not have the same 
father or mother, as long as they are related. 
Traditional religion can be described as an ancestor cult. Its 
values support kinship bonds and marriage ties. A man's salvation 
may, in fact, be closely related to his ability to marry 
successively and increase his number of children. By this means, he 
ensures the continuation of his lineage as well as its enlargement. 
After death, he is venerated as ancestor by all of those linearly 
related to him. For them, he is a link with the unseen world and 
will intervene on their behalf in times of need. 
The traditional economic system is based on a subsistence rather 
than a profit philosophy. The concept of overproduction in 
specialist fields for distribution by marketing is foreign to 
traditionalist Black society. Subsistence e'onomics implies self 
su;~iciency of economic units, so that each household provides for 
its own needs. A man with three wives would thus occupy more land 
than a man with only ~ne wife. 
Nowhere is subsistence-based think1na so obvious as in traditional 
African conceptions of time. The Black man considers time as a 
co11111odity, just like the Westerner, llut uses as much or as little as 
is required. The notion of de~dlines to be met, and therefor haste 
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or urgency, is foreign to traditional society. 
A straightforward divisi,m of labour between men and women confines 
the latter to working in th~ fi~lds and household tasks, while men 
take cnarge of anima 1 f)usbandry dS "" · ninistrative tasks. 
E,.tablished social sanction'.. r.h\~'.:? it .ulous for men and women to 
share the same task. s.., ir.,· i~" also affects economic behwiour. 
Thus, the motivational struLr '!•·e of traditional Black society 
depends to a large extent on the system of rights, duties, 
privi1cgcs and o~ligations imposed upon it by the network of inter-
personal relatio11s. These are often in conflict with the contractual 
requirements of the general labour market and give rise to many 
problems and misunderstanding~ between White and Black in the 
fa :tory. 
The gradual urbanisation and Western isation of the Black conwnunity 
is gradually blurring the differences between traditional Black 
culture and Western culture, but it is expected to l:e a problem in 
industry for many years to come. Managers wishing to convert to WCM 
would be wise to take note of this and to tread carefully when 
implementing changes. 
4.3.2 Black Development in Labour and Politics 
Black workers, through the~r trude unions, often ar.t in a seemingly 
militant way. ine manager wishi11g to rnuke u5e of WCM techniques, 
might oft1:n come intG conflict with these groups and find their 
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attitudes very negative and illogical. An insight into the history 
of Black politics and trade unions, might explain some of these 
attitudes . It could also assist the manager in dealing with the 
situation. 
Racial division of the industrial worKforc~ has been pract;sed in 
South Afr1ca since the arrival of the first European settlers in 
1652, whcr. e;: tensiv~ use was made of slave labour. Slavery became 
an integral part of the Cape Colony and the Boer farmers carried 
thc~e ideas into the interior. Blacks were expected to perform 
manual labour in return for squatting rights. 
With the discovery of gold and diamonds, a need arose for skilled as 
well as unskilled labour. Skilled labour was imported from Europe 
and Australia at great cost. At first there werP. sufficient 
~nskilled Black farn~rs willing to work in the mine~ for short 
periods, but as the demand grew, a shortage of unskilled workers 
arose. 
The mine owners had tremendous influence over the government, with 
the result that laws were passed to facilitate the creation of a 
cheap pool of labour. These laws requir~d Black subsistence farmers 
to pay a hut and poll tax. Blacks were thus t~rced to go work on 
the mines in order to pay their taxes. When this did not have the 
required result, the Land Act was passed.(1913) The Act reserved 
approximately ten percent of South Africa for Black ownership and 
stopped Black farmers from renting land from White farmers. The Act 
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thus forced many squatters into towns to look for work. 
The pass law compelled Blacks to look for jobs in specific districts 
where employers most wanted labour. They were forced to take any 
job offered as the pass law only permitted them a few days in which 
to look for work. The Chamber of Mines further agreed upon a low 
maximum wage to be paid to Bl~ck workers. further controls over 
Black workers were implemented by means of the compound system which 
ensured amongst other things, a social division between the White 
and Black workers. Black workers could not obtain passes for their 
wives and children, and had to leave them behind in the rural areas. 
As Black workers became more skilled, and previously skilled jobs 
were simplified, more and more Blacks aspired to fill positions 
previously held by Whites. White workers felt threatened by this 
and it led to a series of strikes between 1897 and 1922. As a 
result, the Government passed the Mines and Works Act which set 
aside 32 job types for Whitr workers in 1911. Further industrial 
action by White workers led to the fall ot the Smuts government in 
1924. This eventually led to the election of the Nationalist Party 
i" 1948. 
During this early period on the ~ines, the Blac~ workers ' power, in 
contrast to the Whites, was l imited. Strikes were easily defeated 
as the compounds were well controlled hv the police. Blad: workers 
did nnl organise into tr~dc un ions du 
isolated the groups from each oth•r . 
to the compound svstcru which 
In addit ion tribal al legiances 
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were still very strong and prevented the formation of trade unions. 
In 1924 the South African ColllTiunist Party initiated the appearance 
of several Black Unions. By 1945 the Council for Non-European Trade 
Unions (CNETU) claimed to represent 158 000 members i~ 119 unions. 
In 1950 the Nationalist government passed the Suppression of 
Co11111unism Act. Large numbers of trade union leaders were banned or 
arrested. Political ori~11 sations such as the ANC and DAC, which had 
supported many of the unions, were banned. T~e result was that 
total Black union membership fell to 64 000 in 1961. 
After the Sharpeville incident, banning orders were served on 
virtually all Black trade union leaders. Consequently, Black trade 
union activity virtually disappeared during the 1960's. Government 
and employer controls en~ ired a period of industrial peace, which 
was deceptively calm. 
In 1973, widespread i trikes by Black workers over wages, brought 
industry in Natal and the Transvaal to a virtual standstill. No 
tra~e unions were involved, and this caused many problems as 
employers were unable to identify with whom they could negotiate. 
The government acted swiftly and passed the Bantu Labour Relations 
Act, which provided for the settling of disputes by means of a works 
or a liason c~ITltlittee within a company. ThiJ system soon proved 
ineffective as works colllTiittees had no bargaining power. More and 
more employers began bypassing the formal system and barg~ined with 
unregistered unions. 
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The Wiehahn Commission was established to attend to these problems 
and in 1979 its first report was submitted. It was generally well 
received and its major recolllJlendations were that freedom of 
association should be granted to all workers irrespective of race 
and status. Unions were also to be given full autonomy in deciding 
membership criteria. Job reservation was to be abolished. 
In August 1981 the Labour Relations Act was passed to address these 
recommendations. UnfortunatelJ, the reforms were not consistent 
with political, economic and social divisions in the wider society, 
and thus conflict continued to escalate as found in the present day 
situation. 
In 1988 the Pass Laws and influx control were scr~pped with the 
result that urbanisat ion of the Black convn•Jnity increased 
drastically. This created large pools of une1nploved workers in the 
major industrial centres. Many of thP.se workers live in squatter 
conditions due to a shortage of s11itable housing. Radical 
organi~ations made use of these conditions to organise action to 
disrupt industries. Thi5 was done to force governwent and business 
to recognise their struggle. The re5u lt was a series of 
work-stoppages, stay-aways and strikes organised mainly by the trade 
unions. 
In February of 1990 the Suppression of Comunism Act was repealed 
and the ~anning of various organisations and individ~al~ was lifted. 
T~ese included the African Ndtional Congress, the South African 
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Co11111unist Party and all of their officials. Government i11111ediately 
began negotiating with these parties ·n vr~ ·. r to find a solution to 
the country ' s political problems. This also had an effect in 
industry. Workers' expectations were heightened and many of them 
expected i11111ediate improvement in their situations. Previously 
banned organisations could now organise freely, and this led to 
increased civic action with resultant damage to industry. 
4.3 .3 Trade Unions in South Africa 
Finnemore and Van der Merwe (1987) see three different approaches to 
trade unions in South Afri ca: 
(i) Unitarism - This approach is found amongst a small section of 
the work force, mainly of the older generation, and is frequently 
supported by employers. It assumes that the organisation is a 
unitary structure, and that employers ar.d workers have the ;ame 
objectives and values. A trade union is seen as promoting distrust 
between emp loyers and workers and should be avoided. Conflict is 
caused by agitators and is not inherent in the relationship. The 
"boss" role is paramount and leg1tim3te. It assumes that workers 
are satisfied in what may often be seen ~s a paternalistic 
situation. 
This s trongly reminds one of the Japanese attitude towards work and 
trade unions. 
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(ii) Pluralism - In this appr~ach the organisation is seen as 
comprising of individuals and groups who have conflict1ng interests 
and goals. A trade union is a legitimate means by which ~·orkers may 
protect and further their interest. Conflict is natural and 
unavoidable but should be non- destructive. Collecti~~ bargaining 
is the means by which compromise is achieved, but should be done 
according to a set of agreed rules. All parties should be colllllitted 
to the system. Management's role is accepted, but th~ workers must 
be involved in certain areas of decision making. 
~.11 the parties are seen to benefit fron, this approach and it i:; 
thus the most popular viewpoint tf tre larger, progressive 
organisations. It is also the approach favoured by a large 
percentage of workers in South Africa. Unfortunately, it is not 
possible to detert1\ine what percent~g~ of workers and labour leaders 
favour this approach over the following one. 
(iii) Radicalism - This approach is based on Marxist theory and 
argues that the organisation is a reflection of the greater society 
in South Africa. Society consists of two classes, namely the owners 
of property (capitalists) and the property-less (labour). Conflict 
is endemic. Capitalists are all-powerful and extract the maximum 
surplus value from production by labour. labour has insufticient 
resources to prevent this process of exploitation and demands its 
share of the national product. Collective bargaining is an employer 
str~tegy whereby the trade union is r.o-opted into the capitalistic 
system. A trade union is not merely an industrial phenomenon but 
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must be part of the working class ct1a1lenge. There is no element of 
mutual survival which bind~ t~e classes. Capitalists are co111nitted 
to serve only their O\• ll interests, and l"bour must therefore replace 
the system with one of worker control of state and industry. 
This approach is favoured by the younger Black worker who is not 
prepared to accept the poverty of his community. He has seen the 
unfairness of the Pass Laws which virtually dest1oyed Black family 
life and he refuses to work under the same dehumanising conditions 
that his father did. It is also the only approach which striv~s to 
give him politica: power. 
4.3.4 Black needs and coJTmjtment 
Satisfying the needs of a worker is the first step in getting h1s 
commitment. Different people and organ isations have different ideas 
of what the needs of the black worker are . 
In 1972 the Inter-African Labour Inst i tute listed !he following 
points as prerequisites for securing the maximum productivity from 
Black labour: (Horner AJ, 1972) 
(a) Adequate financial reward must be set. 
(b) The task to be performed must be of such a nature that the 
worker can take pride in I.is work. 
(c) The worker must be instructed in the correct method ~ 
perform1ng the task so that he feels he is doing a good job. 
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(d) Th~ worker must possess the aptitude and intelligence necessary 
to perform the task correctly. 
(e) The worker and his dependants must be suitably and comfortably 
acco11J11odated. 
(f) The worker must be able to obtain adequate, nutritious food. 
(g) Management must be good and the work~rs must feel it to be so. 
This has a ring of unitdrism to it and differs significantly from 
the present day stand-point of the Congress of South African Trade 
Uni~ns (COSATU): (Levy, 1990) 
Workers (and their trade unions) should be involved in the ttmass 
struggle". Only when the struggle gainst exploitation and 
apartheid is over, will the workers ' needs be met. 
4.4 The Slack South African worker compared to his Jaranese 
counterpart 
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 might g1ve the reader the opinion that the 
Black worker is not suited to work in a WCM environment. This 
opinion coulc' be fanned if only the differences between Japanese and 
Black workers are considered. Fortunately major similarities ~lso 
exist between these groups. These similarities should be 
investigated and used to prepare the Black worker for WCM. 
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4.4.1 Lifetime employment 
Due to an excess of unskilled labour, a shortage of work exists for 
most Black workers. This has the result that very few Black workers 
ever feel the need to resign and look for work elsewhere. Lifetime 
employment hds thus become a natural way for most BlJck workers. 
Unfortunately labour is relatively cheap in South Africa and 
managements have become used to hiring and firing as the market 
demand rises and falls. The result of this has been that many 
workers do not feel that their jobs are secure. They therefor see no 
reason to help the company achieve its goals. 
The notion also exists that productivity increase would cost people 
their jobs as fewer people are requi red u do the same work. 
If lifetime employment was guaranteed to workers, it would be easier 
to convince them that their personal situat ion is dependant on the 
success of the company. They would then be pr~p~ red to assist in 
productivity and problem solving excercises. (Section 2.2.8 
explains how WCM compani~s adapt to fluctuating dem~nd while 
offering lifetime employ11cnt.) 
4.4.2 Groups 
Black custom places heavy emphasis on the formation of groups. In 
the traditional village this group consists of all of the related 
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households. ~s explained earlier, marriage between members of 
separate groups causes the groups to combine. thus resulting in a 
village with one group identity. In this group the individual is 
protected from external influences, thus keeping him ~afe and 
protecting his traditions. 
The urhJnised Black worker has adapted this group identity to his 
work siliJatiof'I, with the result that worktrs in ii particular factory 
often form a very strong group. This group identity is often 
demonstrated when unions or~anise industrial action such as ~trikes, 
stay-aways, or go-slows. Managei:1<!r1t thus tends to view this grl.up 
identity in d negative light and ofttn attempts to break the group. 
These attempts USUd tly fail and lead to violen.e and disruption. 
This group identity should be used t0 the company's advantage, as 
done by Japanese companies. Attempt~ sn~uld be made to build t~~m 
~pirit, by organising sporting events. The group ;hould be pra 1 ,cu 
c1 rl i~ciplin'!d when performance is either good or bad. Where 
pos s ~~l e indivi~uil~ should not be singled out for praise or 
discipline. 
When the group identity is used correctly, there will be no need i~r 
motivating or disciplining specific individuals. The other members 
of the group will correct his behaviour. All that needs to be done 
is to motivate the group to accept the company values and 
objectives. 
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4.4.3 Harmony 
Black people, like the Japanese, place heavy emphasis on social 
hannony. They do ~ot like to be in confrontation with management or 
members of their group. This is contrary to Western norms where 
childrcr are taught to be aggresive in work and business. This 
feature should be recognised and used by Tianagements to rreat~ a 
pleasant a~d productive environment. As SO)n as the hannony is 
disrupted within an organisation, product . iity will fall and vice 
versa. 
4.5 :i.\t.g_gested techniques for improving w9rker cormiitment in 
lli_th Africa 
4.5.1 Participat ive Management 
Participative management has been a buzz-~~rd in industry for many 
years, but until Cashbuild, had never t1een truly implemented in a 
South African company. Participative Management is a management 
philosophy which simply states that all employees should participate 
in all l~vels of management of the company. Jt requires careful 
p1anning and protracted negotiations to implement. It can also go 
through various fonnats until a system which satisf;es most of the 
company employees is implemented. It is a hard and difficult road 
to follow. and certain members of management will not be able to 
accept th ls form of power shdri ng and 1 eave the compa11y, btAt the 
Cashbuild example proves that it is worth the effort.(Koopman, 1987) 
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Cashbuild ~as started in 1978 as a chain of wholesale builders ' 
merchant stores. Initially it was very successful and by 1982 it 
consisted of 12 stores generating a pre- tax profit of close to R700 
000. In 1982 profits started decreasing and the Managing Director, 
Albert Koopman, decided to investigate the problem. He found that 
drastic changes were required in the company ' s philosophy, culture 
and management style. 
A program of participative management was started and by 1986 full 
worker participation had becomP. a reality. The result was an 
increase in company profits to Rl,6 million in 1984, R4 million in 
1986 and RS,2 million before tax in 1987 . 
4.5 .2 Suggestion schemes 
Suggestion schemes had been used in Western industries since the 
1930 ' s when the Scanlon plan was developed. They all depend on 
workers to put forward suggestions of possible changes that would 
improve productivity. A colTl!littee then investigates the proposal, 
implements it if feasible arid determines an apropriate financial 
reward for the worker. 
On the surface. U1e idea sounds perfect and it has been imp 1 emented 
by most companies in South Africa and in the West. Unfortunately 
few of these schemes have achieved noticeable tesults, both in 
improving productivity or worker involvement and most have faded 
away after a few years. In South Africa, ISCOR led the way with its 
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PIP (Productivity Improvem~nt Program) system and claimed huge 
savings, yet it was cancelled in 1987. 
Japanese suggestion schemes, in contrast, have no monetary 
incentive, yet are extremely popular. Toyota, for example, receives 
millions of suggestions each year with an acceptance rate of 90%. 
(Suzaki,1987) 
The first problem with Western style suggestion schemes seems to be 
the monetary incentive. Before a suggestion is acc~pted, it must be 
proven to be financially viable. Japanese manager~, in contrast, 
will implement any project, as long as it improves the work 
situation. It does not have to save the company money. 
The monetary incentive also has a secon~ disadvantage in that 
workers feel cheated if their suggestions are not accepted. Rumours 
abound in such organisations of managers who have stolen workers' 
~uggestions and claimed they were their 01 ' Such misuses of the 
system have either led to the cancellation of the scheme or 
over-complicated administrative procedures. 
It is thus suggested that suggestion schemes be operated in the 
Japanese way. No financial incentive is set and accepted 
suggestions are implemented inwnediately. Workers are given 
recognition by having their photo displayed on the notice board or 
in the in-house magazine. Seeing his suggestion implemented is 
normally enough motivation for a worker to look for new ways to 
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improve his job, thus being involved in the management of his work. 
It is important to remember that the group identity should not be 
harmed by this prai~e of an individual. for example, the caption to 
a photograph in a newsletter should read: "Mr Ntoni from S28's 
suggestion has been implemented - WELL DONE S28l" In this manner 
the group feeling is enhanced. 
4.5.3 lncentiye schemes 
Incentive schemes. could offer either a monetdr . .. ,. ion-monetary 
reward. Monetary awards typically includF pro•; .. ctivn bonus:;es and 
profit-sharing. Non-monetary awarrls include certificates, newspaper 
coverage and membership of special clubs. 
Once again awards should be made to the group and not individuals. 
If $28 reaches it target, give a bonus to everybody on the shift. 
4.5.4 Trajcing programs 
Specialist training programs are available to South African 
companies who wish to address certain misconceptions or lack of 
knowledge by thei r workers on certain subjects. 
6M, developed by the NPI, is a program designed to teach the basic 
business principles tu Third World workers. The six M's (Money, 
machines, manpower, material, market and management} and their 
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interdependence on each other. are explained by means of scale 
model s to the workforce. The program aims to remove certain 
misconceptions that workers have about the free -market system. 
These misconcept ions (e.g the boss owns the company and keeps all 
the profits for himself) often prevent workers from becoming 
involved in 1mprover11tnt c:xercises . 
The C"'oss-C11 ltura 1 program used by Everite, is a program which aims 
to bring peopl ! of var\~us cultural backgrounds together. Classes 
are mixed and CJ~tain meffi~ers of all of the cultural gro~~s in the 
organisation. It is a two ~~y workshop in which the facilitator 
introduces certain topics ar.1 t hen al l ows the group to discus~ them. 
Topics would include : 
A definition of c~ ltur~ 
Di iferences betv11::e11 r.u 1 tu ral groupc; 
The company cultu re 
The present political scenario 
The role of trade un ions 
Hopes and fears of the different groups 
etc 
It is hoped that t ile program wi 11 break down the barriers b1!tween 
the various groups so that onl y one group can be identi t ied in the 
organisation, namely the company employees. 
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TOTAL PRODUCTIVE MAINTENANCE 
Total ProaJcti~e Maintenarce(TPM) is a management philcsophy which 
aims to rcctuce production machine downtime, due to breakdowns, to 
zero. TPM together with Just-i n-T1me(JIT), Total Quality 
Control(TQC) and Total Worker Involv~ment, are the four components 
of World Class Manufacturing(WCM). World Cla~s Manufactu r~rs require 
TPM for two very importJnt reasons: 
firstly, JlT manufacturing 1equires that buffer stocks between 
processes b~ e 'l iminated . (See Chapter 2) The result of cl breakdown 
on a factor) opera1 i ng witt1out buffer stocks would be catastrophic. 
The Kanban sy~~em wo•.ld ~revent both up- and downstream workstations 
from operating , tt11 ~ bringing an entire line to a standstill. JIT 
t hus r~quires 1·r •"Chine avail abi '1 ity. 
TPM is al $o require~ by Total Quality Control. TQC aims at reduc ing 
rejects to ZPro. {Ice Chapter 3) One of the techniques employed to 
achieve this allows any opera~or to stop the production line, if he 
notices a machine producing reJect products. As TPM will ensure 
tnat machines are in perfect condition, no rejects will be produced, 
thu~ achieving TQC. 
,..,.,,,y of the techniques and principles applied in ·rPM are used in 
t re1entive Maintenance. TPM is in fact an extension of Preventive 
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Maintenance, the major differences being: 
Preventive Maintenance users assume that there is an optimum 
availability level at which production machinery should be kept. 
Any higher w~uld requi~e too expensive maintenance, any lower would 
result in expensive breakdowns. TPM requires an availability of 
100~. 
Preventive Maintenance users believe that the maintenance department 
carries the responsibility for maintenance. With TPM the production 
rlepartment shares the res- - ~sibility and actively assists in 
maintainir.g machinery. 
5.1 Preventive Maintenance 
Two basic approaches can be found concerning maintenance of 
production machinery. The first assumes that machines must be 
operated until they break. They are then repaired or rep 1 aced. 
This approach, called forced deterioration, is often used on plant 
and machinery which is difficult to reach or maintain. In these 
case5 a backup piece of machinery is often installed to be used when 
the original piece of equipment fails. 
The second approach to maintenance is called Preventive Maintenance 
and consists of regular inspections of machinery. During these 
inspections, we~r items are replaced, lubricants checked or 
replaced, bolts an1 ~lands tightened etc. The purpose of Preventive 
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Maintendnce is to prevent the machine from breaking or producing 
faulty products while in use. Figure 5.1 shows the approach which 
shoulrl be followed to prevent machine breakdown and trouble. 
(Suzaki 1 1987} 
Figure 5. 1 PREVENTING MACHINE BREAKDOWNS 
Detect abnormal 
conditions as urly 
as possible 
Oeve .op and implement 
countl!rmeasures to 
rel]a• i the 11ormal 
m.:ichine conditions 
1 
• in1pe1-:tion 
• clranm~ 
• 1i9hten1;1g bolts 
• maintain correct operating 
procedures 
~ • inspection 'use of operators' five sf!nses • inspectior /us".I of diagnosuc equipment by mainlfn.JllC8 cr 0 Wl 
{ 
• ask why, five t imes 
• dr.velop r.ew uandard 
5.1.l Maintain the nonnal machine conditions 
This is the first ana most important step in Preventive 
Maintanenance and involves both the operdtor and maintenance 
personnel. As the operator is the person who knows a machine the 
best. he would be the first person to detect any variance in 
operating condition. He should thus be trained by Maintenance on 
how to do regular inspections of his machine. These inspections are 
normally carried out at the start of a shift. Any abnormal 
conditions should then be reported to the maintenance personnel so 
that it can be repaired. Maintenance could also train the operator 
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to do some of the repairs and settings himself. It 1s suggested 
that a checksheet be developed to assist the operator in this daily 
inspection. 
During the daily inspection the machine can also be cleaned, oiled, 
bolts tightened etc. Cleaning is a very important part of daily 
maintenance as it not only prevents waste from damaging sensitive 
machine parts. but also exposes hidden defects and contributes to 
good housekeeping. 
Maintaining the correct operating procedure al~o contributes to 
longer machine life. Operating a machine at a higher output, speed, 
temperature or pressure than it was designed for will decrease its 
useful life considerably. Using the wrong sequence of steps when 
operating a machine will have the same effect. 
5.1.2 Detect abnormal conditions as early as possi~ 
It has already been mentioned in the previous section that the 
operator is the person who will detect any abnormal condition first, 
since he knows the machine best. He should thus be trained to use 
his five senses to do this and be made aware of the initial symptoms 
of machine trouble namely noise, vibration, heat. leaks or dirt. The 
importance of his reporting the problem to maintenance should also 
be explained to him. 
Where possible way~ must be defined to measure degree of machine 
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deterioration. Tn this way there will be no disagreement between 
operators un different shifts, or between Maintenance and operator 
whether or not a machine needs attention or not. Examples would 
include measuring torque level~ on bolts . hardness of surfaces, 
tension of drive belts or cycle times of equipment. If the correct 
value is known and preferably displayed at the machine, there can be 
no disagreements. 
Specialist diagnostic equipment can also be used to detect 
variations in machi11e condition. Maintenance or even laboratory 
personnel who have received specialist training usually operate this 
equipment. Examples would include vibration ana ·~ysers, ultrasonic 
or x- ray equipment, oil sample analysers etc. 
5. 1.3 Develop and ma;ntain countcrmP.asures 
If an abnormal condition is detected, it needs to be investigated to 
deter.11ine its cause. 011ce the cause has been identified, 
countenreasures can be implemented to prevent re-occurance. 
SuLaki(l987) recognises two types of problems that cause abnormal 
running conditions, n~mely suddenly exposed and chronic problems. 
The causes of suddenly exposed problems are usua11y detected easily, 
as the reldtionship between cause and effect is generally clear. 
lhe five "why ' s" technique can also be used to determine the cause 
of a suddenly exposed problem. This consists of asking "~hy? " five 
times when a problem is investigated.(See figure 5.2) 
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Ptobltim : Malfu11cllon or digital c:ontrollcr . 
Why--Dcfective circuit board 
' 
Why-~ I nck of coohng 
t 
Why- - 1.ack or air 
i 
Why- t .lck ol r-r cs sure 
' 
Whv-Dust on filter 
Chronic problems are genP.rally more difficult to solve, as they 
usually have more than one possible cause. lt is often not possible 
to determine exactly which possible cause needs to be eliminated. 
In this case, m0re than one countermeasure needs to be implemented. 
It is recorranended that an Ishikawa diagram be used to detenni11e all 
the possible causes of the problem. (Suzaki, 1987) 
5.2 The four phases of m~chjne marntena~ 
A Preventive Maintenance program should be implemented step-by-step 
in a planned manner. This will prevent unnecessary exp~nses, as 
certain improvements only show results if others have already been 
implemented . E.g. buying and using expensive diagnostic equipment 
has no effect on machine availab1lity, unless continuous efforts are 
made to restore machines to t~eir original condition. Figure 5.3 
shows the four phases necessary to implement Preventive Maintenance . 
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THE FOUR PHA' s or MACHINE MAINTENANCE 
Machine l'orced Deteriora:lon 
Failure 
-Timll 
Machine failure 
T1mc ·based _ 
maintenance 
Natural Deterioration 
Machine Redesign/ 
Improvement on Reuoring 
Deter ior a ti on 
lm.:rovl • 1no111c 
Technulogy 
-Time 
In the first phase forced deterioration is taking place, i.e. no 
routine maintenance is carried out on the machinery. The result i:: 
that machinery is operated under conditions tor which it was not 
de s igned. This would include insufficient lubrication, bolts at 
incorrect torque , worn bearings, leaking seals etc. This situation 
is unacceptable. The machines have to be restored to their original 
level of performance. This would include a thorough cleaning of all 
machines. 
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In the second phase only natural deterioration is taking place. 
Periodic preventive maintenance is performed by the Maintenance 
Department on machinery in orde to assur~ that it operates under 
design conditions. Under these conditions machines last much 
'..i1111er. Mean- Time-Between-Failures(MTBF) for most components can be 
forecasted and the components replaced before breakdowns occur. 
Unfortunutely machine breakdowns still occur due to unexpected 
comr~nent failures. The majority of Westtrn industries are probably 
in t.hi• phase. 
In the third phase continuous efforts are being made lo keep 
machinery at the corre~ t operating condit ion. This is done by 
training operators lo monitor their own machines and make certain 
repairs and adjustments themselves. Operators, as well a ~ 
maintenclnce pel'sonnel, receive cuns tant training to ensure that no 
unnecessary mistakes are made. Fou lproofing is also used to prevent 
these mistakes. Certain m~chine parts might also be redesigned in 
order to extend m~chine life. 
In the fourth phase condition-hased maintenance takes place. 
Diaynostic equipment is used to constantly moritor the machine's 
condition so that timely action can be taken to prevent breakdowns. 
Maintenance costs are reduced as parts only get replaced when they 
show signs of rapid deterioration. No unexpected breakdowns should 
take place as failure of components r.an now he prcd1 cted . (Su:zaki, 
1987) 
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5.3 Total Prodyctive Maintenance 
TPM aims t i ~ave al1 employees participating in productive 
maintenance activities. Production personnel should be: 
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(i) Trained to do routine housekeeping, oiling, bolt tightening 
etc., to prevent forced deteriorat1on of machines. 
(ii) Trained in the proper operation of machines. 
(iii)Aware of the importance of detecting early signs of 
deterioration. 
The role of maintenance personnel is to: 
(i) Assist production personnel in self-maintenance activities. 
(ii) Repair and restore det~riorating machinery to operating 
condition. 
(iii)Improve on machine designs 
(iv) Train operators in maintenance skills. 
In sunrnary, it can be said that a close working relationship should 
be developed between Maintenance and Production before TPM can 
succeed. 
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PART II 
THE APPLICATION OF SOME WORLD CLASS MANUFACTURING 
TECHNIQUES IN THE FIBRE-CEMENT INDUSTRY 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE MANUFACTURING OF FIBRE-CEMENT SHEETS 
The aim of this thesis. as st.1ted before, is to investigate the 
possible appliration of World Class Manufacturing techniques in the 
manufacturing of fibre-cement sheets. Some of the techniques, and 
in particular Rapid Tool Setting, were applied in the Sheet Plant of 
the Everite company in Brackenfell. The purpose of this chapter is 
to supply the reader who does not know the fibre-cement industry, 
with relevant background information about the industry and the 
production 1: ne on which the improvements were implemented. 
The WCM techniques were implemented on S28 sheet manufacturing line. 
Three types of profiled sheets are produced on this line, namely 
Bigsix, Canadian Pattern and Victorian Pattern. Jn addition the 
machine produces wet sheets for the Moulded Goods section and can be 
modified to produce flat sheets if necessary. 
6.1 Historical background 
Traditionally fibre-cement (FC) sheets have been produced with 
asbestos fibres dnd cement as the basic raw materials. Due to the 
present unpopularity of asbestos, many European and American FC 
companies have either changed to alternative fibres or sold their 
factories and diversified into other fields. 
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The Everite group of companies was founded in 1945. when the Swiss 
owned Eternit group built a Sheet Plant and Pipe Plant at 
Brackenfell. Cape Town. By 1987 Everite had built factories in 
Johannesburg and East London. Up to 1987. Everite's main 
competitors in the FC field were Turnall and Newall who had 
factories in Durban, Port Elizabeth. Cape Town (Kuils River), 
Garankua and Zimbabwe. 
In 1987 Everite aquired ownership of Turnall's South African 
interests and subsequently closed the factories in Port Elizabeth, 
Kuils River and Garankua. In 1989 the East London factory was 
closed in a rationalisation exercise. The group thus Ownes 3 rC 
factories, namely Brackenfell, Johannesburg and Durban. while alSQ 
owning 50% of the Unipipe factory in Bloemfontein. Everite also 
owns a few subsidiary companies in the building industry such as 
Paxit, Agriplas, Tiger Tiles and Vaal Pott~ries. 
The main products of the re division are asbestos pipes, asbestos 
and cellulose fibre sheets and hand ~h 1~lded FC products. The only 
Southern African competitors in the FC f leld are Rocla. who have a 
pipe plant in Johannesburg and Turnall a;1l! New311, Zimbabwe. Non-FC 
pipe products competing in the same m~ ~e1 include concrete, steel 
and PVC pipes. In the roofing market. St."' 1 ·nd concrete tiles 
dominate, while gypsum product~ oppose Everite's range of internal 
partition and ceiling boards. 
For the past few years Everite has a~tively researchec the 
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manufacturing of non-asbesto~ products. The greatest successes so 
far have been achieved in sheet manufacturing. At the present moment 
all of the flat sheets produced at the Brackenfell Sheet Plant are 
non-asbestos. These products are marketed under the name of Nutech. 
The company aims to have converted all of its sheet products to 
Nutech by 1992. 
6.2 Brackenfell Sheet Plant 
The Sheet Plant has 4 Hatchek type sheet machines, namely S25, S26, 
S27 and S28. In addition there are two slate coating lines, a hard 
shcot C•Jtting area, despatch stockyard and various auxiliary plants. 
Fig~re 6.1 shows the various areas and the main product flows 
through the factory. 
6.3 Product range 
The full product range for $28 is indicated in table 6.1. Three 
different profiles are produced namely Bigsix, Canadian Pattern and 
Victorian Pattern. Only standard lengths are produced, but sheets 
can be cut by the Hard Sheet Cu~ting section to any required length 
under 3,6m. 
Different lengths of sheets are obtained on the machine by changing 
the production roller size and by changing the cutting frame. (See 
sections 6.4.2 and 6.4.3) Different thicknesses are obtained by 
increasing the number of turns of the production roller per sheet. 
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Figure 6.1 SHEET PLANT LAYOUT AND PRODUCT FLOW 
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Table 6.1 S28 PRODUCT RANGE 
Bigs ix Bigs ix Bigs ix Canadian Victorian Moulded 
AC SC Nu tech Pattern Pattern Goods 
AC AC AC 
4,5 
Thick- 5,4 
ness 6,3 6,3 7 6.3 4,5 6,3 
( 11111) 7,2 
8,1 
9.0 
1,5 1,5 l.5 1,5 
1,8 1,8 1,8 1.8 
2, 1 2, 1 2,1 2,1 
Length 2.4 2,4 2,4 2,4 
(m) 2,7 2,7 2,7 2,7 2,7 
3,0 3,0 3,0 3,0 
3,3 3,3 3,3 3,3 
3,6 3,6 3,6 3,6 3,6 3.6 
AC sheets are defined as those containing asbestos and cement as 
main raw materials. In SC (steam cured) sheets, up to 60% of the 
cement is replaced with silica. The-;c sheets have to be autoclaved 
for 10 hours at 180~C before reaching full strength while AC mature 
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naturally. The autoclave is a pressure vessel in which the product 
is brought into contact with steam. The first advantage of 
producing SC sheets is that the SC raw ~aterial ~ix is 40% cheaper 
than the AC mix. Secondly, SC sheets reach full strength after only 
10 hours of autoclaving while AC takes up to 21 days to mature 
sufficiently. 
Nutech sheets must be autoclaved to activate the special additives 
which prevent cracks forming in the product. Canadian and Victorian 
Pattern can not be autoclaved due to a shortage of autoclave 
carriers. 
6.4 The Process 
Fibre-cement sheets (both FC and Nutech) are produced using the 
Hatchek process. It is a filtration or dewatering process, similar 
to the paper-making process. 
S28 sheet manufacturing line consists of four sections, namely a raw 
material preparation area, a dewatering machine, an offtake and an 
unpacker. Figures 6.2 to 6.4 are process flow charts of the various 
products produced on the machine. 
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Figure 6.2 PROCESS r·LOW CHART - BIGSlX ANO CANADIAN PATTER' ' AC 
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Figure 6.3 PROCESS FLOW CllARr - BIGSIX SC ANO NUIECH 
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Figure 6.4 PROCESS FLOW CHART - VICTORIAN PA1TERN 
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6.4.1 Raw material preparation 
In the raw material preparation area, the various raw materials drc 
prepared and mixed. A typical mix could contain either asbestos or 
cellulose fibres, cement, silica, additives, crushed ,,ardwaste and 
water. Asbestos fibres are crushed and opened in a kollergang and 
fiberiser. Cellulose fibres dre pulped and refined in a separate 
plant and pumped to the preparation area. Cement is kept in a bulk 
storage tank and fed to the mixer by a screw conveyor. Silica is 
mined and milled on the premises and pumped to a bulk storage tank 
from where it is dosed into the mix. 
The mixing and dosing of all raw materials at $28 are controlled uy 
a process control computer. One operator starts and stops the 
process, monitors its operation arid cleans all spillage~ and leaks. 
Raw materials are weighed off in weighing vessels and mixed in an 
enclosed mixer. Figure 6.5 is a schematic diagram of the preparation 
area. 
The raw materials are mixed in batches containing approximately 
lOOOkg of dry ingredients and 2000kg of water. This slurry is 
transferred to a buffer vessel, called a stirrer, from where it is 
transferred to the dewatering machine at a ~teady rate. S28 machine 
uses roughly 4 mixes per hour. 
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Figure 6.5 528 RAW MATERIAL PREPARATION PLANT 
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6.4.2 The Dewaterjng Machine 
In the dcwatering machine 3 rotatirig sieves filter the solids from 
the mix and deposit this mat onto a porou$ conveyor called a felt. 
The f e 1t moves over a set of vacuum boxes \vhere the layers are 
dewatered even more. The layers are ti1en rJe,. 0 ~;· 1 .: <' id.o .~revolving 
drum, called the production re Iler. When z ;uiti~le number of 
layers ~re deposited onto the production ~oller, the sheet is cut 
from the roller using a cutting wire. It is then transferred to ~he 
offtake on a conveyor. figure 6.6 shows some detail of the machine. 
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6.4.3 The Otftak~ 
The purpose of the offtake is threefold: firstly, the sheet is cut 
to the correct size by the wetstamp. Tlte sheet is then corrugated 
and finally placed between formplates. 
The wetstamp is a hydraulic press with a removable cutting blade. 
Various blades are available for the different products and sizes. 
The offcuts are fed into a wet waste dissolver where it is dissolved 
and pumped back tc the stirrer. 
After being cut to size the sheet is transferred by means of a 
vacuumbox to the folder. The folder, which is mounted on a trolley, 
is a fl at box covered with a rubber sheet. The rubber sheet has 
holes in it through which vacuum is applied to the wet FC sheet, 
sucking it onto the folder. The folder then changes shape to take 
up the profile of the finished sheet. A profiled vacuumbox then 
picks up the corrugated sheet and places it between two steel 
formplates. These formplates also have the profile of the finished 
product. 
The fonnplates and wet sheets are stacked on a pallst (carrier). 
When the required number of sheets is stacked on the carrier, the 
trolley on which it is mounted is moved out from underneath the 
offtake, and an overhead crane removes the carrier to the 
intermediate maturing yard. The crane is also used to place full 
formplate carriers on the fonnplate trolley and move the empty 
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fonnplate carriers to the mixstack trolley. 
6.4.4 The Unoacker 
After 12 to 24 hours in the maturing yard, the .nixstacks are moved 
to the unpacker where the sheets are stripped from the formplates 
and the formplates oiled. At this stage the cement in the sheets 
has set sufficiently to permit the sheet to retain its shape without 
the formplate. The unpacker cperators also inspect the sheets and 
remove any rejects. Rejects are inspected again by a QC inspector 
and classified as either scrap, recuts or degraded. Scrap sheets 
are destroyed, recuts are recovered at Hard Sheet Cutting and 
degraded sheets are sold for special ap~lications . 
Asbestos cement (AC) sheets are stacked on wooden pallets at the 
unpacker. These stacks are then dipped in water and transported to 
the inspection/handover area. Here a sample inspection is performed 
on completed batches and the batches handed over to the despatch 
stockyard. Laboratory samples are tested for breaking load after 1 
week. If the test sheet passes the breaking load test, the batch is 
released for despatch to customers. Rejected batches are retested 
one week later and, if they still fail, are destroyed. 
Steam cured (SC) and Nutech sheets are loaded onto steel pallets and 
autoclaved. After autoclaving. these sheets have to be reloaded 
onto wooden pallets before inspection and handover to Despatch. 
This double handling is required due to the fact that the wooden 
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pallets burn in the autoclave. SC sheets can be tested for breaking 
load 111111ediately after autoclaving. 
Victorian Pattern sheets are unpacked by hand, as the unpacker can 
presently only accept Canadian Pattern and Bigsix sneets. This is a 
labour intensive and time consuming operation. Six people plus a 
supervisor take two to three days to unpack and oil 700 formplates 
manually. The sheets are then transported to the Hard Sheet Cutting 
area where the sides are tri11111ed as the offtake is not capable of 
producing an acceptable finish on the sheet sides. After tri11111ing, 
the sheets are inspected and handed over to Despatch. 
6.5 ~acity 
528 :s capable Jf producing 700 m2v per hour. The m2v is an 
internal unit of mLlsuring production volume and is defined as a wet 
sheet , lm X lm X Snm. The machine's output is limit~d by the felt 
spe~d, loye1 thickne~s and offtake capacity. 
At tt:e present moment the felt speed is limited to 65 m/min. The 
maximum 1 ayer thickness at this sper.!d is t, 9n1r.i. Hut enough vacuum 
is available to dry a thicker layer ""ff -1tly. The offtake can 
process 194 sheets per hour. Set' 
causes too many rejects due to s:. 
Fftake at a higher speed 
~rrrugating properly. 
The maximum number of sheets which can be produced per hour 
(theoretically), can be calculated using the following forniula: 
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Felt speed(m/min) X 60 
Number of sheets: Layers per sheet X Roller circumference(m) 
Using the above formula, the following table of product capacities 
can be calculated. 
Table 6.2 528 PRODUCTION CAPACITY 
PRODUCT SIZB M2V/ ROLLER 'r.'CLT NUMBER SllEETS/ 
' SltEF.1' CIRC s. J D I.AYERS HOUR 
DIGSIX 2. 1 2.91 2.546 60 7 194 
2.4 3.33 2.546 60 7 194 
2.7 3. '1 4 2.66 60 7 166 
3.0 4. 16 3. 163 60 7 170 
3.3 4 .50 3. 445 60 7 155 
3.6 4.99 .:; 74 60 7 140 
CANADIAN 2. 1 3.22 2.51\8 60 7 194 
PATTERN 2.4 3.'59 2.548 60 7 194 
2.7 4. 15 2.66 00 7 186 
3.0 4 .61 3. 163 60 7 170 
3.3 5 O'I 3.445 60 7 155 
3. (j 5.53 3 74 60 7 140 
VICTORIAN 2.7 2.70 2.66 45 6 157 
PATTERN 3.6 3.GO 3.74 45 6 120 
M2V/ 
HOUR 
565 
646 
696 
707 
710 
699 
625 
716 
772 
764 
786 
774 
42D 
433 
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CHAPTER 7 
SETUP TIME REDUCTION ON A FIBRE-CEMENT SHEET MACHINE 
Setup Time Reduction is one of the most important building blocks of 
Just-in-Time production. Reducing setup times makes short runs ot a 
particular product economical. Being able to produce short runs of 
a product allows a company to produce only what is required, when it 
is required; the JIT ideal. More infonnation on JIT an1 the 
advantages of reduced setup times are supplied in Ch~pter 2. 
The purpose of this chapter is to show the results achieved in a 
setup time reduction exercise carried out on S28 sheet machine at 
Everite, Brackenfell. 
7.1 The Need tor Setyo Time Reduction o~ 
During 1990 the need for setup time reduct1on between products on 
S28 became obvious. This was brought about by the addition of a 
third profile to the present product range. Up to 1988, S28 had only 
produced Bigsix and Canadian Pattern sheets as well as wet sheets 
for moulded goods. Bigsix makes up mor~ than 90% of the production 
volumes and is made in production runs of up to 8 weeks. The 
machine is then converted to produce Canadian Pattern for 1 week or 
less. This conversion between products takes up to 4 hours and 
involves changing the cutting frame production roller, folder. 
corrugated lifter, and formplate litter. The suction boxes on the 
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unpacker also have to be changed. The profile of the sheets has to 
be set once the machine starts running. 
During the run of a particular product, changes are made between 
various sizes of the sam~ product. These changes generally take 
half an hour and involve changing the production roller and cutting 
frame. Due to the half an hour lo~t between change~. an agreement 
was reached with the production planner that production runs of one 
particular size would never be shorter than 4 hours. Table 7.1 
provides a list of the products produced during the 49 production 
~eeks of 1989/1990. 
Early in 1989 the need was identified for a small corrugated sheet 
in the coastal regio~s. This product, named Victorian Profile, 
would be used for the renovation of Victorian buildings as well as 
for the Neo-Cape Colonial style of architecture presently found in 
the Cape area. The product is to compete with corrugated steel 
sheets and offers the advantage of being resistant to rust. 
Brackenfell factory had previously made a product called Ardex, 
which was a lightweight corrugated sheet. similar to Victorian 
Profile. The equipment was still available and Cl)uld be modified to 
produce Victorian Profile. Only 567 formplates were available, but 
400 more were discovered at the Durban factory. ThPse were in a bad 
condition and up to now 200 have been ~leaned and put into use. 
Bigsix and Canadian Pattern can be made continuously for weeks on 
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Table 7.1 PRODUCTION SCHEDULE FOR 1989/1990 
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end because of the large amount of formplates and carriers 
available. As the sheets mature in the formplates and are unpacked, 
the formplates are sent back to the machine and filled with wet 
sheets. Unfortunately, the 750 Victorian Profile formplates are not 
enough to ensure continous production of this product. After 5-7 
hours all of the formplates are filled and the m~chine is changed to 
produce ancther profile. After 24 hours the sheets are unpacked and 
the formplates oiled. Only then can the product be made ag~in. 
In order to meet the weekly demand of +-1500 Victorian Pattern 
sheets, two rvns of the product are required per week. The mach1ne 
is thus forced to work in a Just-in-Ti me mode, making shorter and 
more frequent runs of a particular product. Reducing setup times 
thus becomes imperative in order not to make the product 
unecnnomical to produce. 
7.2 3educjng setup times between different size~ of the same prodyct 
It can be seen from table 7.1 that two types of setup changes take 
place on S28 machine, nan1ely changes bet.ween products and changes 
between different sizes of the sa~e product. Th1s sect1~ deals with 
changes between different sizes of the same product. 
Cha~ges between different sizes of the same product have 
traditionally tJkP.n half an hour. Somewhere, in the past, the time 
limit of half an hour had been set, and up to the time of this 
exerci se h~s never been questioned. The result was that th~ foreman 
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harl always booked half an hour towards d production change. Whether 
it really took that long is uncertain. It is believed that it often 
took shorter, but that this time ~as used to produce extra and so 
improvP. prod~ction efficiencies. Fitting a recorder to the machine 
showed that changes took betweP.n 20 and 40 minutes. The 40 minute 
changes occurred when problems were experienced with fitting the 
cuttingframe. 
7.2.l Traditional method of changing prod11ction 
Table 7.2 shows the various steps that were req11ireci to change 
producticn between diff~rent sizes of the same product. Figure 7.1 
lS a PERT diagram of the operation. 
It can be seen from table 7.2 that this type of pro~uction change 
consists of three main activities, namely changing the cuttingframe, 
changing the production roller and changing the offtake settings 
(cuttingframe depth, vacuumbox and folder length, taping up 
~quipment). All of these activities are carried out only after the 
machine has stopped. 
Changing the cuttingframe and production roller can not occur at the 
same time, since only one overhead crane is available. The hooks of 
the crane have to be changed between these v~?rations because a 
special hook is r~~uireo to transport the productior ·oller. 
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Table 7.2 CltANGING BETWEEN SIZES BEFORE IMPROVEMENTS 
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~uttor 
Cutter 
Mixer 
1 Cutter 
1 Operator 
Foreman 
Foreman 
5 
30 
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The cuttingframf is held to the wetstamp by eight bolts. Two 
spanners are required to undo each bolt. The cuttingframe is then 
dropped onto the t1·a;1slation trolley and removed from under the 
wetstamp . Inserting"· ne\: cuttingframe is the exact reverse 
procedure. 
The depth of cutV 1 s~ r.,, •1e olades differ from frame to frame. This 
happens because the t.:, ·~·. t..s get sharpened when blunt and then become 
shorter. The frame's cutting depth can be set. before startup, but 
this settfog is not very accurate, with the result !:hat the sheets 
do not get cut through completely. 
A fan on the wetstamp sucks the cut sheet into the frame so that it 
can be dropped onto the translation trolley. When the cuttingframe 
gets changed, soffie of the holes in the wetstamp through which this 
vacuum is applied, are opened. This causes a loss in vacuum and the 
sheet is not sucked into the frame. This only happens on certain of 
the shorter frames and occurs intennittently. The operator thus 
doe~ not tape up the wetstamp with every change, he first waits to 
see if it is necessary. 
The vacuum lengths of the flatsheet lifter and corrugated lifter are 
changed by opening or closinq a set J1 valves on the boxes. If 
these valves do not operate correctly, it is necessary !o use 
pldstic and adhes1ve tape to seal the lifter~. 
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7.2.2 Improvements implemented 
(i) Clampjoa the cuttingframe - The first improvement had been 
suggested by the workers themselves and had been practised secretly 
before the ex~rcise commenced. Until then the workers were afraid 
that they would be disciplined if they did not work strictly 
dccordi11g to prot~dure. This improvement involves unbolting four of 
the ~ight holding clamps which secu1·es the cuttingframe to the 
wetstamp before stopping the mdchine. The moment the last sheet is 
cut, the remaining four clamps are unbolted and the frame removed. 
The exact re~erse occures when fitting the new frame. Only four 
clamps are used to secure the frame and, only after the machine has 
started, are the remaining four fixed. This effectively halves the 
clamp1ng time of the cuttingframe. 
(ii) Eliminate setting the prof1le - In the past all cuttingframes 
had been fitted with locating pin~ which fitted into holes 
underneath the wetstamp. The purpose of these pins was to ensure 
that the frames were all fitted in a standard position. This would 
ensure that when a new size was made, the cut sheet would have the 
same position on the folder, and thus the same profile, as the 
previous size. 
With time the pins had been removed, mainly because they were not 
very ~ccurate. The pins had to be significantly smaller than the 
holes tc acco11111odate lhe bending action when the frame was inserted. 
The frame could thus not be positioned very accurately and the 
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profile had to be set after every cl1t1119r. 
Pins with an imprnved taper design ore IJeing filled tu all 
cuttingframes. lhesc Me more accurMe and can accomodate the 
bending dCtion of the frame. lhc need lo set thP profile after a 
change has now llr.~n el iminaled. figure 7.2 shows Lhe old versus the 
new design . 
rigure 7.2 IMPROVlMENT JN CUlll~G FRAME PIN DESlG~ 
Loose fit 
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Table 7.3 and figure 7.3 show the result~ of t~e improvement~ 
implemented so far. An improvement of 15 minutes or 50% had been 
achieved . 
Table 7.3 CHANGING BETWEEN SIZES AFTER IMPRGYEMENTS 
Step 
No 
I n t c r n a l / ~1-C_r_1_t_t_c_a_l .... P_e_r_f_o_r_11_o_d-< 
Operation External lmtnl Ttme by 
~~--------- ---~--~--- '---------+---------~ 
I St.op IQachine . 
2 Re~ova cuLttngframo f1om ~etstamp 
3 llook CUttingfr .. "· pill.CO In fJ.Ck 
4 Place new cutttnef:amo on Machine 
5 P1t new cutttngfrnmo to watsLa•r 
6 I.tft production n-.1101, 
removo bolts. 
7 Chanco cr~ne hook 
8 Romov•1 roller, placo on 1nck 
9 Pl~co now rollor on machano 
10 Fasten rolle1 bolts: lo wot rollor 
I I Stbr t mach tne : produco first shoal 
12 Sot cutt111gfra1:1c llopth 
13 Ch;anco vacuuchoxc:i longth:i 
14 T1lpe up fa ldor 
15 Sot prof i lo 
lG Comaonce production 
Total t1~e !nv~lv~• 
Cratic<il Tino 
I 
T 
I 
I 
I 
I 
2 
3 
3 
5 
3 
2 
l 
1 
1 
2 
0 
26 
rig111c 7.~ Ull\rlGING RlnlllN <;tZIS AlllH IMPfHJVIMlNIS 
,~-@" 
(j)(J; ~ r4)--(j).---
2 Operator 
Assistant 
3 Crane 
3 
5 
utter 
ixer 
rane 
rane 
utter 
ixer 
rane 
utter 
uttor 
ixer 
utter 
per a tor 
ore man 
oroman 
0 
15 
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7.2.3 Planned imorovement 
In addition to the implemented improvement, the following 
improvements are planned: 
Page 7.11 
(i) Eliminate nuts or bolts - A design for quick acting toggle 
clamps is being investigated to replace the nut and bolt arrangement 
presently being used to clamp the cutting frame to the wetstamp. 
Figure 7.4 shows the new versus the old design. Fixing the 
cuttingframe to the wctstamp should take only a few seconds with the 
new clamps. 
(ii) Taoing the cuttingframe - The cuttingfrdmes are to be modified 
so that they cover all the openings under the wetstamp. This will 
eliminate the need to tape up the wetstdmp wi t h plastic. Fig1 re 7.5 
illustrates tnis principle. 
(iii) Parallel operations - Crane capacity st1ould become a limiting 
factQr once all of t~e above change~ have been implemented. Cran! 
12 can then be used to assist in the changes. Crane ll will chanqe 
the prod11ttion roller and crane #2 the cuttingframe. Crane #l will 
have to prepare for the change by chdnying hool3 and placing the new 
roller near th~ machine before the machine is sto?ped. Figure 7.6 
illustrat~s this principle. 
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figure 7.4 IMPROVED WETSTAMP r .~'PING MElHOD 
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, 0; /.~/--
CUTTINGFRAME 
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Suggested improvement 
Old .r.c!hod 
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Figure 7.5 IMPROVED CUTTINGFRAME DESIGN 
Cut tingf 1 arne vacuum 
Old design 
1 »;~1 I I / 
I I I l I 11 I/ I I I I [/ 
I 
lrnp1 ovcd 
design New design 
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Figure 7.6 PARALLEL OPERATIONS 
Old 1nethod 
Using two c1 anes 
1n parnllel 
L 
Page 7 • J l 
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(iv) Alternatives to the wetslamp - An alternative to wetstamp 
cutting of the sheet should be investigated. Highspeed rotating 
blades are used at 525 machine with reasonable success. Overseas 
companies use waterjets or compressed ai1' to cut wet FC sheets. All 
of these rllternatives have the advantage of being easy and fast to 
change from one size to tht 11ex~. 1he changing 111echanisms can be 
"u tomd ted a11d computer cont ro 11 ed for speed and accuracy. A further 
advantage of these systems is that non -standard sizes can be made at 
no further cost. 
Changing from one si~e to the next on S28 would then only involve 
changing the production roll~r and ~dJusting the sheetlifters ' 
lengths. Changing the cutting size would he accommodated by feeding 
the new size into the proc~ss control computer. 
7.3 Reducing setup times between var'ious Q.roducts on $28 
Tlie second, and more demanding, type of change found on 528 is 
changing between products, e.g . changing from Bigsix to Canadian, or 
fron Canadian to Victorian Pattern etc. Until 1989 these change~ 
were very infrequent (once or twice eve1'y two months). The result 
was that the machine operators were relatively unskilled i~ changes. 
typically a change would take 3,5 to 4 hours to cumplete and the 
foreman and supervisor did most of the w0rk. 
In 1989 Victorian Pattern wis introduced and changes had to be made 
twice or even three times per week. Due to improvements implemented 
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and the operators becoming more skilled, the average time per ch~n!:lc 
has steadily been decreasing. At the present moment, c•1anges t1ke 
+- one hour and a target of 30 minutes i~ set for 1991. 
7.3.1 Traditional mPthod of changing product type 
Table 7.4 shows the various steps that arc required Lo chan~e the 
product type at 528. Until 1989 the foreman supervised all of the~e 
dctivitie!:I. They thus occured in the sa1m? sequence as listed in 
table 7.4. The only exception was the ~hanging of the cuttir.gfrnme 
which the operator performed without supervision. 
A typicnl change would thus take 200 minutes. Unfortunately 
problems usually occured c1n\1 240 minutes IH!Came the norm. 
7.3 .2 Improvements implement.rui 
(i) Parallel operations - Once agidn tl1e biggest improvements were 
obtained by oiganising the worL properly. As the workers became 
more skilled in the various facets of a production change, the 
foremen becc'lrne more confident. fhe foremen th11s a 11 owed the ~vorkers 
to do some of the work without direct supervision. This resulted 
parallel operations. Certain foremen started to pull in work~rs 
from o.Jer sections on their shift to assist with the change . This 
was very successful and all the foremen were instructed to do the 
same. 
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Table 7.4 CHANGING BETWEEN PRODUCTS BEFORf IMPROVEMENTS 
Step 
No Operntlon 
l Slop 11\1'\chlne . 
2 Clooe olamplng trolloy \h10Llle vnlve, 
3 PtJlllO"& fu 11 ml xstnck cru-1 t rn· froru 
of!tnlto, 
I\ rloco Qmpty corricr' <now lypr" on 
MixGlnok trollny. 
5 R•JJnO•''l iul I tormplat. e cnrr lrir from 
o! ! ta.~!l. 
G Pl nee "mpty cnr.r lr1 on formpln!.C' lr alley 
I Pw;lt.1•111 .,'Dpt:; c1:1rTlri1 ur11J<>r· torr-plot,. 
lttler. 
B PuGitlcn cm?ty c nrr t~r und"r corru~nlnJ 
lifl.l'r . 
P Diop co1rug~t"d lifter nn~ forrnrlnt.o 
li!tor onto ompty 0orr lara . 
10 St.op hyt.lroull c p11rnp 
ll Close hyd1nulic vnl~oG on ootb 
corru5nlQd nnd 1urmp1~~u !i ftnr o. 
12 Remove hol11ing 11ul.s cm formplati1 llftnr, 
13 .Remove holding nut.a on corrugntecl l1fln1 
14 Remov~ vn~uumplpe on tormplnln llfL"r• 
15 R~movo vo ·u~~p1pe on corr ~gntrid lJfL•r. 
16 St.ort hydrnullc pump. I 
17 l'rcos "up" bu. ct on contl'ol toLlc 
16 Opon hy11nndlc volVfl 011 cmr11gnt•1d 
lifter, plotono pull out of l11ler. 
clutie vn.lvr>, 
11:1 Open hydro.Ulla 'J1dvo :m tm mpl "l tu 
11 ftar, pii:;t.onr. pull nut or • i '( tor, 
clost1 v1:1lvn. 
20 Modify ~lupp~tG on t.1011.,yG tu 
Z\CCOIT\Odn.Lo nriw C C\11·in1<;. 
21 Pinet:> new corn1gatf'C\ ll!lm on mixs\.v.ck 
Lrol lcy. 
::)?. T'!nce n"!w fot·rop ltiLe 11 t Lnr on for 111pllllc 
ll'ol lroy , 
2,1 r u!:i h Ion noH corrugfll.od "Ind forznplat" 
l!!tor.; 111d<>r n!!lnkll. 
~ '· . P1 <lGS ''11 °1 n" butt.on c1n control \.l\l.de . 
~:j hJp<•n hydrtn1l! c:: v,"!llvo on corr11gct'ld 
li t~r pl~lon, plGlon~ move down . 
,•() roe: •~cm corr·ugated l if t.01· under platen 
b1o~kLt by o.dJuotlng pooltlon o! 
~lxstack ~rolloy, 
27 UoA pipe wrench to lur~o pl~ton bracket 
ov11r bolts. 
26 Clo&e hydrt<ullc valve on r.01-rugl'll••d 
111 ter , 
29 EolL n~w corrugatod ll!tor onto piston. 
30 Fo.~ten vacuum pipA ln corru81'1~ed lltl.n1 
31 Qp~n hydraulic Vnlva OH coz·rugblPd 
11.ft1o1r. 
32 Oran ?1ydrnulio vnlvo on fo1·mpll'llP. 
11 ft.ei pist;on, pl st.ans rno·m down. 
3,1 rca;lt.lon fC1rmplale littrr undor piulon 
b:ackol, by ~rtJunting pqaltlon of 
fu1mf'lnto t1nlley. 
I nt;arnnl "Ti1ll'l Cr I t;;ica 1 Pcrforan<?d 
1itlnrna 1 <min) i lrnc lly 
2 
2 
o.~ 
0.5 
0. 5 
0.5 
I 
12 
1?. 
1 
1 
o. !J 
o.:; 
I).~ 
l 
10 
3 
0.5 
OpPral.or 
2 Crane 
2 Crane 
2 Crane 
2 Crn nc 
0."' Opnrator 
0 '3 On!'rntr>r 
O. !.i OpP.rnt.or 
O. 5 juparl'lt.or 
1 °8Up'lrvl1,;or 
12 Operator 
l~ Ase:lnt-.nt 
1 Opn1at.m· 
1 Ar.oh · ,,11t 
0.5 Opo1a•rr 
Qpqrnt 
Supr-:··1. ,"' ,, 
?. Cn.nc 
;:• le.. •. (\"" 
O •• • brer ~t.or 
0.5 01 rn.lor 
1 SupurvlGor 
Operate 
Supe rv 1 nor 
• l.:.iupnr v I sor 
I 
10 011nr"lor 
J 0).>•H t. t01' 
O. 5 .SuperviGor· 
1 Surervi&or 
1 l\ssiatant 
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Table 7.4 (continued) CHANGING BETWcEN PRODUCTS BEFORE 
IMPROVEMENTS 
----- -~--------.-----)Lrp 
No Op1)r ntl o11 
~--------~-----------~~--~~--
, ""I Uoe pi po w1011ch to fr.Jr co platen brockllt 
0 •101 bo l tl\. 
35 Cl~se hyd1~ullc v"lvo on formplal~ 
• llft.f't. 
30 nalt nnw formplalQ ll!t.r?r anlo ptGton , 
37 1:ai;tn11 vncu11111 pip,.. to fm mplatr? l l fti?r ', 
38 Orl'tn hydraulic Vl'\lvo on !01 mpltHE 
11 ft.er. 
39 Rr?rnove vac1n11nplp'l Lo fnlll<'r'. 
1\0 lhmove hy•ltl"Ul l c pl po tn lold"t . 
1\1 Puoh fo1dar 0111. !1oro u111lrot11rc•nLh o!'tnko. 
'12 Undo hulllins nut.u ou !olc1nr Lr·ollr>y. 
1\3 Rainovo foldar fr·om ·t;1 ol lry. 
41\ Place new foldor on trolley . 
·15 l>ol t nnw foldflr to t.1 cl I fly, 
1\6 RPmovc tape frcro bat.to~ of fla ~h•ot. 
ltt\.(!r and t.111•" up t.o ll"W prnfll!!. 
47 Pm;h folder ln unci'!r of ftolv•. 
1\8 Rt>plnc1: liydr·.aul 1c pl p<> to fold<>1. 
.\Q Pl\l'llcn Vl\cuum pipe o Io1dcr . 
50 Topn up !oldt:ir fol" now ol~o 
51 Tl\JO up centorsheoL l1:ft••r for new c.;ir:<>, 
52 :et prorllll pris!Llrlll'l on 11Q\>I fol<lo1n 011 1 
Lrolleys. 
!33 Loosen old c1.t.l;lnst1nrn!:', 11?-op out.o 
trollCJy. 
54 Opun Chrott.lri v1:1lvo un ot.,.,mpt11r1 t1..ill"Y· 
t1 ol loy ru11c; 011L H11dtl1 wnt.elninp, louo 
vo Ive . 
55 Romova cull 1ng11·01ao to rnck 
56 Ploco new cul:t.lns! r·.:11\Kl rJn ot.rrnjllng 
t.1 ol loy. 
57 Open t.hrot.t.le vtdv~. Lcolley n1110 In 
under wulol~mp, cloGo 'alva . 
58 Pl\slen cull 1 ngfr11m1:1 lo wotc;Lnmp . 
59 Line up cutL1ngfrnmri, 
60 Oran throttle vnlvri. 
61 Ll!t product.tun rnllor. 
62 Undo production roller bollo. 
ll3 Ramovo rol 101 ontl 1·..,pl a c<? wl th now aii:.o. 
64 Fn&l.en 1 ol lor, dt op r·ol I 01 . 
05 Preporu 2 ~ixeG. 
66 St.art 111t1ch1111>. 
u7 l'r·oduco f 11-t aheol:. 
00 ~el ouLltns depth o! w~LGll\mp . 
00 Tape up wat.al..'lmp. 
70 Check pro!lle of ~hoot. ~ntl ndju&t 
o!tlaku oolllnge. 
71 St~rt produGL1on . 
lnlcrrMl1 r1r-..e CrlUco PcrfOl ~d 
~xt.ornnl <min> i ' l100 by 
10 
~ 
0.5 
0 5 
0. t5 
1 
10 
" .. 
10 
10 
2 
1 
!'.l 
2 
10 
15 
5 
l 
?. 
2 
5 
5 
I 
15 
5 
3 
l 0 
, !.l 
l :~upol'I: 1Gor 
l surcrviocr 
10 llGn1 Dll!\nL 
3 llsolc;t.ont 
0.5 SupervlGor 
O.~ Opcr "lnr 
0. 5 Asslol.1\nt 
1 Op.,rnLor 
/\oototanL 
10 Operator 
Aso1 i:.lnnt 
2 CI ono 
2 Crt11111 
10 Op<lrl\tor 
/\sslat.l\nt 
l 0 Fo1·rm..,n 
Supervloor 
2 Op••rnt.or 
Asnict;ant 
l Op•ll'n tor 
3 A&nlct.11nt 
2 Supo1·v 1001· 
I 0 NupcT v I GOI' 
1:or·om.'\n 
15 Opo1ator 
Op•11nt.nr 
1hmlclnnt 
Opo11"1lnr 
Crl\ne 
Cr~nri 
Oporator 
Opcrnlor 
AsolGtflnt 
Op01;:itor 
Oporator 
CULT.GI' 
Cullf!r 
Ktxrr 
5 Cr o nc 
Cult.er· 
15 Pr1;1p Opllrator 
5 Cut tat · 
Cutlfu· 
3 Opnrator 
10 Sup01rvlaor 
OpPrat.or 
OptH a tor 
lt5 Jloreltlt\n 
1~ -~------------- - ~----------~1·--~-- ---- -------t-o-~~~----1 
Tot" 1 ti oo 1 nvo l v1>tl 
latol crlltcnl llrao 
l?.Z0,5 
201. 5 
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As the crane was once again a bottleneck, the work ~ad to ~e planned 
to suit the cran~ ' s operation. The foremen and their workers, 
particularly the crane drivers, dev i sed a work procedure which took 
this limitation into consideration . The result is the diagram shown 
in figure 7.7. 
Working according tv :is diagram brought the total change time down 
from 201 minutes to 111,5 minutes. This represents a reduction of 
45%. 
(ii) Pr~parjng for the change - In the past a great deal of t ·ime had 
been wasted by waiting for the crane to fetch and return carriers, 
folders and sheetlifters from the stockyard. All of this equipment 
was kept in the formplate stockyard, 100 metres from the machine . A 
sl inger is required to hook loads and guide the crane. This person 
has to follow the crane on foot, thus wasting time. 
The suggestion was then made to bring all of the required equipment 
closer to the mac:iine. Before the change thus commences, the 
required folder, sheetlifters and carriers are placed in the walkway 
around the machine. Bringing the equipment closer has effectively 
halved the transport time. 
Steps #3 to #6, namely placing empty t arriers on the formplate and 
mixstack trolleys, are also performed before the machine stops, thus 
becoming exterr.al operations and saving 8 minutes. 
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Figure 7.7 IM~ROVEO WORK PROCEDURE FOR CHANGING PROoUCT TYPE 
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(iii) fixjng and removing the sheetlifters - Each sheet:ifter is 
bolted to its lifting cylind~rs by 4 nuts. These nuts are fitted 
with nylon inserts to prever1t them from coming undone while the 
machine is running. These inserts and the very fine thread used, 
made it very time consuming to fit or remove the sheetlifters. 
A new design is being investigated, but until the present moment no 
feasible alternative to th~ nuts has been suggested. Making use of 
a pneumatic impact driver to f~sten or remove the nuts was 
investigated, but the impact driver kept on stripping the threads of 
the nuts. As a temporary measurP. h :o ,..{ . . of ratchets and sockets 
have been bought. The 1 i fters c•m ni .-.. bt.' removed or fitted in 5 
minutes each. The second ratchet er.ao 1 es the two 1 if ters to be 
removed in parallel. 
(iv) fjt i ing or removing the folder from its trolley - The folder is 
bolted to its trolley at 10 points. Until recently the Victorian 
Profile folder did not have its own trolley. The folder thus had to 
be removed from the trolley and the new folder fitted in its place. 
This operation took more than 20 minutes. A new trolley was thu~ 
bought to solve the problem. The folder, complete with trol1t , , i j 
now replaced during a change, a saving of 20 minutes. 
(v) Setting the orofile on the folder and trolleys - The folder has 
to be set to the exact correct postion to obtain a sheet with the 
correct pr~ file. The folder trolley has grooved wheels which run in 
finely machined tracks. If a folder and trolley are thus removed as 
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a unit and replaced at a later stage, they should be in the exact 
same position they were in before. 
lf the folder is removed from the trolley, the profile has to be 
reset. Buying ~ tro11ey for the Victorian folder thus solved this 
proo ien• as well. Only the mixstack and formplate trolleys now have 
to be a 1;usted after a change. 
(vi) Tyti_pa up '.he corrugated ljfter. - The Bigsix and Canadian 
Pattern r.orr11gated i1fters are fitted with valves which regulate the 
length ~f sheet that can be lifted. The Victorian Pattern lifter 
did not have these valvt~ and had to ~e blanked off using plastic 
and adhesiv~ tapr . Th: s w~s a slow Jnd ted ious j ob. requiring rolls 
of adhesive tape ar11' lots of patience. It oft en had to be redone 
when the first shet•t wa~ mat le and it wou 1 d not lift. 
The lifter was then fitted with valves to solv~ the problem. Setting 
the lifter's length can now be accommodatert by opening ~r closing 
the correct valve. 
7.3.3 Results to date 
Table 7.5 shows the. present procedure for ch :iging from one product 
to the next. According to tabie 7 .5 the changt: shruld theoretically 
be performed in 67,5 minutes, an improvement of 7~%. In fact r 
actual changes have been made in less than 50 minute5. This is due 
to thP operators becoming more skllled in the operation~. 
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Table 7.5 CHANGING BETWEEN PRODUCTS AFTER IMPROVEMENTS 
CJr"ro t Ion 
I Slop ""'chine, 
2 ClosP slomr,ng Lrolluy throlLle valve 
3 P<!rauv<1 fut l ll'll«; tac: k c:acr i'>r fru111 
o!i lokn . 
4 l ' l"c" r111;-ly C»•TI IPr ' """" typ•» on 
mix<1lnck trolley . 
~ Removf" lull Jormpl"'" C<UI 1'.r froni 
Off ll\klJ , 
6 f'll'ICe o>mp~y <.l'lrrl"'r on for mplato trollP) 
7 rolil LI 011 nropty ~at r \n,· U1Hinr for111plt\le 
11 fl'lr. 
U roaillon umpLy r~rrJrr untl"r cor rugol~tl 
l l ( l<'r . 
g llr op c;11rrutt<lf'd 11 fl<'r '" •l formplol" 
ll!trr onlo ~mpty cnrr1Pr~. 
l Cl Slop h7<lr 11ultc pump . 
ll CloMt hyd•oullc vnlveG on both 
corrusnto< ll•ltl to1mpl11le li!lar!'> . 
12 RPmo•1,.. 1' u tlln!'i nu to on {c>11opll\lo I If t,.r 
13 Reroov., ht'l ldl ng nu• o 011 •, orrugate •I ~If~,., 
14 Remove va •1umpl1"' on flWmpll!lln llfir0 r. 
15 llemovo vnc •'\ltnpif"' ""cur ru;i, -,trirl llflr>r 
lu :;\,., t hyrlr " ' •LJc p1. r:1• 
17 f'rur.n "up" b 1l l.on 011 contr o l ll'lbln , 
lf\ Qp,10 ily1hn\Jl Jc V,.,t•Jp an C:Oll1\ PtttUJ 
lllll'r, plsturn pull ~IJl Qf l ll'P.r, 
c l o -.n 'Vi"lve. 
l'• Op"" hy Ir 1'ull c v11l•,,.. on 101111plr l'1 
I I I t "r , p I r1 t O nG p u I 1 Lhl L o I \ 1 t "t', 
clt t-~ volv" 
;': •' Motl tly r; IOl'f'"'" on l T rJ l]AY".1 lo 
OC-.; , J.1"1!J '3t . • , t\'l \ t C OJ J tnro. 
:1 fl1'Cn r 'l ·I c urrllg'\\ntl llf\nr on mlxsll'l<;' I\ 
t rol '."Y 
2? r • 1 ,. w~1 ft1rmpl11t" 11ftt-r an f o t1oplnto 
.,. 
... 
~y 
~n now corru~nted and farrnp l ~Le 
l•r ~ un<l•r olftuhn , 
- "down'' hultun on '"'r::tu trol tn\J\r, . 
h ;J . ri11l l c vrilv .. on c m r111pt"'I 
t • piston, pJsLont> n 7ve tlo•·•1 , 
vn r:orrug . ., led llll1,r UhtJ"". p ut.un 
" ~o...KP t, t•y edJ unll ng per Ill on of 
nilxstack lrolluy . 
7.7 Uan p1;111 wr~och l::; Corer ••Ir.tun brec:kot 
ov-ir· \Jo l • !L 
?.(I r.1 ,,.,. hyd; ,. ul I<. vol \•n on con 11e;o ted 
l l t•'1". 
<!'1 l:lolt. nnw curr •rg,,tt"I lttlnr 011 l o pislon . 
30 Fn"'l"" V<>• uu111 p• l'" t.o cori ug1' t ed t 1 ( l,...,. 
31 Op9n hydroullc •1lvn on co1·rugatad 
11 r t"r 
32 Op•n hytlrnullc valvP on Corniplate 
11 ! L~r plulon. 1•i stonfi inuvo th•wn. 
::lJ P!lnl t 1011 !ormplot <r J lftnr untlnr pir:;tou 
t.rttr~ kflt, l>y adJust.!.ng p1>-;lt.lon or 
forinpll'lle lrolloy . 
lnl<'rnol/h"it!Yt Critic-" P1>rfar1l>'•d 
~x\rrnnl <mtn> 11~1 by 
1 
1' 
E 
I 
2 
2 
0.5 
0.5 
0 . 5 
0 5 
1 
5 
5 
l 
l 
0 , 5 
2 
0.5 
o.s 
1 
L 
5 
3 
0.5 
l 
l 
Crane 
Cranro 
Oporator 
Op•'rator 
or .. •rator 
S11prrv1sor 
OJ>Mlltor 
Aa' rtonl 1 
Ope. "'-Or I 
Agslfitont. 
Oporat.or 
Opon• lor 
S11rorv la<Jr 
Su J>!H v l sor 
Aot>lalant 
2 Crr>n<l 
0 5 OpPro l or 
0 ~ Ornra t ,.,r 
1 Supnrvlac>r 
t ISupPrVIGor 
Sop~rv l~or 
5 Opera tor 
OpAr alor 
0 '5 Supervisor 
Supervleor 
Asniatl'lnt 
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Table 7.5 (continued) CHANGING BETWEEN PRODUCTS AFTER IMPROVEMENTS 
Oper11tlon 
34 U~e pip• wrnnGh to Coren pl&Lon brockr>L 
f1V"'I hr1 J lG. 
:is Clo"" hydrnu11.- Vl'llvn 011 ror110plnlrt 
l H t.nr. 
36 Dolt 11nw !urmplntn llrler onlo pl~tnn . 
37 fn~lAn v11cuurn plpn to formpl"l~ llltnr, 
38 Opon hydraull<~ ''nlve on forrn1'lt1ln 
l If t"r. 
3Q ll<'1a•1vr v,,r.u11mpJ fl" l" foldrl', 
40 R"lllOVe hyd1 oul \<; pl r" lu fold••r. 
41 rush foldnr ouL from undntnnnlh o!!lnkP 
42 llndo lloldi1111 nul'!> on fold"r t1ol lny. 
4;1 Rrmnvn fnlJer from Lrol ley. 
44 riacn OPW folder nn Lroll@y. 
45 ll<>l \, 11nw Colo.1'1r to lrol l"Y • 
46 !l"tnrJvr t"r ' 'rr,m bot.tnttl of floli;h•H>L 
llflr>r "'"' ,q•n up lo nr>w pnirtlr> , 
17 ru'3h foldor in •Jnrln1 O([t.nl,"I, 
48 Rnpl11r.r hytlroul ic plrn tl1 folt!er . 
49 F"r.Lrr1 vacuum pl I'" lo foldr.,. , 
50 lepn up !ol~er !or new ~tze. 
51 l11f"' tip c:nnl(ootolu•Al 11 ftPI tor n~,., ut:ro 
«)-;.?:;at f>Totlln f'l"t"31liullS on nnw ~i,rrlr'r G 
•,3 LtJotH•n old c11ltl11Kfr1>mn, drop onto 
t1 ol l<>y 
~4 Opqn Lhrutllo valvn on otnmrtn11 t1 nll "Y 
trollny r11111; "ul unrler w<'lG\.1'rnp, r lu '' 
V<>lvo . 
55 !lPmove C'\1ltin5fr1'ni" lo rock. 
Su rloC'n Tl'lti cutltngf1 tilll<\ on olnmrlne; 
l1ulley. 
57 0~·1·n throttle vnlv,., lrol ley runs in 
unuflr welstt1111p, closn valvo , 
!38 l'aAl<'n cuttlng11 nmo to wAletottlp. 
5o Llnf\ up cutlingframn. 
60 0Frn throttle volve. 
61 Ll!t production rollpr, 
t:J~ llndo production roller bolts. 
63 P<>movr> rol lflr lllld 1cplnc-n with 1 .. •w o;lzn 
64 l'ns\on rollor, drop 1ull<'r. 
155 rr .. pnre 2 mlxoo;. 
66 Slort mnchlne. 
67 rroducP flrsl GbPrl 
66 Sp\. cutt ing dPpth Of wetct1>nip. 
GQ f11p11 up W'ltst,..mp. 
70 rheck proflln uf chnol and 1'dJu~l 
offl1'ko r,e~t1n5G. 
71 ~Lor\. production. 
~otnl lllll" lnvolv~d 
Tot11l cr a1c .. 1 Ll111<1 
1111. .. 1 11"' 11 rt Tiff' 
E><tei 11111 1111lni 
l!"dlln•1tin' 
R"dundnnl 
R<>dunrltint 
I 
J 
I 
Podunrtran 
I 
5 
3 
o. ':) 
0 '5 
0.5 
l 
10 
I 
3 
2 
•; 
2 
2 
5 
3 
10 
I~ 
161. ':) 
r .. rfor ln"?t! 
l•y 
Supr>rvl"'lnr 
'!'3urt:trvtsor 
Ai;a!slant 
AF;aiatont 
SuJ>orvtnor 
Op"r,.,lor 
/\rio•\lotnnl 
Operator 
A<;ai!itant 
Opern tor 
A•u•l"'lt\nl 
C:r ... no 
Cr1>ne 
Uporatui 
l\ .. G!Dl1>nt 
Forem.~11 
~urrrvt&ur 
Op<>rti lnr 
l\r.:l'IFottinl 
r.lpernt.or 
ll""lstont 
fi11per v l"'lur 
Supor v t ""0' 
'3 Foralnl!ln 
OJ'"' "tor 
!1 Opnrn lur 
llfmi s t:H1 l 
1 Uporotnr 
2 ~n•nri 
2 Crnnfl 
Clrn1 (\ tnr 
Opnr1>tur 
AAstot.onl 
Qpgrator 
Oporotor 
Cutlr>r 
Cutter 
111xer 
!; Crone 
Cutter 
P1ep Op,.1ator 
5 Cutter 
Cul tpr 
3 Op.,.rotor 
10 Supervl;;or 
Opara tor 
Operator 
t5 Fore>mon 
67.5 
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7.3.4 Planned improvements 
The following improvements are still to be implemented: 
(i)Taping up the flatsheet lifter - The flatsheet lifter has to be 
taped up to acconwnodat~ the various products. The lifter will 
shortly be fitted with valves, similar to the corrugated lifters, 
with which these changes can be made within seconds. 
(ii).c.b..ru1g.ing the lifters - This problem is discussed in section 
7.3.2. The Projects Design Office is presently investigating 
various methods of solving this problem. 
(iii) Changing the Cuttingframe - This problem and possible 
solutions are discussed in section 7.2.3. 
The author believes that with constant practice and the 
implementation of these improvements, the setup time between 
products can easily be reduced to less than 30 minutes. This would 
make Just-in-Time production on S28 a very real possibility. Figure 
7.8 shows the results of the Setup Time Reduction exercise to date. 
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Figure 7.8 SETUP TIME REDUCTION ON $28 
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CHAPIER 8 
WORLD~ASS MANUFACTUR.!l!Q. ULA flBR[ -CEMENT_SHEET PLANT 
Until recently asbestos was known as the •wonder mineral " . Jt had 
characteristics which gave it a multitudP of uses, many in the 
building and construction industries. One of the most impoi·tant of 
these characteristics is its ability to bind with cement and form a 
h~rd, tough sheet. The FC industry used this feature to make sheets 
and pipes for many years. MHking asbestos-cement sheets was 
relatively simple. Controls were few, as were rejects, and profits 
were high. 
In the 1970 ' s the world learnt about the negat ive side of asbestos. 
Inhalation of excessive qu~ntities of asbestos dust, leads to 
asbestosis, lung cancer and other lung diseases. In Western Europe 
and America the pt~duction of asbestos-cement sheets and pipes was 
stopped. Certain companies tlosed down, while others decided to 
investigate the use of alternativP fibres. 
Jn South Africa, Everite Ltd decided to convert its plants to 
non-asbestos. This conversion is p1esently in progress and it is 
~ imed ~ o produce all sheets in non- asbestos (Nutech) by 1992. Nutech 
technology is still in its infant stages, yet it is obvious that it 
is not going to be easy. lhe technology is much more complex, 
requiring many more controls than asbestos-cement. Reject rate~ are 
higher and the quality of the product is lower . Strengths are 
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less and problems are experienced with sheets exposeu to t he 
elements. This, coupled to the rapid improvements in competition 
products, paints a bleak pictu1e for the r :bre-cement 1nd~stry. 
One of the biggest problems that the FC product has in the 
marketplace, is its price. In the past it used to be a rel a·. ivPly 
cheap prod~ct, used without exception for low cost housing. ~r 
prices have now escalated to such an extent that it cannot cofflP ~'~ 
with cert~in other products such as steel or gypsum boarJ . Chang1n9 
to Nutech is bound to raise prices even more. 
1~ order to keep the product competitive, all fonns of wast e will 
have to be eliminated. This is one of the basic principles of World 
Class Manufacturing (WCM). In this chapter, the implementation of 
WCM in a fibre-cement sheet plant will be investigated. The various 
features of WCM ar~ discussed in Chapters 2 to 5. 
The author believes that the savings generated, and the improvements 
forced by WCH, are necessary in order to make Nutech a cost 
effective, quality product. This will require strong management 
conrnitment towards WCM. Only then can Nutech succeed. 
Section 2.3 of this thesis deals in some detail with the theory of 
WCM implementation in a plant. In this section the practical 
application of this theory on the Sheet Plant at Everite's 
Brackenfell fact~ry is discussed. Some of the features have already 
been implemented on 528 machine as part of a pilot project and tht 
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results will be discussed here. Others are still outstanding, and 
in these cases, suggestions will be made on possibl~ ways of 
implementing them. 
At this stage suggestions can only be made on how to implement the 
pilot project. How to implement WCM in the rest of the plant will 
only become apparent as the pilot project is completed. 
8.1 Jhe Pre-implementation surve~ 
The purpose of the pre-implementation survey is threefold. lts first 
use is to detennine whet.her the company, or plant, is ready to start 
the change to WCM. Secondly, it will detennine where the effort 
should be concentrated for the best results and, lastly~ it will 
supply a baseline agdinst which results can be evaluated. 
Wheeler {1986) suggests that the survey should cover three main 
topics, namely (i) opportunities and future operating process, (ii) 
skills and climate assessment and (iii) organisational plan. 
8.1.l Opoortunities and future operating process 
The purpose of this section of the survey is to highlight those 
areas in which changes are required. Gathering infonnation on the 
present situatiol'l ~n the plant allows the user to set a baseline 
against which to measure progress. It also gives the user the 
opportunity to create a vision of what the process will look like 
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when WCM is completely implemented. This vision is required to set a 
plan of action. The data required includes: 
. Inventory levels per product group. 
- Raw materials 
- Work-in-process 
- Finished goods 
Process description at a level of detail that can be analysed for 
the exclusion of non-value adding elements. 
Demand variance 
. Cost of quality and analysis of scrap. 
Lead times (planned and actual) 
. Equipment capabilities 
. Routing categorisation if a job shop 
Direct and indirect labour by operation 
?urchased materials by commodity 
- Rand volume 
- Number of vendors 
- Inventory turns 
• Machine downtime by cause/symptom 
. Accounting systems requirements 
The above data was collected for 528 machine and is displayed in 
Appendix 1. ~uggestions are also given on how this information 
should be used to implement WCM at S28. 
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8.1.2 Skills and climate assessm~nt 
A skills assessment should be undertaken before WCM is implemented 
in a factory. Research has shown that many WCM progranrnes have 
failed or taken longer to implement than planned, due to a lack of 
suitably trained workers. Wheeler (1986) states that 25 - 40 
percent of a section's time should be sp~nt in WCM training and 
support of WCM implementation. 
If a decision is taken to implement WCM in a plant such as the Sheet 
Plant, all of the supervisory staff will have to receive training in 
all of the aspects of WCM. In ~ddition, industi·ial/manufacturing 
engineers and technicians will have to be appointed to implement 
WCM. All the trained staff will have to spend at least 25% of their 
time in WCM training and support. 
A climate survey will indicate whether the atmosphere within the 
company is conducive to teamwork, multi-level co1t111unication, mutual 
trust, self-motivation and recognition. If this is not the case, 
Wheeler suggests that remedial action be taken before implementation 
of WCM conrnences. 
Although a climate assessment was last undertaken in 1988, it is 
obvious that the present climate within Everite is not very 
conducive to change. The present political changes in South Africa 
have led to unr·est in the townships. This atmosphere of violence 
and rebellion has influenced people's attitudes towards each other 
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and the company. The company has just been through a retrenchment 
exercise with a resultant ill-feeling between management and 
workers. In addition the present wage negotiations are heading 
towards a deadlock. All indications are that the situation is not 
going to improve within the next few years. 
Management will h~ve to make a concerted effort to improve the 
situation. They will have to prove that they care for their 
workers. This will mean giving in to demands such as ~aying a 
living wage and assisting with housing. Sacrifices will have to be 
made. These will include participative management and profit 
sharing. In short, unless mana~ement really care for their workers, 
and show it, they have little chance of success in imJlementing WCM 
or running a successful business. 
8.1.3 Orgaojsation/Plan 
In this settion of the pre-implementation survey, the organisational 
structure of the Implementation Steering Colllllittee is investigated. 
A steering co111T1ittee is required to manage the implementation and 
keep the momentum. 
The Steering Colllllittee should consist of mandgement staff as well as 
workers. Key members should be the Regional Manager, Works Manager, 
QC Manager, Personnel Manager and Chairman of the Shopsteward's 
Co111nittee. 
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The duties of the Steering Committee include: 
Setting clear aoals for WCM 
Appointing responsible persons to perform certain tasks, such as 
training 
Identify priori ·: ies 
. Resolve conflicts 
Track progress and institute remedial action where required 
Develop and support the manufacturing mission 
. Develop a macro- level plan for the implementat ion of WCM. 
8.2 The Pilot Proiect 
In the case ot this thesis, S28 is the pilot project. A pilot 
project can only have limited success, as WCM requires company wide 
participation. It is important though that this success be obtained 
as quickly as possibl~ and be made as visible as possible, in order 
to motivate management and workers to accept WCM and implement it in 
the rest of the company . Those aspects of WCM which can be 
implemented and show inimediate results should thus be done first, in 
order to sell the idea to management and the workforce. Those 
specific aspects of WCM which require a great deal of time and effort 
and do not show immediate results should be identified and not used 
in the pilot project . In this way unnecessary frustration and 
resistdnce towards WCM can be avoided. 
The pilot project has two functions, firstly to motivate management 
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and staff to accept WCM, as discussed above. The second is even 
more important, namely to act as a training exercise for the 
implementation of WCM in the rest of the plant. Mistakes made in 
the pilot project will not be repeated again and planning the 
implementation of WCM will become easier. In fact, only after 
implementing the pilot project should it become clear how WCM should 
be implemented in the rest of the plant. 
8.2.1 Implementing Just-in-Time at S28 
JIT is the most important building block of WCM. It is thus 
important that as many as possible of its features be i . plemented in 
the pilot project. 
Setup time reduction - Reducing setup times at S28 has been 
discussed in some detail in Chapter 7. Setup times between 
products have been reduced by 80% while a reduction of 87,5% is 
anticipated in the inwnediate future. The author believes that 
reductions of up to 95% ,, 'Juld be achieved in the long tenn. 
This reduction in setup times ~ke~ small lot production possible. 
In addition it will have t. · ' 011awing results at S28. The 
operation ratios or producti~ ~; 'iciencies of the machine will 
improve, urgent work can be promptly undertaken and operator morale 
should improve. 
Small lot production - As setup times havt heen reduced 
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significantly, there is no reason why production runs cannot be 
shortened. Production runs on S28 had always been kept to a minimum 
of 4 hours. With the reduced setup times, runs could be shortened 
to 2 hours or perhaps even 1 hour. If this was done, the full range 
of products could be produced in one week. This period could even 
be reduced to 4, 3, or 2 days as setup times are reduced further. 
Production planning - At the present moment the weekly production 
plan is compiled by the Sheet Plant Production Planner, a member of 
the Sales Planning and Distribution Department. The plan is 
prepared a week in advance and presented to the Sheet Plant Manager 
011 the preceding Thursday. The plan is then discussed and changed 
if any problems are foreseen. 
The planner compiles the weekly plan by analysing the present stock 
figures and orders received. Management decides on an ideal stock 
level per product group and the planner tries to keep stocks at that 
level. A few problems are experienced with this system, namely: 
Management decides on a ideal stock level by analysing present 
and future demand. Unfortunately this is very much of a "gut 
feal" decision, as future demand for products are very 
uncertain and a 3 week production lead time is experienced. 
The planner only receives instruction on what the stock level 
per product group should be and not per size. For example, he 
would be instructed to have 6 weeks of Bigsix stock available, 
but how that should be made up is his dee ~ion. He uses his 
knowledge of the industry to decide what quantities of each 
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size to prorluce. 
In order to solve these problems the following are suggested: 
• A scientific study should be done to detennine the optimu1n 
finished stock level of every product on S28. Past sa1es and 
~resent building practises should be analysed to detennine 
these levels. The study should be updated on a regular basis 
to compensate for improvements in the plant and changes in 
building methods. 
A system of Kanbans should be introduced to keep these stock 
levels constant. 
l ead times should be reduced to at least one week. This is 
being done at the Durban factory due to shortage of space. 
There is no reason why this cannot be done at Brackenfell. 
The Production Planner will no longer have to compile a weekly plan, 
the Kanban system will ensure that the correct products are 
produced. He can now be used to audit the Kanban system and 
determine optimum stock levels per product. 
Kanbans - Implementing a Kanban system at S28 should be relatively 
simple as the Kanbans are already available in the fonn of carriers 
and pallets. 
Empty formplates are stacked onto steel carriers. These carriers 
are transported to the machine and the sheets produced on them. At 
the unpacker the sheets are either unpacked onto woode~ pallets in 
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the case of FC or onto steel autoclave carriers in the case of SC or 
Nutech. After autoclaving the sheets are transferred to wooden 
pallets. In the finished products stotkyard, tt1e sheets are kept on 
the wooden pallets. Most of the sheets are also despatched on the 
wooden pallets. Carriers and pallets can only accomodate a fixed 
number of sheets due to limited crane capacity in the bay. (4 tons) 
Every product also has its own carriers and pallets, e.g. Bigsix 
cannot be made or unpacked onto Canadian Pattern carriers or 
pallets. 
Kanban tickets can thus be fixed to the carriers and pallets. The 
number of Kanban tickets per product and size is then determined by 
the optimum stock level analysis. As sheets are despatched or 
conrnitted to customers, the tickets are removed from the pallets and 
delivered to the shift foreman at the machine. He then produces 
sufficient sheets to fill the required amount of pallets. In this 
way the optimum stock level can be maintained. 
If too many Kanhans accumulate at the machine, working overtime 
should be considered. If this does not solve the problem, an 
additional shift will have to be worked at the machine. If not 
enough Kanbans are returned to the machine to keep it running, 
cleaning and training should be done. If this does not solve the 
problem, a shift should be removed from the machine and used 
somewhere else. 
Reducing inventory - A reduction in raw materials, work-in- process 
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and finished products inventories is one of the major savings 
generated by JIT. The reduction of raw material inventories in the 
Sheet Plant is discussed in detail in Appendix 1. 
Reduction of work-in-process inventory can be achieved by reducing 
tt.J number of steel carriers and fonnplates in the system. These 
carriers and fonnplates could be removed and necessary maintenance 
work perfonned on it. It could then be rotated with other 
fonnplates and carriers so that constant maintenance takes place on 
these articles. 
Finished products inventory can be reduced by reducing the number of 
Kanbans in the system. This should only be done after a careful 
analysis of demand p~tterns . 
Reducing lead tjmes - At the present moment the planned production 
lead time for sheets is 3 weeks. The production lead time is 
defined as the time from the moment i t is planned to make the sheet, 
until it is ready to despatch. 
In theory the lead time should only be 9 to 10 days as the QC 
department i~ supposed to test the sheet for strength after 9 days. 
Unfortunately quality problems at handover and administrative 
problems often hold up te,ting with the result that the sheets are 
only available after 3 weeks. 
As the Kanban system will do away with the weekly oroduction plan, 
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heets will be made when requ1red, thus reducing the lead lime. The 
Kanbdn system and reduced inventories wil I also ensure less 
adminislrative problems, while the implementation of Total Quality 
Control wil 1 reduce problems with the handover· to the Despatch 
department. 
Jests ltdve also shown that Bigsix and Canadian sheets have dlready 
mdturcd suffirienlly to pass the brectking lodd test after only three 
days. A sample sheet can thus he removed at the unpackPr and not at 
the handover point, and sent to the QC ldboratorv. At the 
laboratory the sheet can be ·immersed 111 water after 2 days and tested 
~ftP1 3 ddys. If the test is successfull the sheets can be 
~e~pdtched. If the sample sheet fdils the test a second sample can 
be obta111ed and tested a day or two later. In this mcrnner le.:id time 
(dn be reduced to 3 or 4 days. 
8.2.2 lm~IPm~n.Ung_jpt~LOual ity Control at S~ 
ftt the present moment the annual reject ratP for S28 is + 3%. (See 
fi~·ire Al .6 - Appendh 1) This u11acceptab ly high rule wi 11 make the 
i~plemcntalion of JIT very difficult, as explained in Chapter 3. 
Un'ort11nately many of tli1~ features v.hir.t1 make up !QC involve training 
find mot ivaL111g workers. Both these techniques take <1 long time to 
implement ancJ cannot be done or1 a single prociur.t.ion line . It would 
iitwe to be 1mp'lemented in the whole facto"y. 
It 1s ttius ~uggrsted thiit the implementation of TQC be delayed until 
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the pilot study is completed. As JrT requires TQC to be successful, it 
is suggested that the high reject rate at 528 be addressed now by 
eliminating th~ p1oblems at t~e offlake. (See Appendix 2 for a report 
on problems experienced at the offtake.) Figurt Al.7 is a Pareto 
diagram showing the c~uses of rejects, and clearly indic~tes that most 
of the rejects or.cur at the offtake. Addressing the causes of rejects 
a.-.; recommended in Appendix 2 should bring the r·eject rate down to 0,5%. 
8.2.3 Implement"ing Total Worker Involvement at SZ!! 
It had been stated in section 8.1.2 that the present climate in the 
company was not very conducive to change. Correcting this situation 
cannot be implemented at one production line only, but needs to be 
addressed on a company wide basis. It is suggested that the techniques 
discussed in chapter tl be used to f ac i 11 t.1te the necessary change in 
worker attitudes. 
The problem will hd 01e to be addressed immediately to prevent. it 
wor~ening to such d state that no changes can be implemeted within the 
company. 
8.2.4 J.mplemen.i119 Total Productive Maintenance at S28 
Table Al.4 (Appendix 1) shows that the breakdown availability of 528 
was 96,23% for the past year, i .e. 3,77% of the available shift time 
was spent repairing breakdowns. This might be an acceptable 
pe1·centage in traditional production management terms, but it can 
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lead to serious customer letdowns if JIT is implemented. It is thus 
sugge~ted that TPM he implemented at 528 machine as µart of the 
c 1 '.::·t project. Man: of ttie reconunendd ~ ions below have already been 
1111pie .. ci11tcd. Sume conc1>r11 ~he whole p~ant and not just S78. 
Maintenance resgonsibi1ity - lraditiondlly ma1~t~nance personnel 
belonged to the Cngineerino Oeparlment rind rot .. ·roduction. This has 
often led to the "u~ and them" situalion with a resulting reduction 
of co-operation between n1aintenance dnd production personnel. 
Having the maintenance pt1·sor,nel report lo the plant managers is 11ot 
a practici.Jl rtnanyf'mcnt for two reasons: !he first is that the 
maintenance personnel need ded;c:ated speric1 l ist leadership which the 
pldnt manager may not .~ l w ays have the ti111r.· o.- the ~rl!1\.iledge to give. 
The second is that the artisans are ofte11 ~ h111e tl het.wef"ll plonts dth1 
to shortages. This could only be m1tndgtiJ by a central iniintenance 
department. 
The best solution, and one which hAs bec11 implemented recently, 
involves having the Maintrnance McHliHJe1· t1nc1 Plant Ma1i,g1::rs report to 
the Sdme person, namely a Works Manage1. 111 this way, both parties 
belong to the Sr1111e department. Hopefully this will improve 
co-operation and lead to a better service from the Maintenanct 
Section. Figure 8.1 shows the old vef'sus lhe new organisational 
structure. 
An artis.m per 111dchj11e - In the past artisans used to work on any 
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machine as they were required. Approximately a year ago it was 
decided that each artisan would be assigned to d specific machine. 
He would be responsible for the daily inspection of the machine and 
perform any repairs required. Although this improved the 5ituati ~n. 
it is felt that further improvements can still be made in this 
regard. 
A checklist should be prepared for every specific machine to assist 
the artisan in his inspection. The machine foreman should assist 
him with the inspection and repairs. 
The artisan should be trained lo train the production workers in 
basic maintenance functions such as cleaning and oiling. Ue should 
also be involved in team building exerci~es with the production 
workers to improve co- operation. 
More artisans - The argument has always been put forward that 
maintenance should be performed at an optimum level, e.g. more 
artisans might improve the breakdown availability, but the saving 
would not be enough to warrant the additional salaries. 
Unfortunately a proper economic ev .1luation has never been done to 
determine if this is really thP C~5e ~ ~ 'ror0m~~ evaluation should 
be done to determine 'Ahat the optim11r• nu11iJ•_r· of artisans should be 
and more should be employed if needed. 
Preventive Maintenance - All the maintenance personnel and all the 
supervisory staff in the piclnt should 1eceive training in the basic 
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principles of Preventive Maintenance and IPM. fhe current 
Preventive Maintenance pruceo •re should then be audited dnd modified 
where necessdry. 
8 .3 Implementing WCM 
Once the pilot project has been implementerl it should be evaluated 
to determine whether it was successful or not. Implementation of WCM 
in the rest of the plant can then commence. It is stated in section 
2.3.3 thJt JIT (and WCM) should be implemented in a cyclical manner. 
Implementation should consist of two stages. 
The first stage creatts a struct•tre in which to implement HCM. It 
consist of activities such as redesigning the factory layout, 
reducing setup times, implementing Total Quality Control and Total 
Preventive Maintenance. Stage 2 tdkes the structure created in 
Stage l and develops the process of producing only as needed, with 
minimum waste. It consists of such activities as training 
multifunction workers, forcing improvements, implementing Kanban, 
reducing lot sizes and reducing stock. 
8.4 Evaluation 
It is impor1an1 t n ev"luate the results of the implementation on a 
continuous basis. These results should be compared to the baseline 
figures obtained in the pre-implementation survey as shown in 
Appendix 1. Evaluating the results will show whether implementing 
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the various activities have had an effect. It can also be used as 
an aid to motivate workers towards further improvements. 
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Al.I Inventory Levels per Product Group 
In the case of S28 machine the product groups are Bigsix, Canadian 
Pattern and Victorian Pattern. 
Al.1.1 Raw Materials 
Three main types of raw material have been identified for S28, 
namely asbestos, cement a11d silica. 
(i) Asbestos 
Asbestos is used in all the products on 528 except Nut.ech Bigsix. 
Various grades of asbestos are blended together to give the optimum 
combination of stren9th, filtration and cost. At S28 the grades 
used dre HVL 4, HVL5, HVL 1877 and VR~ TS8. The other sheet 
machines use the same grddes of fibres, but in different ratios. The 
HVL fibres are from Havelock in Swaziland, while VRA T58 i~ 1rom 
Zimbabwe. 
The HVL fibres are delivered by road to the factory while the fibres 
from Zimbabwe are deliverd by rail. The Raw Material foreman 
unloads the trucks and stores the bales of asbestos in the Raw 
Material Store. At this stage it is not possible to determine which 
fibres are for which machine . 
The asbestos is then issued to the vJrious machines. Thi) is done 
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by ... 11q a forkt 'uck to p 1 ,1rP. the> a .bes toe:. •n certain de111t1rtdletl 
areac, nedr the machine~. It 1s the RaN Material foreman's duty , 
see lhrlt lhPsl lred~ dlwdyS hdve Pnough asbestos for 24 hours 
prodl•C t iJn. Hhat really hdppe>no; ,.., thdt enouqh asbesto~ is ic.c,u~d 
to eve1~ mJrh1ne to keep it running for mote than a ~eek. The 
<1dv,inlc1!)c.> of till!> i":> tlh1l the Rdw Male11c1l fore111an only hi1\ to i5Sue 
riSl>estos to every mtithim~ once,, v.eek . r ti .s lrns two di~cHJv.1ntages, 
l1owcver. ThE' f11st i.:. tl1dl tht• Rel .... Mc1tf ritil rorcman ~ sLoc.k fi!Jures 
dtP not d true reflection of the Mludl '>tOtk dvc1ilable. The sec.and 
1<> thdt lht ProdJct1011 forc•mt>n dr<.' 110.-: required to control tdw 
mtlte11al stOLlc,, dn unnctcs.dr, duplic.at1un of ~ork. 
Tht' orclrn1i'J ljf <1'\;,,pc,tos fHl!ll t•1e mine><, '"' Jonp by Hedd Office, 
h·chr ic11l D•pMt1.rnt. ThE Ra.; MitPt ldl 1v.f·'Mll .-..uppl1es HO \-11tl1 ·l 
wlek!v •t.otk 1P111.>rt f111.-. 1eror• i'l u~PI tP dNP11n1m• 1tw11 tl1C' next 
rnrler .,hou:d tie pldlPd. r ig111P<:. Al .1 ctllJ II! .2 ')hO.- thr. c,lrrk IPvPl!> 
f 01 ltVL I:) drd vRA TS8. 
HH' 11 .• lhinq th,,t 5hou'·I he not1red dbout 'he-.e q1dph. dfP thclt 
thP t1e111,111d fol' asbestoc, has steadi It clrop1 lei ove1 lhe pu<;l 5 month!">. 
lh1.-.. j, 11!.I LrilC'd by thr I, 2 and i month dtmc111d lirt<>:. cm thr 
quiph!). The bui ldrn!J ;11dust1 ~ 1• 001nq 111to d n.,crc,.-..1011 dnd fewer 
sheet.-. drC' 1~qu11cd. 
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The SPCOnd po)nt to notice is the c1ifforence between the Ol'dering 
pattern for HVL 5 and VRA T58. The Havel0ck fib1es are re-ordered 
more often than the VRA T58. This is due to the difference in 
transr,ort methods. Road lrdnsport ft"Om Swaziland is dependable and 
economical in small loads. Lead time is less than a week. Rail 
t.ransport from Zimbabw1? is not v<~rv dependahle d11e lo the shortage 
uf rolling ~tock in Zimbahi'le. Large stods of VRt\ T58 is thus kept. 
Del iver'y often occurs in large quantities. 
Suggest ions. 
In order to control stocks of asbestos in e1 JIT fashion the 
fol lowing nre suggested: 
(c1)The !'e ordr•1·ing of asbestos sho11ld bl' done h}' die fdctor')' and not 
llend Off ire. Head Office should nc•qot1,1lt> dt"als. w1lh the mines rnct 
the transpn1ting companies, but order1ng should he done on a 
decentralised basis. The factory ~an monitor asbestos stocks on a 
continuous basis tind not w0 ckly 1 ike Head Or fice. 
(h)HeP.kly or even lwice wnekly clel very of ilSbestos sl1ould lle 
ncyot lrtlCd with Hewe Ice~ m111e c111d the transpor t111g l~ompdny. Mofe 
freu11Pnt dC'I ivcr·y 01 c\'iheslos in mixed lo11ds v.111 t1 f1Sll!"f' \llhl Iler 
stocks. In 01dt1r to have a deµe11dt1hle \11pµly. lhe l1emc1nd should be 
communicatrrl to th£> mtne 011 cl monthly bd~l'>. 
(r.)Thr P.dw MiilC'11dl roremc111 should control nl I of the asbestos 
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stocks, riyhl up to the m,lchine. 1his \oJi 11 el imi1111li~ unnrcessary 
work for the Product ion 5lt11 t i'llh1 ensure more accur«1le cont ro I of 
stocks. It wil also eliminate a11 t.nnecessc11·y oneration, namely 
placing the asbestos in a produr.t.10,1 rttw mat.er iai c1!'ec1. Asbestos 
should be moved from the Raw Mater Id! Store 1!1rect ly to the machine 
ant.I Shoulrl be issued to the llli1Chines dl leu<>t twice cl drly. 
(d) lhe need to order ac;,bestos fr0m Z1inl1t1b\\e '":>liould be re ·eva lutlted. 
An econondc evaluc1t1on should be done to determine if the VRA 158 
coulo not be replaced with c1 simil,1r grclde f1om lldveic. · k. T111s will 
eliminate the need to keep lc1rge quc1ntities of VRA 156 due to 
transpol't problems. 1here c1rl' also llldllY ttdvdlltcHJeS tn having a 
sinnle supplier of rdw mc'\ll'r'ldls. Thie, ic, discusse1l in sr>ctio11 
2.2.5 of this thesis. One importr111t po111t should hr noted in this 
regud. Asbestos is a str.1t.egic raw mate1·ic1l dnd 1eguld1 r.ontact 
should he kept with the 111d11c1gemenL o'f the speufic suprlier to 
ensure cl c.onti1111ous supply. 
( i i ) Ceme111 
Cement is suppl ieu in bul~ hy PPC ot Richi·cck HPs. Jowel I's 
trttr1sports the r.ement in bulk L.i11k.ers r1·0111 thL' lt\Ctorv to fve1'1le in 
JO ton lot1ds. C0111p1essed ,tir' 1~ u<.ert to pump tile L.U11C11'l 11·c1111 LIH' 
t11n~'.er into S28's 120 ton sto1.;H1e <..lo. Ac., \?8 rc111 usr> up to 100 
tens of cement prr de1y, th•• ~t lo i~ 1tt·l1e1J un d rfo1 Iv 01 twice 
daily bc1s1s. Jhe Ru·~ Mi!tc>r idl lortman conlroh. lhP 01dcr111g ol 
cement on d da1ly bdsi~. 
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S!iggestions For alJ practicdl puiposes cement is delivered ;n Cl 
Just-in Time fashion. 
(iii) lli!.f.J 
Silica s.lncf • ., 111i nen L.e an<1 mi I led in t 111' s i I ictt .ui 1 l t o thP 
correc• ''·1i•·d of fineness . !he milled 5ilict1 ic; mixerl with water 
and pumper1 1 1.he siliccl storage silo in the Sheet Plant. lnun 
there it is dosed into the mixes. 
ihc sand storage bins at the c; i, ic(1 in111 cci11 takl' enough S<lnd to 
keep the mill running for • 8 hours. Tlie ~and thu'> hdc; to be mined 
on a continuous hasis. The ':>lOt'<1ge r,ilo contain<:> i!nough silic<l to 
keep the machines running fo1• ., · ll hours. llH' 111111 thus <1lso h;1s to 
operate 011 a c.:ontinuous bas1~. 
Pockets of silica are kept in the R<lw Materit1I Store in Cdc;e of 
breakdowns on the mill. Since a ne~. mill hc1s been conuniss'ioned 111 
Ju 1 y, no need has b1:en found I or tl1ese emcr9ency supp Ii es. 
,S_uggr..;; ti ons 
!he silict1 mill i:. ,1Jrec1dy t)pc>1atiny 111 c1 Just in lime mode. llw 
enHH'yency surpl ies of pocket si I 1<.n should nr>t he- replcHed ~t111 n 
useu. lhe old ~ill is avdilahle a< d standby in case 0t a brerl~do~n 
of the 11ew m: 11. In lhf' C•JSi> of thf' old "'' 1 1 not be1rt9 .1hle to 
supply 1 n an C'ITI"tqPncy, pocket cilhtj c<1r1 he tiouqht f 1·nm vd"'lOll'. 
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suppliers in the Cape Peninsula . Oeetls should be negotiated with 
these suppliers in advance. 
Al.1.2 Work-in-Process 
lwo types of work-in-process can be identified at S?.8 machine , 
11amely unfinished products <lnd finished mdterial, waiting to be 
approven by the QC laboratory. Table Al.I shows the stock levels in 
these Meas for the financial year' to ddte. 
Table A I • I I nvcn tory LcvP.1 s S{B. Machine (j_QQQ' s m~} 
Product f11·ea 
Bigs ix • Production 
I oc 
I Lab 
I 
Can P<ll i Production 
t QC Lab 
July 
I 1s.2 
97 .8 
-t--
i 5,8 
128 ,8 
1\u~us t 
30,6 
82,8 
0 
0 
Sept 
85,2 
20,4 
0 
8,0 
Unfinished materictl in tlw product ion <treet r.011 1.ists of: 
• mn.t.el'inl in formplates, 1-Jaiting to hcll'dP11 
mcttericd wciitiny to ht> c1ulot. lr1vcc1 
m.1te1·i al in th1• nutoclrivr. 
autotlave<I matP.rial waiting to be un1><ick~d 
Oct 
66,9 
71 , 1 
0 
0 
11t1piH ketl ffic'll er i al 111 the handovt•r bdy, w.1 it in~ to be hdndetl 
ovC'1 to ttw lc1lloratory stockvard. 
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Material in the laboratory stockyard is waiting to be tested for 
brea~ing loads. 
S_uggestions 
(a) Work-i n-proces~ inventory is obviously Loo large. This is not 
only obvious from table Al.I but also from Lhe physical appearance 
of the work- in-process stocky~rds. T~e stockyards are overcrowded, 
making proper control of work difficult. The situation has been made 
worse by the introduction of Victorian Pattern, SC Bigsix and Nutech 
to the product range. 
lt is suggested that Kanbdns be used to reduce work-in-process 
stock.(See sec.tion ?..2.•1) The formp!ates .rnd cMriers are already 
used as Kanbans. Products can not be p1oduced unles ~ ;ormplates and 
CtJrriers .ire avctiLible. By reducing tile nwnl1e1 of tormplates and 
carriers in the system, the work in-µroc.ess will be reduced. This 
will require better planning and control from Production, but the 
results will be positive. 
(b)Quic~er t111n ·ove1' of formpl.1t.es can bP achievf~d hy heating the 
stacks of wel sheets. Al the JH"t>c;.e11t 1110111Lnt ~t111 e1.-. 111 S2B l>11y lrtkt! 
24 hour·s to mature enough to 111' unpackPd. Al th•• llurh•rn fctrlory , 
sheets ( rr pilck~d in ste.im chd111he1 s .rnJ drl.' 1f'ddy to b11 1111pc'll"ked 
within 8 hours. At '>25 m.ul11nL· P1of11< B helt\ '"" hetHl'Ci 111 1 
tunnel c1nd thr torr.iplates c'tH' u 1!1 .-.•lino>, l111u1c,. 
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Heating the mudwater in the tank can also dSsist in shortening 
maturing time. Werk- in-process in the maturing yard can be halved 
if the sheets and the mur1w11ter are heated . 
• 
(c)Table Ml.l shows a milrked inr.reasc in Oigsix wol'k - in- process for 
September and October. This was caused by sheet~ being held back 
for re-inspection. Sheets are inspected al the unpacker by the 
operatv1'. If they do not do this properly the QC inspector refuses 
•o accept t i e sheets into the labordtory stock. The sheets then have 
to be re - inspected causing a hold- up and unnecessary 
work-in-process. 
The unpacker operator and his bssistdnts ilrt low level employees 
(Peromnes grades 16 and 18) nnd dre not. trained in inspect.ion 
procedures. They know the basic types of rejects and remove these, 
but often do not recognise the more difficult lo detect rejects. It 
is suggested that the operators he replaced by adequately trained, 
grade 14 inspectors. This will e~sure that no time is wasted with 
the handover of material to the QC laboratory. 
(d)AC material handed over to the QC laborrltory is tested for 
breaking strength 9 days after manufactu1·ing. Tes t s have shown 
though that AC sheets can pass the breaking l~ad test within 3 days 
of manufacturing. Work - i11 - pfocess in the Qr tauo1<1tory area can 
thus be 1educed by t~o- thirds ii sheet s ~ete t es ted after 3 days and 
not 9. If i111plcment.1tion of thi s procedurr show.-. thdt a11 
unacceptable number of batches clo not pasc; the t est after 3 days, 
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the procedure can be changed lo test afler 4 or 5 days. 
SC sheets can be tested immediately after 1H1tocl.:iving and thHe is 
no reason why QC laboratory work - in -process should be more than one 
days production. (10 000 - 13 000 m2v) 
Al.1 .3 Finished Goods 
rigure Al.3 shows the finished products inventory for 528 for the 
past 12 inonths. Victorian Pattern sheets are included with Bigsix. 
Total inventory for 528 products peaked at over 500 000m2v in May 
1990. At that moment demand for pro~u c ts were at +- 60 000m2v per 
week. More than B 1veck5 prodticl s were tlw c; i11 stor:k. 
r-i9u1c f\l.3 
FINISHED PRODUCTS INVENTORY 
528 
4SO - ·-- - - ·-
400 
300 
200 
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OCT NCH DEC rEB w.R IPR MAY JUN JUL AUO SCP 
11ME 
D 81.JSIX + r .»w>IAN PA TI!:ftN 
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Suggestions 
(a)Reducing setup times belween products, will make shorler runs of 
a particular product possible. (See Chapter 7) Shorter runs of a 
product will allow the production planner to plan the machine to 
produce the full range of products within one week . Less finished 
stock tan then be kept. 
(b)If the sales representatives could give more information on 
impending large orders, the finished stock can be reduced 
considerably and only increased in anticipation of specific orders. 
Clients should also be educated to spread their orders as they 
require the material and not to place large orders for delivery on a 
single dale. 
Al.2 Process description 
Chapter 6 describes the process. Further information can be 
obtained in Appendix 3 which is an eAt~act from the SABS 0157 
procedures manual for the Sheet Plant. 
Al.3 Demand v ~ riance 
Figure 1\1.4 shows the weekly d1:111and for pi oducts on 528 over the 
past 12 months. Two things should be ncted about this graph. 
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Figure Al.4 
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The first is that a s lrong demand is always e~pcrienced before the 
end-of-the-year price inc1eascs. This demand also spills over into 
,Ja11uary du" to the f .1ct tha l orders nre of ten p 1 aced in December for 
delivery ill Janu.lry ttt the l)lcl price. 
ltH• second is Lhal Lhe clr~m.=rnd lws stc.1d1ly c!ccreascd over the past 
12 montllc; c1s lhc recPS5ion in the htiilc!ir1g industry increases. An 
l'XC. f'ption \'.'1l S 111 J1111" .... hf'r1 larg(l 01dc1s were r'eceivcd for single 
fllOJPCt-,. 
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Al.4 Cost of guality and analysis of scr.!lQ 
Oetermininr the true tost of quality is~ lengthy e~ercise, 
described in detai~ by Fo~d (1990) and others. It considers not 
only the cost of rejects, but also the cost of inspection, the cost 
of rework, the cost of disruption to process flow and the _est of 
preven 1:ing the rejects from occurring. 
The co~t of quality at S28 machine is not determined in this survey, 
but figures Al.5 and Al.6 show the reject rates over the past 10 
years and 12 months respectively. fhe prime reject rate is the 
percentage of products that are rejected by the unpacker operators 
and QC inspectors. The nett reject rate is the percent<lge of 
nroducts that are total scrap, i.e. the prime losses minus all 
recoveries. 
Products are recovered by cutting bad pdrts off s~ects and 
reclassifying them to shorter sizes. Only cert<1i11 types of rejects 
can be recovered. E.g. if a co1·ner of a sheet is broken the shee t 
can be made cut shorter, but if the $heet is too thin it ha s to be 
scrapped. 
Figure Al.5 shows thtlt the reject rate on 528 machine l ... s steadily 
been increasing since 1983. A Pareto analysis of rejects over tne 
past year (figure Al.7), shows that rejects dSSociatcd with the 
profile, uptul'n and downturn ore responsible for most of these 
rejects. In May 1990 (see figure Al.6), ct , " .id nett reject 
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rate of 6,35 was recorded. This was as n result of formplates 
losing their shape with continued use. Customer complaints 
nec:.essitated thP. rejection of all deformed sheets and the 
reprofi 1 ing of al I fonnplutes. 
Suggestions 
(a}In order to implement WCM. Total Quality Control will also have 
to be implemented. (See Ch" ~e1· 3) 
(b)In the short term attention should be paid •o the increasing 
level of rejects on 528. It is the author ' s opinion that continued 
usuage without adequate maintenance ha!' caused the offtake, carriers 
arid formplatc ~.., deteriorate, causing increased relects. The 
equipment should either be repaired to its original condition . or 
replaced as reconunended in the project report found in Appendix 2. 
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Figure Al.5 S28 PR!ME RE.JECTS 
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Figure Al.7 BIGSIX REJECTS 1989/90 
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Al.5 Lend Times 
Planned ledd time is three weeks from production to de:<1'<1tdi. Actual 
lead may differ due Lo unexpected probl ems. At this stagt JO rtntn 
is available on actu~l lead times. 
(a)A record should be kept of actthll lead ti1i1es, preferably in ~ he 
form of a graph, showing average weekly leadlime fur the past few 
months. 
(b)lmplemcnting Jll will decrease lead times significdntly. An 
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analysis of actual production time will show to what extent lead 
times can be reduced . 
Al.6 Iru!.ioment Capabilities 
Table Al.2 shows the capabilities of S28 machine. BrJth the unpacker 
and autoclaves can accommodilte these outputs. 
Table Al.2 S28 CAPABILITY 
PRODUCT SIZE M2V/ ROLLF.R FELT HUMIHiR SHEETS/ M2V/ 
I SHEE'l' C!RC SPEED LAYERS llOUR HOUR 
Bl<ISJX 2.1 2.91 2.51\6 60 1 194 565 
2 . 4 3.33 2.548 60 7 194 046 
2' 'l ::L 74 2.66 60 ? 166 696 
3.0 4. rn 3. 1133 60 '1 170 707 
3.3 4.56 3. I\ i\5 GO 7 155 710 
3.6 4 . 99 3. ''4 (>0 7 140 099 
CANADIAN 2. 1 3.22 2.5'18 GO 7 194 6;::5 
PATTERN (L 4 3.69 2. ~Mr GO 7 HM 716 
2.7 4 . 15 2.66 60 7 166 '172 
3.0 4.61 3.163 60 7 170 764 
3.3 5.07 3. il45 60 7 155 786 
3.6 5. 5::3 3.74 00 7 140 774 
VICTORIAN 2.7 2.70 2.86 45 G 157 425 
PATTER?! 3.6 3.00 3. 71\ 1\5 6 120 433 
Not appl ic~1blc. 
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Al.8 Direct and Indirecl Labour 
Al.8.1 Pirect Labour 
Required per shift: foreman 
Supervi~or 
KnlJergang Operator 
Mix Panel Operator 
Mixer 
Cutter 
Off take Operator 
Offtake Assistant 
Crane Drivers (X2) 
Unpacker Operator 
Unpacker Assistunts (X2) 
Page Al .18 
One shift works for 46 hours every week. An addidtional 10 
hours overtime may be worked if required. Up to three shifts 
can be operated per week. 
Al.8.2 lodirecl Labour 
The following indirect labour is required to work the same 
shift hours as the production machines, but they have to 
attend to more than one machine at a time. 
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Process Controller 
Autoclave Operator 
Autoclave Assistant 
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The following indirect labour is required to work during 
dayshift. These workers also supply a service to the other 
machines. 
Al.9 Purchased Commodities 
Plant Manager 
Plant Superintendents(X2) 
Production Clerk 
Oayshift Foreman 
Oayshift Supervisors(X2} 
Plant Cleaners(X8) 
Cutting Frame Repairers(X2) 
Sieve Repai1~rs(X2) 
Stockyard Foreman 
Stockyard Labourers(X6) 
QC Inspector 
Despatch Foreman 
Despatch labourers 
Table Al.3 g;ves a list of purchased commodities used at S28 
machine. Sieves and felts are ordered by Head Office. It is 
felt that these are strategic commodities and as such should 
be controlled on a central level. Felts are manufactured in 
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Europe and due to the process of feltmaking, are delivered in 
batches of four or six. 
Table Al.3 Purchased Commodities 
I 
Commodity Supplier(s) Rand Volumes Inventory Turns 
per year 
Felts Fez RJ30 000 not available 
Munsinger 
Catala 
Sieves Uniform R50 r ~ill not available 
Cutting RSO 000 not available 
blades 
Al.IO Marhine downtime by cause or symtom 
Table Al.4 gives this information for the pJst year . 
Al.11 Accounting svstems requirements 
This information forms part of the Monthly Budget report. 
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r0r!~r0mont 1h1s r0plac~Mrn 1 1 pl~n~d for th0 X-
ri1t1r; £l111t. c1i::··.o.1n 1ht Sl~h ·:!uli? sh11uld p1:rh~r>"' bt• <:•d-
j us l •:·cl t.•:i ,..- pl iH" P c •:t111p•:tli('l1t <"', :-. t l rq· ~• < f'l' ti\ l n n•.m1t•\"'' 
,-,f '-'PC'l 1'1ti•Jl1 I rnth1..,,1• n1i'.:\n ,,,, ;:, l \11h• h 1'il'> 
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APPENDIX 3 
EXTRACT FROM SHEET PLANT PROCEDURES AND 
WORK INSTRUCTIONS MANUAL - SA8S 0157 
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BAACK~NFELL SllEET PL/\N'I' PTilXEWRES AND 1-0HK INS'l'RUCTIONS 
t-MA.NUA a . S 26 ProGESS lVlm 
1. Bas~ or asbestos in store 
2. Holler a!lbestos 
3. 'l'akc water conle11l ll•llflple 
4. Transport wi Lh Redler conveyer 
S. F1bcrise Asbestos 
6. Silica reserves In veld 
7. Mine silica sJnd 
8. Tnmsport Lo mi 11 
9. Ml 11 sand 
10. Determine bla1ne and solids 
11. Pump silica to plant 
12. Storage 
13. Feed 1n ngline 
14. M?iyho(( nllica 
15. Cell11losc ln store 
16. I'ulp cellulose 
17. Check cellulose solids 
18. Refine eel lulose 
19. Check SR of cellulose 
20. weigh off cellulose 
21. CeJnl:'nt in storage tank 
::2. Check cement bl.1ire 
2~. Screw conveyer 
24. Weigh of cement 
telss~IARY 
Approved by MANAGER Sii E • 
1990 
SABS 0157 SEC'rION 
REF. 4. 8, L __ _.f.,_1. 8. 3 
Aevislo~~ 1 
Page No 1 of 3 
o.. ... 
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RACKE?Jf'ELI. SHEE:t' Pl.N.rt' PIUC£1XJHF.S At:~ WJllK INS'l'IUCTIONS 
MAMJAl. 
[VtHll[ 
S 28 PIU:ES5 'FLO\ol CllMT 
2~. Mudwater Lank 
26. Crush reJeCt sheets and pipes 
27. Crusch material 1n silo 
~n. H1x with w~ter 
29. Store 111 the stirrer 
30. Pump to 11\bchi. ne 
31. neigh of weLwasle 
32. Dissolve MG ot!cuts 
3 3 . :>ump to Shce t Pl 1111 t. 
'14. Store i11 Pl~ stirrer 
3!L f'Utnp 1n ngllne 
JU. Mtxer 
39 . Store In s tirrer 
40. Produce a shell': 
41. Visually cx11ni1ne sheel 
42. Sloe~ sheets at o!ltake 
43. t.oad MG sheets cm trolleys 
44. Moulded Goods 
45 . Sheet m.1ture 
46. Unpack sheets 
4·1. Inspect sheets at unpacker 
4U. 1'11toclove shE'ets 
49. Mature 
te Issued 
Sl\05 0157 
HEF. 4.8.1 
SF.Cf ION 
F. 2.8 . 3 
Prepared b)' r J\ 
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- 50:- - 1n:1pect;-shcets 
~1. Store in stockyard 
52. L rlb SBll{lle 
53. llard sheet culting 
54. Sheet CvJ Ltng 
55. Despatch sheets 
Prep<HJtd b'L_ 
PROOOC'l'ION 
Approved by MJ\NJ\CER SI IE 
te Issued 
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To ensure that su C 11 c1cnt qu;111L1 ties of raw m.lteri als are 
ni1xP.d for S 28 machine. 
Shift Foreman, Mimic Panel Operator, SUp~rvisor 
Shi ft F'ore111an 
1. Descnpt ion. 
2. Startup. 
3. Shutdown. 
4 . Qual it:y. 
5. Safety. 
Descna•.1on of Plant (Refer to 1\nricxure 1) 
S 28 mtx preparation plant is completely automated and o:lly requires 
human intervention for startup, shutdown and breakdowns. The plant is 
control led by a process control computer and a mimic panel. The com-
puter is situated in the Clerk's office and the mimic panei at the rear 
of the preparation plant. All setpoints are ma<le on the conputer. 
1.1 Kol lered asbestos is stored in an accurrulator from where a Redler 
conveyor transports it to a fibre weH.Jh bin. 
1.2 The fibre weigh bin is fitted with a loadcell And th1s stops thP 
conveyor when a certain amount of asbestos is weighed off. 
1.3 The fibte wc19h bin dischar9e door op~ns and drops the asbestos 
into the fibertser where it i:: spun. H cellulose is required in 
the mix, it is adJed. 
1.4 The flber1ser valve opens dCter :;p1nn1n9, allow1ng lhe C1llres into 
the HltD rn1xer. 
1.5 tlardwaste and wetwaste is weighed off in the waste weigh bin and 
added to the URB mixer. 
1.6 Silica is weighed off in the silica weigh bin and added if 
required. 
1.7 Finally the ce111cnl is weighed off and charged into the ti.RB mixer. 
1. 8 'rhis m1xtu r c is rn!.xed for 3 minutes and then discharged into the 
stirrer. 
1.9 1\s soon as lhe stirrer level drops suff1cicntly, the cycle is 
repeated. 
ate Issued 
J ANIJARY 1990 
Appmved by Page No 
Revision Status 
ORIGlN/\L 
1 of s 
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DHl\CKENff.LI. 
111\MJl\L 
f;llf~l~I' PL/\N'I' l'HOGEIXIHES /\Nl> ~UK !N')l'fllJl.:l'I C!lr.> 
S :1'8 MIX l'Hf Pl\HJ\T !ON 
SAllS 0157 
llEF. 4 .8. I 
SECTION 
l-'.?..8.4 
The funr:Llon of L."! •'"><~riser ts lo OfH~ll the cru:;l,.•d 1md rol lr•d up 
fibre bumJICS 1 1p: .o f1ber1se the Ar.hcSIOs, f-'Jl>t:ll!led •t!ihc•!ll.0'1 
rn.1!'\t. st 111 show fibres a11<l rr11st not t>P. ,1 JCd ly. V1:;ually ex;1m1nc 
U1P tibre!l at )f-.1st or1ce a clay. 
Jn.pellor bl.:ides llllJSl be sgu.tre as s1rn<1th or rounded off blade~ 
cau:··C? •l Ions of Pffecl.Jvencss of I.hi? l1her1:;E'r . 
f'1bcrl!lcr Lin><~ 1s set on lhe prep pl.ml f'K':G am.I n•l$1 be a m1"1nain1 
cif 3 m1mllt!s. 
'l'h~ ~P.r:nn<l ~ta')•' u! lite two st."ICJe molur mHI bl" reached to en!lt1rc 
pt oper f 1 her 1 :n nq. 
ti ls 1mpo1 t,mt tha .. the f1bcr1 ser is COIT!plcLPly rtnuni;-d to t:n!lttrr. 
th.rt r.or1t'Cl '1l>rr a<ld1t1on to the lloll;mdcr ts achieved. lt 1.5 
,.l:w in'{k>r"t,111t th.it th() fibci-l!lcr 1s '\./.tshcd oft al 1 lihre bclor~ 
the nPxl dl41HJ'' 1s prepar~J. 
It is 1mporla11t th~t these vcs111!ls <He kPpl clc,m and cl hllild-up 
tr\5ldc p1cvenlt>cl. f\ build-up of hnrtl n~1tcrial could c.iuse ln.1r:r:u -
tdt.C 1.1t~1yh1n<J .111d crntld c.1use wa::;tc l11111ps on t:h"! sl1.-•et ..,hen it 
t>redlts loor.t•. 
4. J 1m1.Lrhxe1 
The 1m11 m1x1•r serves .1s the m1x1ng vesiicl whr.r f! <:t>l l1Jlo~t?, s1l1ca 
.111d w,1t1•r .HI' 1111x<'1I. 
Regul<irly clean lht: ceull'!nt rubber to prevc>nl wast lumps !mining. 
'l'hesc lumps brea'k off .1nd cause poor qu.1l1ty sheels. The lulflps 111<1y 
al!!n ca11:1e thr. rubber Lo block, le.11hn9 to a li1P.uktlmm. 
4 . 4 SJ.lner 
'l'hr. st 11 rer h;1s three functions, namely: -
lt 1s an 1nter11ieth.ite stor.ige vessel. 
/\ cr>rtain ilno1•nt oC mix1ng Lake~ pl.1<:c. 
It f c•etls l he m1 x to Lile 111<1cli 1 nc. 
'l'lte s\:111er 1rust be k1:pt cle.1n al all t1rnr:~ t;o prevr:nl . a bu1ld-11p 
anc1 was I c lumps on I he slr(!et. 'J'lu s 1 s llonl' lly w.isl11 ng I.he !i!dr.:1 
down t!Vl'I y hour. 
Date ls~lKf.Siiruw 
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rtrt I' t. 
111). t-td l /\IQ\ l"lt J 
S/\ll'i 01'l7 
Hf.F.40.0.1 
Sf.t:"l'JOU 
l-0 • l fl 4 
- ---- - ---------------
'111 lf'<'(I 111.1 I f'I'"' cm I ld•ll1llt•r lrt1y !'!lll'>l he ~rr ••t~·cl m1cl c-lc.'llnrd rP<J•I 
'" 
1
\' t 1 1•11 ur ,, p•ri1 • r l£"1•ct to thr rr1th1111•. 
td u 1 t. l"I n1.t l;f' ln.lrl• ltl C"n u1c tlMI It ha-i 1•1x In to pr1•vr11t 
h« I l • 111q m<1•l. ( r rim 1.'C"l w.nHI" or ni1ow.rter. 
'!"111 "lt ll 1 rr n1P I run it .1 c.·0111 t Jnt np<-Pd .ind 110 nep.11 ation or mix 
1r I. ti t•r r111•1t 1 1 II • 
• ''' I~ 
P•q H<Oh 
Ii • 1p ii 1 11 I l.1 w-: 111 .nil .H< 11 I ll1C' prt•p.u.111011 plimt <!5 th1",1 
' tl1. 'J f .J ',,, .,,( 'i 
U• '""' 11 .., •"'i'lli Jy l•i W•lr I un •lr 111 n 1t1¥hh1t.• w1LhN1t locku1J) out 
t t '""' r 11 I I y ,,t lit!'· I• I lJ • rd. A su 1olc11 pou1.•r dip or i'lrl 11n,1u 
th 11 NI pC'r in w1rltr1<J th c~"t;11tor nl.'.ly ca11• ... eq111prr•:•nt lo lll111t 
WI ti l\ll V !! ll llllJ. 
n l 11• 1. l-f~cv1s;;, Slatus (>111 ,JUf\I 
Approvt.'d t>, Page No ,, or '• 
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Ill :1-· • •i. 0 . I 
SFC'l'IOIJ 
F .a.a.~, 
'l'o cnsure thnt ll thorough llnd•~1st .. rncHn9 or S 211 mach111P 1:; 
yal11~-d, so that sheets ot the 1eq11lred q1ullly Mt.~ pr0<!11c:l'd 
salcly arlO effic1ent ly. 
Shi rt For<'IMn 5 4!ll, Sill lL Supervl sor S 28, C"1 1ll C'r, f11 xC'r 
f>ti 1 I L roa erna11 
l. Machrne d1::ncri pl 1 on 
2. Start up procedu1c 
3. Shut dow11 procf'cl11 ro 
4. Clt•l11111icJ nncl m;1111l •'n 1nc'~ 
For the purpoS•' o{ lhlll proc:ct.h11c 1 S ;m d1'""'1ter1119 n1<1cl1lrt1! .s <lct111•!d 
llS all fldl ts b1'lwcc11 lm<l inclucilnc; lh~ mixl>ox 1111<1 p1or!.1ction roller. 
1.1 tlliIDQK 
'l'he purpo<:e o[ Liii" mtxtmx ls 10 mrppl~· f'd<:h ol the 3 11111.:l1lrn! v.:.its 
with a :Hencly s11pply ot mtx and rhlullon 1.1ntc1 dt <I ct•rlntn dr•ns1-
ty. '111c• clt'n!'ier ttu• m1x, Lhc llilt:ker th<' l11y•'I" lh<ll fonnn on llie 
felt. 
The mi>thox cons111Ls ot a sle"l ves~el CllLc:J WILh an <19lL.ito1 to 
s11pply the 1111x11uy ct lf'Cl. !\ mrclcar d<'11srnootc•1 in I he l'lox rel lr!c;ts 
the dens I t;y of th" 111lx. 'l'h 1 :o den:u Ly ls COH{ldr ed Lo t. hr• spcr If 1t•rl 
cf1..•ns1Ly 111pulled nl Lhc> 111c·H.:h111c co11Lrnl lr.1l>le. It lhe <lcn:uty ir. 
too high, .1 p11i>umlll.lcnlly cont1ollcd valve, opt"'ns and .illow ... more 
cl'l lul ion w.1Ler tnt'J Lhe mi>c'10x. If lhe cl<.'1101 ty in loo low, the 
valve closes and lc'ls dllut.ton w11t:t•1 is ·trd 1nto the box. '1'111~ cler1-
so11ictcr thus cont1nuously rronltors the cl,.ns1:.y of the 1111x cin<J nd-
j11s1 l! the di 1111.lon wate1 fccrl rc1Le t.o c:ompt>ns.11 t•. 
'l'he 1111w1unL of mix in the m.t')(box is control led hy n pm·urn.1l:lc,il ly 
cont ro I k<l 1111 l ve I 11 I he laundc•r I rom the ~t 11 rer Io the ml xbox. 
At the out let s1<1" 01 the 1111xl.>0x 3 pnuurML1clll ly <:ontrol lrod r.11.1irle 
v,tlvc conlrols 1.hc !low o l rlillllt..>cl mix Lo the m.1chine vals. '!'he 
111.ltn purpose: Of thc&r! VIJIVC:I IS lO COrtl:rol the level oC I.he VBl.S. 
Wl1e11 a v11lvc opc11s, inor!' mix flow!l through the lau1lde1 lnlo :.lit! 
v11 t u vi • • a 1 eve I r l :JC'S ilnd v 1 ce v•• r sa. -,... bul>li 1 P.r t11be 111 c.1ch v11 l. 
ch•terr11111f'1J its nilx level. 'l'l11a mix lcv,-.1 :Is con•part?d tu the :wt-
pui11t at lh•• c:ont rol t .il>ln .inti I.he v.tl VP ts opcnL'd or clo:;r>d Ml 
req1111 eel. 
P1>1~>1».<ln1•u >:!JG 1 NI· d{ 6 l'.T Dote ts.< ..... IV 
G MN!l\r:~:n ~illEl·:~IlUCTTOU ____ _ 
19!.Jll 
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'l'hc v111:i nrp hollow vr•:J ~"l. "' wh1c;h ti••! !liCVP, 10L.1te and pick up 
!111)( lo cl<'po:ul on the f r• Jt. llix f'lltf'1 ~ .he v.1Ls thro119h l.11111de!r5 
110111 the 1n1>tl>ox. Sol1ds 111 tl •t? rnix iu1! cnrr i('d onto lh1: lclt hy 
1111• sieves while w.1L,:r t!I lit tered l111m1111t the s1rv1:s .111d rn1t 
tltrmttJh U1r! npt!rHnq:i ln the nu1np. Mix In p1~•w11L1'1.i trorn tlowrng Lo 
I he CC'rtl re O( the II 1t:vc hy 1111.:.,c, SH.V•: llilll(IS. 
F.11cll val Ir. ftl.tl'd i."th Lwo .i•Jtlillorn lo pr•:''Plll. Lin! mix !10111 
bu\ 1<11 ll<J 11p 111:nde 1 '1.: "'1l .. 
1.3 f£Lb 
1.5 
Prep.:ired by 
'111c pu1por.1• o f lht• iel• 1:1 'hn•,.fold. Fu:;t;ly It lr1111!lpcnt:1 mtx 
11111:1 1.h,. !de\1!.!!I to•·•" p10<11•<"l1rn1 roll••r. Secondly ll 1.1uppl1e!I ii 
m.;•d1urn Liu ouqh ...:'1ll.h w.1lcr can l>c .iack<'d Lo d1 y thP. r.ht:~l and l.isL-
Jy it tr .. nsrn1ts ptiwcr !rum th,. hrt'MIL rollc'I t.o ll1t• Dil'Vi'"~I .md 
1ollr>1s IPnllll.f~ Lhm11 1ur11. 
't'h(> I ell l!l no1 n~tl I y r.i .. dr! 11 0111 wrn1cn po I y1 h.-.- r 1 br c<: wh 1 ch "''' ~ 1• 1 l 
ltvlh pcirl'ous ancl s L 1 onq. 
'l'he felt 1s h pl t1q'1t !lV 11dJl•st111y Ll1t• te11311 n111g rril ler '111d 1!I 
.ili131wd liy 1t11: tell oil<IJu!lt·t'l!llt •ol)i;>t'. 
'1'11f! co111~h rol li!r:': wrap I he fell nrn1111d l1 ct.1 t.11n <1rea of tl1c :iJ<"vc 
•_, allt1w prf1per plck<rp of 1111x. 'l'n1s ,,1110 allow. r.1tlic1c111 Irle· 
11011 ;ir1•;i to drive lhe sieve. Thi' c.:oud1 1 u1 l<'r al.10 sqw .. t•zv• a 
CPI ta1n W1101111t ot w.iter 0111 o t tl1" !Pit •llld 1111x. 
'!'he 11111posc o( the Vll(1ous bOxes tll lo dry the tell irnd Lhe l<1yC( 
on it. The 2 vor::i.i11tJ':t!I ure on the l>otlr.·m fMrl ol t..h1! lell 1 b1~­
I 0 1 c sieve ~Jo 2 and :11 l'Vf> No J and Cite vacuum hox1!!I ;u c: c, 1 the top 
sect 1011 ol llle 11:11.. 
Vo:-111111~1crs l"front.:-s11c~.crs"J Ille liollow l10)(1•s wit.II u11ly CHIC s111L 
wl11 lc w1<:w1111 hox~s h11v1: m01" l11t111 one slot lot llelt er dis Lr ill1Jlll'),1 
of vnc1n1111. 
Thi• v.ic1111111 pun1ps !llll1Pl'r' the v11t:u111n ror t l••• hoxPs wh1 Ir. the :lllt?ncer 
al ll>ws all t ltc w.Jl t>r StH.kcd <Jill of l he 1.1y1?1 011 l.he lei l. Lo b1• rc-
tw tH!J to l ltt! rMcl11tH! :.;ump. 
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Connc~lion o f the va11011s boxes and {l'Jfl1p~; on . , 2'i 111c Ill> lc>llr,w'l: -
I 
I Vncuum pump No I 
I 
I 
I Vilcuum fllll•'P N<> 2 
I 
I V11c1111m pump No .1 
I 
Prc111.11n, 
No 2 
Vo1 na119~r· I 
I 
I 
Vor:rnuger No 1 I 
I 
I 
I 
I Vacuum pump No I\ I M,"Ji 11 vacuum b:>x I 
, ______ ____ 1 ___ ---
__ 1_ 
C:len11 systf'm w.~ tr.r IS dr.1wn • n1m I he t rJ(l of I ht• 111udw.111:r I :ink by 
the sp1 ay wat r.1 pui11p. '1'111 fl wnt e>r ls lt11:11 u:icd lo wash Lim s 1 t:v••s 
11s111<J spr.1y pipes. 'l'hc spr.>y pipes osc1 l"tc so th11t rile whole 
Bi CVl' Is w rnhctl. 
L 7 Uiura Lr<J l lt.:c 
Prepared by 
'l'lte ap Ir ii 1 o I I Cl' :ipr c11ds th!'! I~ 1 t.. :JP t.h.1 I tl d1ic'l m1L h I ock. 
Th••:w 1ol IPr11 9111r1P l111! lclt .ic r oss ''"' m.1cl1111P. 
•1·11,~ l>rf'lt:JL rollc·r dew,1ter11 lhl! layPr on t.hc produclion roller and 
,11f11> suppllt1$ 1111 ~ cJrtVf• lo lhc !ell. In the C/lse O( S 2B a urvov..:cl 
!Jrcnsl 10. 11•1 rNty bt• l ttl<!cl Lo assist in d•'Wilter 1119. 
'l'lu• sll,.1' 1 ')f' l :l l o rlflt!cl m1 the p1oduct1u11 1r>llel' hy suc<:C!l!JIVI' l.1yt•r ·s 
of n11x. 011re L:l1c t t.'tJ1111cd lhac~.ncss I s .1c h11:\.'1•d1 the uht·e l yei.o 
<:11t. o tf lhe 10111•1 by ti 1:11111 op<'1<1Led cutting wltc . 
' l'hr pt 01h11:1trn1 tollt•r 1~; ptt?Rtwd 111110 the hrt}.1!1t: roll1'1 hy two 
f>111'UIM I 1 c r:y I I r1d1•r ll. Th I II \)I Vt'll l he :iher'I ii C:Ct la In cl1•w;t l y. I 11 
I he 1:11 t t 111q 111 crc1ve, ti 11 s ctens it y 1 s nt:c:h I owcr 1.11\d t:ln s a 11 ows tt1e 
sheet Lo he cut 1n I hfil (11 >:1 1 L1on. 
D<lte Issued Revision Status 
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fi ?.B hll!I six size" of prcxl11ctio11 rollt:1 n<11f'l?ly 2 1 1; l;'1i 2,"I; 3; 
:1,J; .ir1d ,11 fi. 'l'h11; allows :1lir~1·t.:; ol belW..?C'n 1,6 .ind :1,6 m L<> tie 
H~lt ll!. 
l'1od11c1.1011 rol ,lr.1 ii h.wc a11 oul:r.r she! I oi c1ll1P.r y1i11dccl :iLCt!l nr 
cermnic c:o.11,1!<.l sl:eel. Once the :;urfacc is l'O Jonqcr :inocith or cir-
cular, p1ch1p will bt'COI~ 10•p<H.rn11Jlc . Th<: :iticil l.he11 hns to llc• 
gr inde<l n111l 1 c-co<1l ed. 
/\ll th1• w.1ter tlll<: rcd into the rcntrc• of lht' S1t.•vcs <1:1 wt•ll <111 
11•)L war.h1nt3 w;1Ler, ~:p111.t•Jl!!l illld the f'Xh<111st.; trorn the VllC'Ullm pun•p 
iitl~nrcr 1 flows 111to th•.! 11udw,1tt•r !IUmp. This waler 1s pwl'pt!d l>y 
Lhe n11idw.1 tcr pomp lo lilt: lop of l lw 11•1dw.i l:cr t.m~ . 
1 . 12 tW<J!W!&L.t!!Ok I S•~f? A11ncxmc 11 
'l'lu: JT111clw11tc1 tun~: l11rn lwo l1111r.I 1on:i 1 n.ur"!ly to acl ,1!! .1 uut fer 
m•pply of Wlllt')r for Iii!! r111lc:h1ne and to l11tt•r lhl• muclwlltl'r into 
cle.in sprny Wlllt•r 1m<I tllr ly tll lut 1011 water . Thin is achlt•ved l>y 
.cLt1119 nol 1d:; 1n 1 he w.1Lr1· nel Ll1• dowi1 to the botLom of t lte L811l-: 
llnd clN1n wntr.1 n:ie 10 tlw lop. 
l\ :11'l o r npr.1y<'1 s, uuppl 11•cl 1iy 11 1rv>110 1"""11i b1 e.1¥s d·1w11 t111y 1oa111 
wl11ch "'•'Y nccurnilatc at the lop of tlif! Lank and hlork th,· ov~r I low 
Oil ti t>l.. 
'l'i1c nudw.~ l c1 1 .111~: 1nrnt. l >c <Ind rwd nml <: lt::1m,.cJ ()111,1• flt'' wc;•I: lo p1 t!-
1.c11t bloclo..11J1•s. 
l\5!HUT11n<J! 1. M.11' l11ne i:t ot f. 
2. Mudwatcr lank 1:; full. 
,l. Kollerccl (lhre is avn1lnhle. 
II . S,.tpo111tl1 at c:ont 101 panel ,'llf! correct. 
3. C: losr. r.L1111!r vHIV•' ill lllillll d : ~VP• .r11• 1 
'1. Hr: lease tllilln d1 lvc c11w•1tJClll"Y :tvu. 
5. l'rr.ss st11rt l)ulton - m1x1111111n i; 1>c•1·<l lfr rpm . 
6. Opt•n Wlll e1 valv~· o! :;pray pipe!\ 1111d st.11 I p\Jn•p . 
Prep,irod by - - - f oate Issued 
l't.:>l~IC'l'ION flJG1Nlj.¥~t~.i) Jl\Mll\HV 
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7. :::wi1.1...10 on ag1t;1Lo1:i, roc~llHJ <.lcvn:c and Vilr.1111m p1111•p!i at d1a 
tr i bu t 1'111 l>w1 n 1. 
O. Clean probes of ve1ls and rn1xbox. 
9. l:lose v.1L5 dr '1tn pll1<JS. 
10. Clo!le 1111xhox out let. valve. 
11. Start 1n1 xllOX il<JI ~al nr. 
1i!. Open Wi\ltH VillVe II L 11._l(lWit l 1!1 l llll y, . 
13. Open v.i I VI' l 1 nm nt1dw.1tcr l .i11k to rnixlmx. 
1'l. Open stirrer valve. 
1. Clone st11rc1 valve. 
2. l!ccluce spcetl or pr 0<l11c1 1011 roller· to 12 - 1 C. 1 fl'" · 
3. otw11 v.1 l drll I r1 p llttJS. 
II . Op1:11 1111xhox V.!lve 111111 dra111 b.!l.1r1c:c ol •nix 
5. Op<'n st 1111•1 vn I vr. 
Ci. w,1nh m1xhox. 
7. WM1lt :;icvcs, spl«1!illurJa1d!1 1 111.11:h11H: ,111d s11111p. 
O. Glean .ill t:pr.1y pipes. 
'). Switch o(I •1<JIL,1lors 1 rrJCklnCJ UCVl<"C 11ml WH'.1111m:1 al; uist11hu-
l. 1011 lxv1rd. 
10 . Sw1Lch oCf m1xhox •l<Jll;1101. 
11. Close w.ltt>r vollvc nl !!prny pipes .incl tiwltch olf 11111op. 
l %. Cid shP•·L n prO<llH:t \Qt' roller. 
14. Clo e \. 1 ' Viti"~ from d.1m. 
l~. ~iw1t.<.h ol l 111dw.i tr-1 p11mp. 
Prepared by Oa1e Issued - fRevision Status 
_ r1<0rtlCl"IOIJ """ ..&1(4~- JA .. JAHV 
Approved by 111\Nl\~:Fn ~an·:i::r l'lt:>I i1cr1citJ 
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1\ clPan 11nd we ll 111.11nta1nl'd madllnf> lcad!t 10 t.el t.er '1••11l1ty1 h1~J.,•r 
cl fi c i1•ncy an•J s.Jfcr nnd rrore pl1•nsant worklnCJ envuo11111e11l. lhiu sd .. ~1·p-
111g nl1ou I cl b~ al 5- n t ilr st <111cl,11 <.I. 
l\llhomJh lhr. maintenance of the m.1c h1n£' is tlu: rcspons1111lity of the 
Eng1nr.c11ng l)cp;irlmcnl 1 ProdL1c l1011 have ce11.11r1 {unc1iont1 lo perform. 
P11y111CJ all.cnt ion lo dcl.1il Will 1!ltlo o'IS:'ll!!l tht? l1n111t.e11.1nc t• person111•l 111 
LhP.tr work. 
F1 Jl.JC'l'l C. N 
1 . Chnc }'. .1<Jll1tlor S"ill:J Lo r l1•,1ks . 
3. Clu·c k l1:vc l 1 n 1111><1.x.Jx. 
'1. w.~nh nf I ' •[>1 I l , 1q~s .uicl I o.1rn. 
5. h1!1 h oul 111r. 1de o l ntlXl K1X . 
4. 2 S•1!!'{1 
I !•EH IC.>I > 
_ _J ___ ----
1 
I ll.l1 ly 
I 
1 n.u ty 
I 
llo111ty 
C:on l 1 nuou r. I y 
l\rttJ!.!1• l l Y--
---------
I HJIK:l'ICN I 1'1-:HIOI.> I 
'---- ------- ~-------------- ! ______ I 
l I I 
I 1 . Cltr·c~ :;11111p tor l1111lcl-i1p . I r<Pt•kly I 
I I I 
I 2 . \'<,1sh do wn :11 1mp wt l h ho:ic . I 110111 I y I 
I I I 
I J . .J.1<:kh.i111ncr 1111m11 to ur l<J 1 na l dl"pt h. I Pl anneil M.1 rn- I 
I _____ --- ------· ___ l-1SO!'!Q.£!:! ___ I 
Preparctj by -- - J Dato issued 
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M/INIJ/\L 
S/\11~; 01s·1 
Pag.-. A':L l G 
~l·:CrJON 
•• ... 1 
'1.J Yu1.:! 
-----------
'-------- -----------------
' I 1. 
I 
I 
I 2. 
I 
I L 
I 
I I\, 
I 
C:li<>ck vats for hoi Ir! 11p lt11d clc.111. 
I Pl-.HIOI> 
_ l ·--------
1 Yi••ek 1 y sh11t-
I down or wl 1f>n 
I uneven sheets 
I Me pr<)(luC'e:.1. 
I 1>.11 I y 
I 
llourly 
11rn1r 1 y 
I ti. Check IH)lllll1)r i>lcHk·~ ICH We.ii (JI c r .1d·:1. I h'?l!kly :1h11t-
I - --- __ -- ______ l _\,.l!,!WO _____ _ 
1 , 
. 
... 
C:hPt •. 'l' ··111 9 IDI ,, •• ,~!!. 
I' 11' II\ !11 l'Vl' 
I 1'1-:IUC)ll 
- I ---------
1 
I Daily 
I 
I 11011 I 1 y 
I 
3. c·11 .... IP JI t or hi.id: 'llrr.t~tl inrlJC'.lllmJ I Cont 111110\lf.ly 
I 
I 
4 . t: tn·c ~ l('ll'l l•m o r :li 1•v .. &1:1 ••1•11 ( 111 t WI th I Wi•clo:ly shuL-
' ----lh!lrn QI !JL•11-:l i.!rnLlt:Jll.'11 t,v rlu!JJ . _____ J.l iwu __ _ 
I FUI ~rwtJ I PEHlOI> I 
'----- ~--------'--------- ' 1 
I t. C l1•an lx.>XHS I lllllldP:t 11ml 11 h1I !IJ. 
I 
I 
I 'l, 
I 
' I 3. 
I 
I 
In::pecl boK top!! f 01 :1h<11 p cdc;es "'" tch 
111.-1y dun1.1c3e Ir! l I . 
C:hl'r.k hox lrrps for wt:.1r .md rr•pl.1n• 1 ( 
I I 
I W.•1kly r.lu1t- I 
I J o,,.n. I 
I I 
I ~ekly shut.- I 
I <lowr,, I 
I 
'lve1•k l y t:h11 t- I 
UOWt1. I 
I 4. Clc.ir1 v.1r.u11m piper., t•xhaunt: plpe:; n11u Planned t111111-I 
I :i 1 I cnr:er. l.t"nanc:e I 
I I 
1 -~~ --1,;lJr-I;i_Ulllll!.L':'DL!!L!.O .P!.!ll'l/3, ________ t_[>.t tly _____ I 
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[VlHI"[ 
UH/ICK Etff l::L t. 
HJ\NU/IL 
l1;1geA3.17 
!;l\11'.'i 01 ~·I SL<:l'H>N 
_ _._ _ __,. -nrl11\("tt 1 t~nr.nttt"f tc~--------11 .... -.-------..------1 
-------~------- -- ------
I Fi JIJCI' [()l.J I PEH!Oll I 
'----
- _ I __________ I 
1 
I 1. 
I 
I 2. 
I 
I 
I 3. 
I 
I 
I 
CllC'ck conch t ion of ro 11 em .incl r r·r I iJCe 
p 1 I.I !!d or shilr p ecl(jl!fi. 
Chc>c:k fitrc1191tt nesfi of c:ouc:h anc:J hrl'a:;t, 
roll<'r:C: M1ci n•plic:c if drvlat1on ,~,re 
tlvm l rno. 
I I 
I t:or1tim1nn!\ly I 
I I 
, I I wc~i·kly r.hut- I 
I down 
'W'.1•C"k I y !>h11 l:-
c1 .. wn 
4. /\l tcjn ,111 rol lr!rs ;incl sievr.s with hr!'il!'il Pl.inned Main-I 
1 __ --1..Qllir ... __________ ---- -1._!.r:t1\lru;r ___ I 
4. '/ fill 
Prepared by 
l 1·1 llJ< :1· 1 ON 
I ---· ------------
1 
I t . C: I nan 1 r:1 t :•rr ·•Y p 11ies. 
I 
~--~-----------I PEHlOI> 
------- '- ----1 
I llou rl y 
I 
I 7.. i.r1~: 11rP 1n.i1l1Jf ,1i:;t111er ':. line 011 IPIL 1:; I C:u11I l111101J:; ly 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I J. C'l .~ k ilt)(f 11tl~11r.L l.c11s1011 of ft•l 1. l C:ont1111101J:>ly l 
'-- --- ---- ___________________ } ______ ---' 
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~ ,_ HR/\(.KENH::J.f, 
MIWJAI. 
SllESI' Pl.AWi' - PlUt:EI lUHES ~ll \-Ot-O<-I NSTHIJCI' 1-eN':Y'----
EVlRll( 
S/\f!S 015'/ sH:nou 
- --528 SllE~:r l'llOWC'J'IC>N m:~. 4,n.1 f.2.8.h 
'l'o produce a shel.!t ot 11 sp11c:if1c lr.11131 111 thll:kner.s and qunltt.y 
s l arnfo rrl. 
Shtft: Fo1eman, Supervisor, Culler, O[llnkE' Oper<1ton; 
~~PJlJNT= 
~II .!111'.'!; Shlft fo1emr1n 
l. form mg anci cut:U ri<J ii ~heel. t rnm the pro<lucl 1 on roller. 
2. Ot~'rcll:ln') Lhc off I ake "111• ... \.lt~t stamp. 
3. Ch.IO<J1119 product ton s17.e. 
'1. s.1rety. 
s. vu.1lity. 
Thlu procedure asr.1Jlll("S t:hat L.he 1111x IS l ,r.111stf"rr10q lrnm the lt•ll: 011lo 
the pr" 'lducl1on ro1 Irr an<l that lhe cull iru:.J {ran>e, 5/\llS bat c:h an<I d;ile 
Slilmp ,Jrc currec:l. 
1.1 Tht! Cut.I nr 111 'Ji Ven tht: th1d.nt!1J!1 ol the :slll'et by tht' Fort!m<111. 
1.2 The 1111 c krwsr. 1s ITil.!•l!lurP.d by ii lllic\crH~!ls tpll<J<: !lt'l ilt the nn11- dr1vP 
:Hd~ of Lhl' pn)(tuc.:t1011 r o1 lcr be11111. 
1. 3 /\L 1 he cw r er:l Lhick11P.:u1 1 the C:11ll f!r lll; tl v:itcs the r.ul t. 1 P<J 
rnr:ch11nir:m .md l ltf! shePt is relf'.ise I fr nm Ltw 11rod11cl inn rol ll'r. 
l.4 The !iheet lr.1vels on convP.yor N•:l 1 .md 1'1 :;t.oppecJ by ,1 l 11111 l. 
:iw1 Leh . 
1.S Every 10th sheet 1:; checkecl by the C:uller for lh1r.knc.ss . 
1.6 A Vl:tUri) nnd "tee!" quality test is i1lso cdrried 0UL. 
t.7 'l'he sher:L is then l:akrn to the weL .stanip by lht" Olft.ake Ope1atm· . 
2. 1 St!!U!!P 
HI art the \./Cl :'lt.an•p hi<Jh pre!1surt~ sy!ll t•rn ilS rncJJc:,11-:cl on the 
ll(')iltd •l<JillllSt the: Oil 1.101<. 'le: CM~1111l I lo lol luw Lhc>Sf> ln-
sl rucl1ons cMrlully .1s ~nc;orrccl sl.11L11p could ca11•u! tll1' 
s.iir.ty v.1lve lo blow ;ind pressure to h1• lo:;t. 
1'111 tht! offl:1ke main p<1wP.r switch la1pi11st 'lld•: of offl.nke 
cuntrol p.111Pl l on. 
SI .ir·t I he cor111galed fold1!r va1:1111m r>omp ( tlie sw1 u:h is on the 
t----------~· ~fld11Cl) __ r----------------,r------------------l 
Prepared by Dale Issued Revision Status 
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~ BH/\CKENfE!.I. 
f"tAM) I\ t. 
SllEC:l' PW\!J'I' !![lx.:E!.lJRE:.S NJU lt()fU<-lN~il'lllJCl'lON.5---·-< 
[VI Mt!( 
51\llS 0 I ~ "J SEl:l'ION 
- --s-ia-!>nn·r--vilJ!lJCTTON---------..=.r.-4-,-0-.-1-- F. 2. Fl. 
St11rt Lhe shcet/fo1111pt.1le l1tlvr vacu11m pu111p. 
C:han9e Lhe mode sw1 td1 Lo .iuto. 
Prt'ss Lhc .start bullon. 
If any prob] r~ms ocrur / cl1Jncje the mc.xle sw1 t ch Lo mm111a I ,mtl 
<.:Orr~cl: tlte ptoblein. Cli.111rJe nme sw11ch hack LO a11tn. 
1 n~t ructions for lopp1 ng up ot the wcl stantp rr~~Sllr •' sy~t em a11: 
found on the board illJoinst the oil t;1nk. IL is 1mport.1nt that t111• 
pressure is walchcd r.arl'(ully ;md top(leu up carrPctly wli1!11 nee<lt-d. 
'rhe sh\ltdown proc~d1Jre is lhe reverse or t.hc startup. lt is 1mpor-
1 .mt t.o uliul down t lit.: wet st lllt•p prct1s11rr? sy:;l1!lll dS 111u1c11Lecl 111 l hi'! 
inutruct1011s ag.nnsl lhe 01 l t.ank. 
3.1 Ru11 out lhf' mlx 111 Lhc sttr rtr / wash the tel I and stop the 
llldl'hint~. 
3.2 Using thP ov1~rhr11d cr,1ne 1 renw1ve U1P. prod1Jr.t Lon rol l1·r and repl.1ce 
with Iii•• nt>w 512'! rnlll'r. 
3.3 Using the ovcrhe11<i c11me, rP.11ove lh!! cut.1111q fran!(! ilnd rcpl.1ce 
with Lht! new Cr fllTI(', 
3.4 Set. th1! c:uu inrJ depth ot the r.uttiny {rarne. 
:1.5 Ch1mgc the s17.e of U.e t lat ~lwct and cot rugalc.'Cl llfters and folder 
?>uct1on are;is. 
3. 6 Star l th<' rnachi 11e, s t.ir I. the ot t I ake 1111d produce a sh<'el. Chf'ck. 
whet hr:r .111 l t 1 Ler!' fire workin9 properly mid check th1• up .md dow11 
L'JI n~ of the sheet. AdJ11st thC! m1x Sld<.:k trol Icy or co1 r ugalor as 
llt!Nkd, 
3.7 Cont.1m1c prud11r.t 1on. 
4 . 1 
4.2 
Do 1101. al low any per:;o11 in Lile o! Hake are.1 whi IP. tht! oft t..1ke is tn 
nperallon. 
Alwuys replace the <J•1:11·ds on lh,.. wf'L st.anip afl•'r chclllCJlng the cul-
..!..! 119 {I <l!TIC and Ile( 01 C Sl iH ti II tht! ofl t.1ke, 
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~.J Clran up all spillilCJCS unnt•dlatf>ly. 
4.4 Do not !It~~ nore thcln the 11llow.1hle fllllttler of slil'el.s and form-
plAtes on .. u1:ler aii thin wlll prevenl the cra11c lrom ~iltiniJ it. 
5.1 Thr Cutter, Ofttakr. Opmtitor and Offtl!ke Ass1slant are lt.i cllP.ck 
all sheets Cor wa~le lumps, first layers or sieve m.uks. 
5.~ Chm:k the protilc and up .rnd clowri turn of th!?' tirs t ::;hr.et produced 
on" n~w c;,1rr·1er ttnd adjust. inrrcd1att1ly if necess<1ry. '!'he pro(1lc 
gauge has clear ind I caL1<111s ol norn1 na l, fl\.JX UTO/ll anu rni n I mum d \I c1w-
,1b1 e dimensions. 
5.3 no nol produce !ilu~ts unless the SAllS staJ11p and the inkJt!t prrnter 
arc? \JOr kt ng. 
6.1 Tlw Sl\11'.i rMrk ... ~.d t1atch tdP.l!l:ificillHm det.11ls are elrtlll5Sed on the 
sh~cts as 1·11c she•!ls c;o111e off tJ,,~ pr oclu..;L 1on rol lr.r. 
ti. 2 'l'ht• ccxh !l<J IS ll5 tol low:t: 
EVEnlll ~ B 
:r 
w 
_, 
a :ll a >- .E ... z 
z: w 
"" 
;;: 
"' 
0 5 I-CL .,, ,_ (>( r.i h. ~ a:> ~ ifJ ~ ;: <C w u .,, ...._ >- ;JC a> 
'" 
6.4 The cooinq 1m5l he l!"<]1l>le. !hes •"19l I.><! clrn1wd d.1!ly and rc-
pl<1ced when wor11. 
6. 5 ln ,1<Jd1 t.1 on lhe fol lowin9 15 pr 1 ntrcl on io:ach shf't:t w11 n9 the 111k J'"' 
pr lntc1 : 
i l A:1~s t OS \ ogo 
ii l 1\s!Je:;l.o!l warning 
i 11 l l>.1 le 
1V l Shi ft 
l IJIJO 
Page No 
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l'ill •If 
l•lth.,"'{fl!Frt.t • 
l'NJI 'J\l 
~f ~.I' Pl,,Mlf' 
Ml '1 P' •) (71 1>'-i he ·r <,11£ •··:· 
I !Xlt-1 IC lJ 
l U'flH ft:'t' I U5 
S/\11> 01 11/ 
hll' ~.H 1 
'P"l'lOfJ 
l"T."117'1-
r- 1•.i.:, '( J: 10 l'f 1 c • lrnt Jl"~l q. , t ly ~1,, • '"l , r•' pr odw· 1 t lff•' JUoi!·, 
,, p111•.P ,., • leJ c;.,,.,.1 p1.11i. 
!"""1111 Fr•tfti ,1fllll ~;·II •rVJ<; •1 1 f11•1 r 
l i1J 1th 
f•'l ll 11": l ! t ~ f I ff' fl 
}. ' I 
1. ( 1 vl111 ll 1 pr • •'<-i r1• 
).. Qoldlly • 
• 1f l't\"• 
P r>d 1r I If 1 Pr 1c lu 1 r> 
·11 .. • I '1" J 1 i\J 1 r , I r ' • 11 ,, ... ~ • « 'l 1 t t I 1 II 1• I T I I lll•j <t>; £ • r 111 
I re, t I•"' I ' '1 (, 
1. 1 I I ,h ''J I ,1 t I r I I L 1· •I 'fl I. 
l'li•· .. I I• v••I Id I ,. • l() f" r rll 
I 
" 
fly 11 I 
ti l I • I" •·•I '< n .. 111 
1 lr• , ...... . . ( '),•, I 1 11 
'l11•M• l.p'111" 1 1rr>' 1 ••tln l ."l' I I }II ll\ I I I • f I 
' , I • I •• I I ' 11 " I ' I• 
I ! 1 L I Ill l t I • ,.- •ff I \./I 1 It 11 I hi 'I JU l IC'• 
1ly (I <. • L ( l\f I ' •. I I. r hlf; • p1•1 t t< 11 r•y 
I r , ., I I ,, ' ( l •I r••t ,,, ( wr 1' 1 ,..,. •l llir l 1d of l '-"' 
l. 
• r " '•I II I h• , , •·v 
... If t ••• I r 
I I C't• l r" j i [N1• I l 15 t IC I c I ot I <Ill lhl' 
.,,, , .. , • Ii• I• t • l I• r• llw 1 r I H 11 111 1 t 11 •·r , 11 Is r. l Pr <l 011 
i 1• I~ 1 1 1 r n I m 11 gw l t C'h. 
ll • 11 k I 1>• f, • >.lf"r rcill lllP ... , t ">nl<l 1t1r rollf'r 1 L1.11slt•t 
1 1 k1ot11 'l•t- r 1 '" ti Lr 1IH•y ,\ I ,.,t,d; f"1 th lrollP.y d'l ~r 
II 
h1• 
I 1 • 1 1 I r t t , • I. c1I 1 ,., • 
111 ll l< 
r • • r 1 • 1 
jf l. • \I I I I 
t ~ • •tu ,..,t 
mil {r•t·~ LC' I 11( 11 • 'ih r•I - pull tr•Cj 
111 d1Cc.li.1 llr nlt1ld1h1!1ty. 
, ;J ii•• •111 •111•01 ,1ul lu11-.i,,1111cc• lor• •r1il1ty 1,.r•; ,.,l Lhf' "lCl"ol lhr> 
11 1 •' 1 If• J 'I ' v ir 1 ou·. ,.. 1 lf"i 11v• r t l • nppr c pr 111t ,, bt1r 5. 
, ,. I- r ''•' l I 1 • • 1o1tl11 1'1.1. '1111 n·1«11 1.11 f11ulr!c-d Gu<ids l•Y CJll11q 
Ill'•'.,, f I 11• •Ill"' ht•tl• l "" •,11il11y Wllh '"'"' 
r I .. t'. , .t If 1 1<1 
OJlc Issued 
A If'. 'l\'..•1' 
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~ BlW l<.EUFF.l.l. f1A?JJAI. 
sm:Er l'l..N!l' nu:i::llllll::s /\tJll h)1~:_1N::;1·111.JCrWN:; 
l •• • ll 
tlllll.Dl:.I> <TJJl>S hl'''r !;IWIO:I' SJ\llS 015"/ 
J'l(')JX1C:l'lOIJ - -- ~ - ~------1ITT7'!7ll. t 
SEGl'IOtJ 
F.1..0 • .,-
'l'lu! 11>111ld~:><I qr,•ld•1 l r ol l~y .1L ll11• :;!d1• of I hr! rn.1ch1nl! 1111"\t: be par kt>J with 
the sl!wrtnc; whrel hM1tllP going bttd:w.11d, 0Lherw1sc wht.'11 utaclt•d, 11 
w1 l l topple ovPr. 
Gloves 1111Jst Ile worn L>y till nouldl'.! Gon<ls Holler::. 
c.in• must ht~ c•x1..•rcicPd wlv·n 1111 1119 1·0) IC'rs a!l t liPy are he.ivy a11d can 
c.111r.1• h.,c•· str.1ln 
P•oparcd tly -1 Datu lssuoo ---1R0v1s1on StalLJS 
M<l!A•~l IUl "'""""'P'f ~' _JAMINIY 199~ _o_u_1_G_1 N_"_i_. ----.......i 
, APf'I' ·vcd by 59 I Page tlo of MNJM:11> ~ •• u·rr P1.-,1me1 lntJ ___ 2 
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bO-,. ~li'fl': 
{llll!!l'I'\': 
('(\~fl 't-ff'J I 
l'lll/ICK I :tJl'l•;J, 1. 
11N.n IJ\l, 
~i/\ll'i 0 t 11 I 
l!H'. '1 .IJ. I 
f . . ~ 
!1l:C"r!OlJ 
F.2.0.11 
To c·11!1111·..., t h<1t rn1 r \trl it r1l !lhf'i'I o 111 r unp .. u·kcd cot 1 f:'t:ll y no 
l11nl upl 11111m ••11 ICl<'n<'y crnd q11ril 1ly IS c•lll Eir111·d. 
I. Ope rill HICJ pr (l((•(jtJI f'. 
2. (l!1.i111y. 
1, 'i.1tuly f!IKI lr'll~l'l1<t•J1lll'l• 
1.1 U11p1ll'~lll<) ol slu'l'lll 111.1y rmly co11 •1~·11c:c ~·nr•' 111f' G11111 for1°11l<lfl 1n 
•rnt1:ll1t•d th.ii lhP. :-h1·t•l. s 1a.1ve n~ll11 .~ n11111cll•t1lly to fHt'Vc-111 'iaq 
q 1 lllJ •l f I P.r 111\J'otC:k ll"'J • 
l • 2 :}t .\ll I.JI!) 
(~1'·11 I l1r• 111 r v,1 l V•• ,, J•d ll'll I hf" pt 11,., • 
<~1•·n L11•· ql.ir1d w~t l'r t<'fd V<1 h11• on 1 hr• vft<:11um pump w.11 Pr L• 11~. 
ltJrr•1•11 I 
OpPr\ llol h 1 lw hy•lr aul ll 01 l va I Vl'S u11t1Prru•,1t h t h1• but I er 
L,111~s. I tl•rr k 111 tit• I 
~I olt I ii I I I lw put1p•1 1111 t 111• parn• I. 
!"el .rt I p1od11ct :trlrctor swill h.-'s to No l tor lll<J•,1x uh• t•I s u1 
rJo l !of t",111.,!111111 f',1t 1 .. rr1. 
:w.t mix nt,1d. and lorn1pl11tt-.. can 11•1 s 111 JKir.111011 <ind ::itt11t LhP 
llll(loll'.°'~ t•r • 
1.J ·1•11,. t1r1p11r:l1•1 o, ... ,,1Lc-1 riho11ltl 1tm•1t1111tly lldJll'•t. th•· h1•111h• 01 t111• 
111ix 111.u:•: o11td :h••1•1 rit.1tl ll1 •·t•t•p lht' 1111p,tt•h~r 1~111•r<I Hfl l•19h .1•1 
por.slhl••. 
1 .4 I'd I sh..-.. t :l rr•1:i1 lw i11'1(ll'L't1•.J '"' tlP:ll.r ll>t<d i n Se1·1 1u11 I.. H<•JcC:l'l 
o11C pl C"J (If\ c) :IP(lMotlt• (111 ll'l. 
1 • !-> 
Ptt1pmcd b1· 
·:111• nun~ Ii' 1 o I 
llnJldt'll'I. 
1 Approved bl'. ·"U I L' l'JIOIAJC"j IOlJ f'I) :. :J1:1'1 p:.\ 
hf't Ill Io lrf• 111.1 It tJ I Dri1u lssuM' 
I 
1 
,l/\Nl 1111<\' 
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1111/\\:K EIJ 1;;-r.: l.1. 
MJ\NI 1/\1. 
!i 28 llUPl\t."K l NG Of MJ\l\llllm ~llFl·;1'!; 
~~/\JI:; 0, ., J 
m:t~. 4.U.l 
f, 4 
r;1 :r :1• I O?J 
F. 2. 0.11 
2.1 All sll1•1•1s h.1vn to t>c ln:lp<'<'lcd lot pro!llr., up turn l111d do•.;r·1 
t11rn. ln:•p~ct llw ltt:il 1>l11•et. o ttJn.-,,J••d n11to 1111' p.tll•:t l111cl thc11 
evr~1y sh1·l'I which :ic••rn-; l:ll dl!IPr t1 c1111 1i.1• tlottoru 'll11•f't, 
2.2 llCJl'r.lcd !lht·Pt!I 1111: p.irh•rl p11 ;i •:f'p.11.il<' p.il ll'l. I\ \'G 111r.p1•1:to• 
will th1•n tc·111sp1:1:1 Ll••"l•• :11 ..... 1:; .-i11d soil tlw111 111111 tt.•111v1•1.1l1lt:1 
.1rn l 1101 t rcuvr•r .tL) I f'r:. 
2.1 5'1rPC.~ nho11lcl i1 1 !1o b<' 111sprc:tcd for thtrknc"'l!'l and r,111 t11rt' 11r·11·~1 tee· 
11onn !111Ch ,,!l wJ:1t<> 11111~1:> 01 11rnt l 1yer-:. 
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